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FOR A FREE BROCHURE. CALL TOLL FREE 
In fact, you can save as much 1 800 874-8000 
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lowest rates compared 
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page via telex. With 
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PUBLISHER'S 
LETTER 

l EUROPE 

A s autumn approaches and the U.S. presidential elections draw near, 
debt and deficits have emerged as two of the most important topics 
of debate. And not just in the United States. The impact of Third 

World debt on the international monetary system and the world economy is a 
subject of serious concern for policymakers on both sides of the Atlantic, as is 
the future course of U.S. interest rates and of budget and trade deficits. The 
international interest in these matters once again brings home the fact that 
we live in an increasingly interdependent world. 

In this issue of Europe, we feature an examination of various solutions to 
the problem of Third World debt and its impact on the global economy. Is the 
debt problem manageable, or is a "debt bomb" likely to explode the interna
tional monetary and trading systems that the United States and its trading 
partners have built up over the last 40 years? Our cover story looks at the 
potential impact of Third World debt on the world economy, as well as the 
role international institutions such as the International Monetary Fund could 
play in solving the problem. 

We also take a look at another issue of key concern to America's trading 
partners: where President Ronald Reagan and his Democratic challenger Wal
ter Mondale stand on trade. "Neither Reagan nor Mondale is a protectionist. 
Yet, political pressures are pushing them into positions that may result in re
strictions against imports," reports Samuel Gilston, of Washington Tariff 
Trade Letter. 

Elsewhere in this issue, Guy de Jonquieres looks at Europe's relationship 
with International Business Machines (IBM) at the end of a six-year antitrust 
investigation that has garnered headlines both in the United States and the 
E.C. A 15-page settlement signed last month by the Community and IBM sus
pended the longest and most complex antitrust action in the E.C.'s history. 
De Jonquieres, who covers high technology for London's Financial Times, 
provtdes a profile of the computer giant whose sales in Europe are almost as 
large as those of its 10 largest competitors combined. 

Mark Meredith, also of the Financial Times, takes a look at some of the 
other movers and shakers in Europe's computer industry. Scotland is becom
ing Europe's microchip capital, says Meredith, and its "Silicon Glen" is striv
ing to emulate the success of California's micro-electronic industry. Will Scot
land give the San Francisco Bay area a run for its money? Meredith analyzes 
the strengths and weaknesses of Scotland's new high-tech thrust. 

Illinois Republican Senator Charles H. Percy, chairman of the Senate For
eign Relations Committee, is our featured guest columnist in this issue. Percy, 
whose constituency lies smack in the middle of the Com Belt, explains why 
the issue of U.S. corn gluten feed sales to the E.C. has joined arms control, 
U.S. relations with developing countries and the pursuit of Middle East peace 
on his influential committee's agenda. 

Our member state report in this issue spotlights Ireland. Irish Prime Minis
ter Garret FitzGerald explains his country's plans for bringing the E.C. states 
closer together during Ireland's July-December 1984 presidency of the E.C.'s 
Council of Ministers, the Community's main decision-making body. Other ex
perts in their fields share their insights into the Irish economy and on the 
Continental literary influences that helped mold such incomparable Irish writ
ers as James Joyce, William Butler Yeats and Samuel Beckett. 
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AROUND
THE
CAPITALS

BONN
Crisis in the
Hop Market
I t the 32nd international

|rlhop grower's congress in
Munich this summer, the hop
surplus was the main item of
the agenda. U.S., British and
Czechoslovakian delegates re-
ported acreage was being
slightly reduced in their coun-
tries, but the problem remains
huge because brewers have
figured out how to use hops
more efficiently, thus requiring
fewer to make the same
amount of beer. At the same
time, the consumption of beer
has generally stabilized.

The Federal Republic of
Germany is the world's largest
grower of hops, most of them
in Bavaria's Hallertal, and
should produce about 770,000
pounds this !ear. Eighty per-
cent of the crop has been sold
on long-term contract to brew-
ers, but the other 20 percent
will be thrown onto the spot ILUXE;IBOURG
market, at less than haH the lw
price paid ror th" il##; lNew COalitiOn

nothing else. But, the Greens
alleged, German beer itself vi-
olates the purity standard be-
cause the hops are sprayed
with insecticides while still on
their vines.

The Greens made little im-
pression with their attack, but
the purity issue itself has gone
to the European Court of Jus-
tice, where the E.C. Commis-
sion is suing the Federal Re-
public of Germany for violating
futicle 30 of the E.C. treaty
which prohibits trade barriers.
Bonn has been stalling for
years, but is likely to lose this
round. The final resolution
probably will permit foreign
beers in the Federal Republic
of Germany but will require all
beers sold in the country to list
all ingredients on the label, as
is being demanded for beers in
the United States by the Cen-
ter for Science in the Public
Interest.

In the meantime, a furious
row about the therapeutical as-
pects of beer has been trig-

gered by Anton Piendl, a pro-
fessor at Munich's Technical
University. Piendl declared, in
a long article in the
Siiddeutsche Zeitung, that
beer improves a person's per-
formance, is diuretic, reduces
high blood pressure and the
chances of a heart attack and
helps one to avoid irritation of
the stomach and abdomen. The
newspaper said Piendl's piece
provoked bags of mail from
other physicians and scientists,
most of whom said he was
wrong and that his statements
would encourage alcoholism by

convincing drinkers that beer
is a problem-solver.

Nikolaus Fischler, a special-
ist in internal medicine, said
that drinking 15 liters, or 32
pints, of beer a month in-
creased the chance of getting
intestinal cancer three-fold. If
one is to drink beer, Fischler
said, then one should do so just
before chopping wood or danc-
ing, because either of these
muscular activities will burn
about 80 percent of the alco-
hol, leaving only 20 percent for
the liver to detoxify.

-WBt-r-rNGToN 
LoNc

ner. Throughout Europe he

won acclaim for his expert con-
tributions to the international
monetary debate, while within
his own country he won rever-
ence from friend and foe alike
for his devotion to Luxem-
bourg's national aspirations. It
is a fair bet that had he not
chosen to step down before-
hand, his Christian-democratic
party would have done rather
better in the elections than
more or less hold its ground.

The most striking feature of
the June results was the strong
advance made by the socialists
who overtook the liberals to
become the second largest
party and who duly took over
as junior partners to the Chris-
tian democrats in the coalition

[:l:;, Hl'i:J?j"li:' ft1 I rakes Power
does not actually buy surplus
hops-there is no mountain of
hops as there is of butter or
lake of beer as there is of wine.
Instead the E.C. guarantees
hop farmers "an adequate in-
come per acre."

Some Green Party members
and other environmentalists
briefly picketed the Munich
congress, sneering at official
refusal to permit the importa-
tion of foreign beers on
grounds they fail to meet tradi-
tional standards of purity, to
wit, that beer must be made of
hops, barley and water and

Th" three Luxembourgers
I who have done most to

put this tiny country on the
political map of Europe in the
past dozen years are now out of
the Government following the
general elections in June. The
largest vacuum has been left
by Pierre Werner who retired
at the age of 70 in June after
being Prime Minister for most
of the past 20 years. Werner
was one of those rare politi-
cians who managed to combine
shrewdness and ambition with
a benign, even fatherly man-

Traditional purity standards for German beer specify that only hops
(above), barley and water may be used to brew it.

.,*, .-, _!WA? _

Luxembourg's liberal leader and
former Foreign Minister Colette
Flesch.
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Government. Among other 
things this has brought about 
the departure as Foreign Min
ister of Colette Flesch, the lib
eral leader. Flesch first made 
her mark as mayor of the city 
of Luxembourg, but it was as 
Foreign Minister that her 
standing throughout the rest of 
the E.C. was established. She 
was the first woman President 
of the E.C. Council of Minis
ters, speaking for the Commu
nity at the United Nations and 
chairing key E.C. negotiating 
sessions in the late 1970s. An 
intense, uncompromising 
woman, Flesch once fenced for 
Luxembourg in the Olympic 
games, and there were many 
to see in her duellist's eye the 
glint of ambition to lead her 
country politically. That may 
still happen, but with her party 
out of power now for the first 
time in 15 years, the opportu
nity is on hold for some time. 

But the ousting of the liber
als raises an even bigger ques
tion mark over the future of 
Gaston Thorn, who founded 
the party over 20 years ago 
and has remained its chief in
spiration and driving force. 
Since 1980, Thorn, as Presi
dent of the E. C. Commission in 
Brussels, has been both for
mally and effectively outside 
Luxembourg politics. But his 
term ends this year and the 
eclipse of the liberals means 
that the prompt return to na
tional government widely pre
dicted for him has been stalled. 

To anyone who has watched 
Thorn in action, the idea of his 
retirement at 56 is inconceiv
able. At the same time it is not 
easy to predict exactly what he 
might do. Will his future lie in 
Luxembourg politics, in re
building and reinvigorating the 
liberals? Might he go "interna
tional" by accepting some kind 
of official public post? Or could 
he go into the private sector, 
taking a job with one of Luxem
bourg's big firms or a multina
tional company? The evidence 
to date is that he has not yet 
made up his mind about his 
broad future direction, let 
alone considered a specific job. 

Thorn's Commission presi
dency coincided with bitter in
ternal E.C. disputes over the 

budget. In the circumstances, 
his survival for four years took 
some doing-especially as the 
United Kingdom was reported 
to have wanted him removed 
after two years for alleged 
partisanship in the budget row. 
But what may have looked like 
taking sides to Britain seemed 
to others as a passionate devo
tion to the ideals of the E.C. 
and no one will doubt the fer
vor and tenacity with which 
Thorn fought for them. 

The new Prime Minister is 
Jacques Santer, the former Fi
nance Minister, who brings to 
the job a reputation for tech
nical competence rather than 
political charisma. The re
placement of the liberals by the 
socialists in the Government 
suggests a leftward tilt by Lux
embourg. However this will be 
almost wholly confined to in
ternal policy where the heavy 
cutbacks in the steel industry 
and rising unemployment are 
likely to throw early strains on 
the coalition, according to 
some observers. 

-ALAN OSBORN 

PARIS 
Creating Life 
Mter Death 

T o some, it seems like a 
triumph of love over 

death; to others, France is be
ing flung into the spirit of 
George Orwell's ''1984.'' Are
cent court decision has sparked 
politicians, doctors and most of 
the country into a lively debate 
over whether a woman can be 
inseminated with the sperm of 
her dead husband. The nation
wide debate started when a 
young widow, Corinne Parpa
laix, tried to claim the frozen 
sperm of her husband, Alain, 
who died last Christmas. The 
institute that was holding the 
sperm, CECOS, went to court to 
get a legal decision on whether 
such a request could be 
granted. 

It was a tear-jerker case that 
caught the public imagination 
from the start. Corinne was a 
pretty 23-year-old widow who 
married her long-time sweet-

heart just two days before he 
died of cancer of the testicles 
last Dec. 25. Long before their 
marriage, Alain had entrusted 
some of his sperm to the CECOS 
center outside Paris, knowing 
that even if he recovered from 
the cancer, he would be sterile. 
As soon as he died, Corinne, 
supported by her husband's 
family, began her battle to 
claim the sperm and be artifi
cially inseminated. 

The center argued in court 
that since Alain had left no spe
cific instructions on disposal of 
the sperm, the doctors could 
not release it. Sperm is like a 
part of the body, they argued, 
and under French law, the body 
or parts of it cannot be inher
ited. Furthermore, lawyers for 
the center argued, the French 
laws on paternity would not 
allow a child born of the sperm 
to be recognized as Alain's. A 
child must be born within nine 
months of a man's death if the 
man is to be considered the 
father. 

In August, however, the 
court ruled in favor of the more 
emotional and moralistic argu
ments of Corinne's lawyers, 
who said the legal system 
should prove that "love can tri
umph over death." Subject to 
an appeal, which is unlikely, the 
center must turn over the 
sperm to a doctor of Corinne's 
choice. 

The case has sparked inter
est partly because the court 
decision marks the first piece 
of jurisprudence relating to ar
tificial insemination. More than 
10,000 children a year are 
born in France through artifi
cial insemination, mostly from 
sperm of anonymous donors in 
cases where a husband is ster
ile. Yet legislation covering in
semination is still being 
thrashed out. Under present 
circumstances, for example, a 
sterile man can agree to his 
wife being artificially insemi
nated and then disclaim the 
child. 

Although many observers, 
doctors and women's groups
and even the French Minister 
for Women's Mfairs, Yvette 
Roudy-praised the ruling in 
favor of Parpalaix, others say 
the decision sets dangerous 

precedents. Raymond Forni, 
president of the parliamentary 
commission on law, said the 
decision has serious implica
tions for paternity law, and he 
fears the psychological impact 
on both widows and the chil
dren born of post-mortem in
semination. Widows may be 
tempted to try to alleviate grief 
by recreating a lost husband in 
an unborn child, Forni said. 

The director of the CECOS 
center that launched the suit 
said he thought the decision 
was positive, if for no other 
reason that it has given a boost 
to getting some law relating to 
insemination on the books. 
Professor Georges David, 
however, cautioned that a lot 
more law is needed. Otherwise 
the decision that made Corinne 
Parpalaix an extremely happy 
woman could also be used in 
more unpredictable ways. 
Without controls, "gadget in
semination" could be used for 
single or homosexual women 

or ultimately in the practice of 
eugenics, or perfection of the 
human race by controlling he
reditary factors in mating. 

David said he has already 
been asked to preserve the 
sperm of a man that wants it 
used to inseminate his future 
daughter-in-law when his teen
age son gets married. But ev
erybody seems to agree on one 
thing: The most telling state
ment made on the day of the 
court decision came from Jus
tice Minister Robert Badinter. 
He promised to step up work 
on an artificial insemination 
law to have it in place by next 
year.-BRIGID JANSSEN 
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BRUSSELS 

A Penchant 
For Tintin 

F.irst -time visitors to Brus
sels are often faintly 

shocked to see grown-up peo
ple reading comic books in pub
lic places. More often than not · 
they concern the adventures of 
Tintin, a round-headed boy re
porter who travels the world 
(and sometimes the moon) in 
search of peace and justice. But 
Tintin and his counterparts in 
other strips are seldom a 
laughing matter. Many Ameri
can and English visitors con
fess to finding the exploits of 
this humorless boy somewhat 
impenetrable, but you might as 
well scoff at Rubens or Bruegel 
to say so to your Belgian hosts. 

Tintin is the prototype hero 
of a comic art that the Belgians 
(and the French) take with the 
utmost seriousness. When 
Tintin's creator, Georges 
Remi- better known as 
Herge-died last year, the 
newspapers printed eulogies 
from Cabinet Ministers, paint
ers and authors. General 
Charles de Gaulle was once re
ported to have said: "My only 
rival on an international level is 
Tintin." The American painter 
Andy Warhol has said that 
"Herge influenced my work as 
much as Disney~ Herge ... had 
great political and satirical di
mensions.'' 

Tin tin first appeared in 1929 
(in over 50 years he hardly 
"aged" at all), and from that 
year dates a remarkable 
growth in the publication of 
comic books and magazines in 

6 EUROPE 

Belgium. In 197 0, it was esti
mated that over half of all mag'" 
azines sold in the country were 
composed in comic-strip form. 
The number has fallen in re
cent years, but there still re
main four major comic maga
zines all doing very well on the 
basis of a predominantly adult 
readership. 

Tintin was the first of his 
breed and remains by far the 
most successful, but the Bel
gian reputation for the inven
tion of improbable comic strip 
heroes rests on others as well. 
Lucky Luke, for instance, is 
that rare creation-a Belgian, 
chain-smoking cowboy whose 
antics have been recorded in 
languages as diverse as Breton 
and Arabic. More recently, 
Suske and Wiske have echoed 
the Tintin theme of children 
sorting out grown-ups' prob
lems while the Smurfs strip, 
also created in Belgium, has 
launched a new toy industry 
based on the tiny blue crea
tures. 

Herge himself never claimed 
the profundity for Tintin that 
some observers seemed to find 
in him (one obituary said Herge 
was to the comic strip "what 
Bach was to music."). But 
there is no doubt that Berge's 
pure drawing style and his un
relenting mania for accuracy in 
historical and geographical de
tail set new standards for the 
comic strip. 

If it strikes you as odd that 
comic strips should have at
tained the respectability of "a 
genuine art form" in Belgium, 
then consider some of the 
country's traditional cultural 
characteristics. The emphasis, 
since the days of the great 
Flemish masters three hun
dred years ago, has been on the 
visual arts. Perhaps because of 
the division of Belgium into 
two linguistic halves, there is 
no great heritage of literature 
or poetry. Moreover there is a 
strong element of the gro
'tesque in Flemish painting, be
ginning perhaps with Bruegel 
and finding more recent ex
pression in the works of the 
surrealist Magritte and the de
monic fantasist James Ensor. In 
the carnivals and pageants be
loved of Belgians, there is, too, 

a powerful taste for mimicry, 
caricature and masque that of
ten puzzles foreigners however 
much they may enjoy it. 

The links between this and, 
say, the Smurfs might seem 
rather tenuous to most people, 
but they are hardly so to Bel
gian art professors who are 
quite unabashed in comparing 
Herge and others to Picasso, 
Jacques Brel or even Louis 
Armstrong. "Their common 
link is that they draw on their 
national traditions and at the 
same time break away from 
them, in the process creating 
an art that commands wide 
popular appeal," an art critic 
explains. Whatever the truth in 
this, the fact is that such com
ments do ease the consciences 
of Belgian grown-ups who sim
ply like reading comics. And it 
also has to be said that Tintin 
and his like have contributed 
more than a little to Belgium's 
foreign-exchange earnings. 

-ALAN OSBORN 

ATHENS 

To Be Greek 
In Albania 

A group of political refu
gees from Albania was 

taken away by police recently 
after trying to hold a dem
onstration at a summer festival 
performance in Athens by a 
visiting Albanian folk ballet. 
They were ethnic Greek fugi
tives from southern Albania 
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who are staging increasingly 
noisy protests against alleged 
human rights violations against 
the Greek minority in that 
country. 

Nobody is even sure how 
many ethnic Greeks live in Al
bania. The exiles here, basing 
their calculations on pre-World 
War II figures, claim there 
must be more than 400,000. 
Albania says they number no 
more than 30,000 in a popula
tion of 2.7 million and denies 
they are discriminated against. 

The stories told by Albani
ans who escape to Greece, 
however, are rather different. 
Some fugitives sail or swim 
across the sea channel that 
separates southern Albania 
from the Greek island of Corfu. 
Others make their way across 
a mountainous, heavily 
guarded frontier into northern 
Greece. They claim that thou
sands of ethnic Greeks are held 
in forced labor camps as politi
cal prisoners and that others 
have been sent into internal 
exile in the north of the coun
try. They believe the Govern
ment is trying to stamp out the 
Greek language and cultural 
traditions. 

Visitors to Albania speak of 
Greek lessons in Albanian 
grade schools in the south of 
the country and they return 
with copies of a newspaper in 
Greek, The Popular Tribune. 
But they say younger people in 
the Gjinokaster district, the 
center of the minority area, 
clearly know little of the Ian-
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blew over the Lowlands and
kept away the high pressure
area which had the British Isles
basking in warm sun. Among
other inconveniences, the bad
weather had a tendency to
drive discouraged and bored
vacationers to drink. This, in
turn, led to aggressive behav-
ior, and several times in July
near-riots broke out on the
beaches between rival gangs.

Meanwhile, there is one re-
deeming feature for vacation-
ing families in the Netherlands
and that is the rain insurance.
Probably unique in Europe, an
insurance company, Lugt
Slobbe BV of Amsterdam, got
the idea in 1981. "There has
been a steady growth in rain
insurance ever since," says its
director, Hans van Ommen Jr.,
"not only because there has

been so much rain this year,
but also because more and
more people have heard about
it." Before 1981, the company,
an agent for Lloyds of London,
catered only to professionals
and special events. But since
people began learning about it,
"there has been an annual in-
crease of up to 400 percent,"
van Ommen said.

This bad-weather policy
costs 32 guilders (about $10) a
week. For a week of rainy
weather, the vacationer can
claim 250 guilders ($80). Since
"rainy weather" is a rather
vague definition, the insurance
company has established a

point system. For a day with
one to two millimeters of rain,
a vacationer obtains one point.
If there are between three and
12 millimeters of rain, he gets
two points. Days with 13 milli-
meters of rain and up are good
for three points. The tourist
who has to bear with seven or
more points during a seven-day
week can claim the $80. "Be-
cause the policy requires a
complicated statistical calcula-
tion, we only insure for the
Netherlands and not for tour-
ists going abroad," van
Ommen said.

The rain insurance is not
particularly lucrative, accord-
ing to van Ommen. Present
turnover is about half a million
guilders (about $170,000), he
said. "Mostly it is good public-
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guage. The fugitives are seek-
ing an international hearing for
the problem. They have en-
listed the support of several
U.S. Congressmen of Greek
descent and are also backed by
senior members of the Greek
Orthodox clergy.

Albania became the world's
first officially atheist state in
L967. Churches were closed or
turned into caf6s, stables and
wineries, according to the
Greek exiles. Greece is still
technically at war with Albania,
for Italian troops invaded
northern Greece through Alba-
nia in 1940. But the two coun-
tries restored diplomatic rela-
tions more than a decade ago
without bothering to sign a

peace treaty. Last spring, the
Greek Government dropped a

longstanding territorial claim
on North Epirus, the region of
southern Albania where most
ethnic Greeks live. At the same
time, however, Premier An-
dreas Papandreou said talks
should be held on the status of
the Greek minority.

Friendless since breaking
with China six years ago, Alba-
nia is putting out more feelers
to its Western neighbors. With
a view to importing industrial
goods in increasingly short
supply, Greece and Albania
signed a new trade agreement
earlier this year. It was fol-
lowed up by Albania's Deputy
Foreign Minister Mohammed
Kaplani, who made a rare visit
to Greece. The meetings re-
sulted in promises of more
trade, opening of a new road
link between the two countries
and establishment of a special-
ist post in Greek studies at a

teacher's training college in
Gjinokastdr. But there was no
indication that the situation of
the Greek minority was dis-
cussed.-Krnw HopB

Al'ISTERDAiI
Insurance for
A Rainy Day
r h" Dutch had every rea-
t son to be gloomy for much

of this summer as a constant
cold wind from the northwest
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ity," he said, "because we run show that this figure had in
all types of insurance policies. creased five-fold to £3.12 bil
Insuring big events is more lu- lion, with banking and insur
crative. Open-air perfor- ance providing a positive trade 
mances that get rained out, for . balance of £1.66 billion and 
instance, can claim some £1.17 billion respectively. The 
$85,000 dollars on a premium figures, therefore, suggest a 
of 6 percent (about $5,000)," sector in fairly vigorous health, 
he said.-NEL Sus and one important to the nation 

LONDON 
The City 
And the E.C. 

T he City, London's financial 
center with its worldwide 

reputation, has always been 
the hub of international trans
actions that extend far beyond 
Western Europe. In many re
spects, therefore, Britain's 
membership of the European 
Community has little direct im
pact on the City's activities. 
The indirect results, however, 
are widespread, and the City 
would regard with horror any 
suggestion of withdrawal. 
While these indirect effects 
may be hard to define, they 
have helped to underpin the 
City's successful expansion of 
invisible trade in the past 10 
years. 

In a new study, The City and 
Europe from the E.C. Commis
sion's London office, Stephen 
Hugh-Jones explores this rela
tionship between the City and 
the E.C. in its many facets. 

Trade with the E.C. is seen 
mainly in terms of manufac
tured goods. But, as Hugh
Jones points out, "manufactur
ing is not the British 
economy" -it is far out
weighed by the service sector, 
which employs 13 million peo
ple compared with fewer than 
6 million in manufacturing. 

Among these services, fi
nancial services are a key ex
port industry. While manufac
turing has floundered, London 
in the past 10 to 12 years has 
maintained its position as the 
leading European financial cen
ter. Between 1968 and 1973, 
Britain's net invisible export 
earnings from banking, insur
ance, commodity trading and 
the Stock Exchange rose from 
£314 million to £643 million. 
In 1982 provisional records 
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as a whole. 
The City's succ-ess has de

rived partly from the expansion 
of the financial services sector 
worldwide, but also from its 
ability to compete in the world 
market. Hugh-Jones reports a 
general City view that E.C. 
membership has not mattered 
much: "These things would 
have happened anyway." But 
the same people react with 
horror to the idea that Britain 
should ever quit the Commu
nity. 

This apparent contradiction 
can be explained by the fact 
that, in a direct sense, mem
bership has not greatly af
fected the work of the financial 
sector, partly because of the 
scarcity of Community legisla
tion in this field, but also be
cause virtually all the interna
tional banking business done 
through London is part of a 
worldwide business to which 
the existence of a regional or
ganization like the Community 
is irrelevant. Thus, though the 
City's worldwide success over 
the past decade has occurred 
while Britain was in the Com
munity, it cannot be said to be 
the direct cause of it. 

But the hypothesis that 
"London would have pros
pered anyway" even if Britain 
had stayed out of the Commu
nity is advanced with much less 
confidence. Today, all sectors 
of finance want to stay inside 
the Community because, 
though the effects are hard to 
measure, better business 
opportunities for its clients 
mean better business for the 
City. 

On the other hand, the City 
is wary of intervention from 
Brussels, the headquarters of 
the E.C. Its ideal is maximum 
freedom combined with mini
mum intervention by regula
tory authorities. As one clear
ing banker put it: "We're doing 
all right, thank you. We 

wouldn't mind some benign in
tervention, but we'd be per
fectly happy with benign ne
glect." 

Despite E. C. Commission ef
forts to introduce a degree of 
harmonization in banking and 
insurance sectors, little 
progress has been made, and 
there is some frustration in the 
City that, due to national pro
tectionist policies, competition 
is restricted. The situation var
ies among the financial institu
tions. 

While most British bankers 
would prefer to continue in 
their present free and prag
matic way, the have had to ac
cept certain Community legis
lation, such as that incorpo
rated in the 1979 Banking Act 
which establishes the distinc
tion between full banks and li
censed deposit takers. The 
British, however, have fought 
off proposals for mandatory su
pervisory requirements, such 
as capital ratios, and have 
strong reservations about 
other Commission proposals 
regarding presentation of ac
counts. 

On the other hand, British 
membership has undoubtedly 
indirectly affected the banks, 
because of the massive growth 
of British trade with the E.C. 
and its accompanying financial 
transactions. In addition han
dling of E. C. loan funds, such as 
those from the European Coal 
and Steel Community, the Eu
ropean Investment Bank and 
the New Community Instru
ment, have involved the banks 
to a small but significant ex
tent. 

Membership in the E.C. also 
offers an incentive to foreign 
banks. "If Britain had not 
joined," declared a senior offi
cial from Morgan Guaranty, a 
major U.S. bank long estab
lished in London, "it would 
have affected our employment 
here-we have 1,200 staff, 
with a significant Continental 
European flavour. One of the 
advantages is that it is easy to 
bring staff to London.'' 

Insurance, Britain's other 
major financial industry, has 
anticipated substantial benefits 
from E.C. membership. But, 
partly because of protectionist 

policies in other member coun
tries, it has been unable to ex
ercise its full competitive po
tential. Although a major 
market, the Community still 
accounts for only 20 to 25 per
cent of British companies' 
overseas business (compared 
with 40 percent of trade) and, 
of major foreign competitors in 
London only one, Allianz (of 
Munich), comes from the E.C. 

Britain's stock market has 
been little affected by E.C. 
membership where few Conti
nental stocks are listed and 
London interest in Continental 
stocks remains low. Wall Street 
is more important to London 
stockbrokers than the small, 
relatively undeveloped bourses 
of the Continent; but E.C. 
directives on company law, re
garding publication of accounts 
and so on, have required cer
tain changes in legislation. E. C. 
competition rules have also af
fected stock market dealings. 
But, Hugh-Jones concludes: 
"Stock markets will become 
Europeanized only if, and 
when, the British learn to take 
Continental markets seriously 
and the Continentals to take 
the British economy seriously. 

The United Kingdom has 
about 100,000 accountants
more than the rest of the E.C. 
put together-and the profes
sion has an excellent reputa
tion, which it hoped could be 
put to good use when Britain 
joined the E.C. Although a 
Commission proposal to 
achieve mutual recognition of 
qualifications for accountants 
was first published in 1970, it 
has still not been agreed, nor 
has there been progress on 
freedom of establishment. 

This has prevented British 
accountants from picking up 
much Community business as 
they had hoped. But, as with 
other financial institutions, ac
countancy has indirectly bene
fited from membership as Brit
ish and British-based American 
companies have expanded 
their trade with the E. C. Hugh
Jones sums up: "Britain's ac
countants could have gained 
more from E.C. membership, 
but they have certainly gained 
something, have more to gain, 
and have lost nothing." E 



ROME criminals to trial is that the into effect. The maximum pe- for early release. 

Reforming the 
magistrates are usually over- riod a man can spend in prison Whatever chaos the new law 
whelmed by a backlog of cases without trial has been cut to six will cause it is being accepted 

Judicial System -and have little help in the in- years, which most people as no more than an inadequate 
vestigations which they, rather would at least admit is a step in advance by Mr. Enzo Tortora, 
than the police, direct. But that the right direction. now member of the European I talian magistrates, the pow- is partly because the legal sys- But instead of a gradually Parliament, who has decided to 

erful but overworked lynch- tern, though apparently harsh, phased introduction of the new devote himself to the cause of 
pins of the Italian legal system, actually provides so many measure, parts of it have come judicial reform. Mr. Tortora 
usually join most of their fellow guarantees and safeguards to into force already and the bulk was a highly successful televi-
countrymen at the beaches in the accused that it is utterly of it will be applied next F ebru- sion presenter until he was ar-
August. But not this year. clogged up. For most accusa- ary. The result is that criminals rested and jailed on unspecified 
Sweating in the humid Roman tions the accused is in effect with past convictions for seri- accusations of being associated 
summer, they had to interro- allowed two trials-a first ous crimes currently waiting in with the mafia. But after a year 
gate hundreds of prisoners sus- hearing and an appeal-virtu- prison while new serious of- in prison without trial he sue-
pected of serious crimes-in ally as of right. H it is years fences are investigated are ceeded in getting elected to 
order to prevent them going before a case comes to court- likely to be released-and the European Parliament in 
free. delays of up to five years are could disappear back into the Strasbourg in the list of the 

It all happened because Par- common-it may be several underworld, or even across the left-wing Radical Party. That 
liament passed a law drastically more years until the defendant border into Switzerland. AI- brought him the parliamentary 
cutting the length of time a has to accept the sentence of ready the prison doors have immunity that Italy grants to 
man can spend in prison in Italy the court as final-even if he is been opened to allow a number members of Parliament and in 
without trial. In the case of prison in the meantime. of gangsters and businessmen due course his release from 
very serious offences, mainly Still, protests against the un- to await trial at home. what had become house arrest. 
of a terrorist nature, it has fairness of imprisonment with- The magistrates, whose in- He will eventually face trial in 
been theoretically possible to out trial became so intense that terrogations of suspects are an Naples but in the meantime he 
spend 11 years in jail awaiting the Government of Sig. Bettino essential part of the indictment is fighting for Italy to adopt 
trial, and lesser offences carry Craxi decided to act to reduce process, are now having to what he calls "an Anglo-Saxon 
proportionate limits on maxi- it. But the Parliamentary bill it catch up at a desperate pace to style system of justice." Mter 
mum periods of preventive de- put forward was sharply present firm charges against his first outing to Strasbourg 
tention. amended in Parliament, not those suspected of more seri- he said: "Foreigners can't be-

Part of the reason for the just in the provisions it intro- ous crimes in order to try to lieve that our system is so 
long delays in bringing accused duced, but on when they came ensure that they do not qualify backward." -)AMES BUXTON 
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U.S.·E.C. RELATIONS/BANKING 

THE NEXT DECADE 
OF DEBT 
MANAGEMENT 
IMF, WORLD BANK MEETING MUST 
DECIDE WHAT TO DO ABOUT 
THE CRISIS. 

BAILEY MORRIS 

T he world~ s . finance and develop
ment mmtsters converge on 
Washington this month to begin 

deliberations potentially as important as 
the conference which took place 40 years 
ago among war-weary allied leaders at 
Bretton Woods, New Hampshire. Then as 
now, the world was faced with a crisis. 
The response at Bretton Woods was to 
create from the ashes of World War II a 
totally new international monetary struc
ture to rebuild the world economy. It was 
there, at a sprawling resort in a small 
New England town, that the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank 
were born. 

This year, the delegates will face an 
equally important challenge. They must 
decide whether the international institu
tions, as presently constituted, are up to 
the task of guiding the world economy 
through the next critical six years when 
another recession is thought likely and 
the bulk of repayments on the world's 
$600 billion debt falls due. Although the 
results of this annual Bank-Fund ritual 
will not be as immediate as the articles of 
agreement which emerged after three 
weeks of discussions at Bretton Woods, 
the seeds for or against important inter
national change will be sown. 

The issues before ministers from rich 
and poor nations are complex and poten
tially divisive. Based on the most recent 
economic forecasts, ministers must de
cide whether the current case-by-case 
approach to the debt crisis is adequate, 
whether the roles of the Fund and the 
Bank should be revised and enlarged and 
whether there is a way of convincing 
nations to control their fiscal deficits and 
adopt convergent economic policies bene
ficial to all. 

Even before the meeting officially gets 
underway on September 24, the battle 
lines are drawn. The United States and 
Europe are divided over proposals to in-
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crease the lending role of the World Bank 
to help debt-burdened nations. Third 
world nations are vehemently opposed to 
suggestions that the World Bank impose 
the same tough conditions on its long
term, low-interest loans that the IMF im
poses on its short-term balance-of-pay
ments loans. Debtor nations vowed to 
fight proposals by industrialized nations 
to strengthen the IMF' s control over their 
domestic economic policies. 

Most, if not all, of the decisions will be 
based on the prevailing view of how well 
the world is recovering from the worst 
global recession since the 1930s. On this 
point, the IMF is extremely optimistic. It 
plans to release at the annual meeting a 
new, revised economic forecast 
projecting growth at 6.75 percent 
through the end of the year. World trade, 
after a steep decline, is once again grow
ing in the neighborhood of 8 percent, 
fuelled in large part by spectacular 
growth in the United States which is 
aiding Latin America and Asia but not 
necessarily Europe, the IMF projections 
show. These projections are in line with 
revised forecasts of the independent Con
gressional Budget Office which predicted 
in its mid-year review that U.S. growth 
would also be stronger than expected, 
rising to 6.6 percent through the final 
quarter of the year from an earlier esti
mate of 4. 7 percent. 

But underneath the rosy forecasts, 
there remained concerns. "Are we being 
too happy too early," asked an IMF official 
at a recent conference. From a U.S. con
gressional official, there was this re
sponse: "We are either in a welcome 
period of sustainable growth or we are 
experiencing a deficit-driven burnout 
leading to another downturn." 

There are so many unknowns. Most 
are related to an unprecedented global 
economic interdependence and, within 
this context, the effects of the massive 
U.S. fiscal and trade deficits. Although 
most respectable growth forecasts have 

been revised upward through the end of 
this year, the view after December is 
murky. The IMF has said, for example, 
that although it does not expect the U.S. 
economy to sink into recession during 
1985, the possibility is always there. 
Even if a sharp U.S. downturn should 
occur, the IMF is not certain it would affect 
Europe, which has yet to benefit from the 
American boom. 

Perhaps more immediate are concerns 
over the direction of interest rates. Econ
omists have estimated that each one
point rise in interest rates has a cata
strophic effect on developing countries, 
adding $2 billion to their overall debt. 
Despite slowing growth in the United 
States and good news on the inflation 
front, the consensus is that interest rates, 
already at high levels, will continue to go 
up, with the U.S. prime rate rising by as 
much as two points to 15 percent by 
year's end. 

The spectre of higher interest rates is 
bound to affect negotiations with third 
world countries, which have been press
ing industralized nations for a broader 
response to the debt crisis. 

Indeed, last month, Latin American 
nations held a second preparatory meet
ing for a full-scale North-South summit on 
the debt problem, which they hoped to 
hold sometime after the Bank-Fund an
nual meeting. So far, the Latin American 
nations have accepted the moderate case
by-case approach to the debt problem 
endorsed by Western leaders at the Lon
don economic summit last June. But an
other rise in interest rates could change 
things. It could strengthen the hand of 
more militant debtor nations demanding a 
multilateral solution to the debt problem. 

The position of the United States and 
European nations at the annual meeting 
will be aligned in favor of a case-by-case 
solution of stretched-out payments and 
lower interest rates for countries deemed 
worthy of "rewards" for staying with 
tough economic austerity programs ne
gotiated with the IMF. For this reason, 
Western governments pressed commer
cial banks to complete an important 
"test" rescheduling of Mexico's $90 bil
lion debt prior to the annual meeting in 
the hopes of demonstrating the rewards 
to be given to debtor nations which con
tinued to tow the IMF' s economic line. 

On the eve of the meeting, the negoti
ating group representing Mexico's 500 
creditor banks announced an important 
breakthrough. Agreement had been 
reached on the broad outlines of a pack
age that would set the tone for similar 
agreements with other debtor nations in 



the coming year. There are important
details, however, still to be worked out.
The precedent-setting agreement would
allow Mexico to repay its existing huge

debt over an extended period of up to 14

years at considerably lower interest
rates. It would allow Mexico to move

from a period of crisis management to
one of more stable control, in which it
hopes to recharge its economic engine

with the help of $15 billion in new loans

for the sir-year period ending in 1990.
But there is at least one imPortant

stumbling block. Mexico wants to escape

the controls of the tup when its current
agreement and ability to draw funds ends

in 1985. It asked creditor banks to agree

to this provision as part of the overall
package in which it sought a commitment
for new future funds. Some banks, how-
ever, balked at the concept. They said

other debtor nations would attempt to
follow suit, thus weakening the nran's abil-

ity to monitor economies. Without the
enticement of new money from the tur',
the agency's tough economic guidelines

would more often than not be ignored by

debtor nations which found them politi-
cally explosive. The negotiations con-

tinue as both the banks and the Govern-
ment of Mexican President Miguel de la
Madrid seek a face-saving solution.

The talks provide a good illustration of
at least one aspect of the broader debate

over the future roles of the Bank and the
Fund which will be discussed both openly

and in the margins of the annual meeting.
Generally, developing countries are re-
sisting attempts to broaden what they
regard as the autocratic controls of the
IMF over their domestic economies. They
want more resources to manage their
economies over the next difficult decade,

but fewer strings attached to them.
Among the industrialized nations,

there is strong support for greater moni-

toring of economies by both the Bank and

the Fund and broader coordination of
their short-term and long-term lending
programs. There is strong suPPort
among both rich and poor nations for a

proposal to increase the IMF's resources

to help needy countries with another allo-

cation of Special Drawing Rights (son).

But some important industrialized nations

are opposed.
Even before the meeting gets under-

way, it appears that the United States is

at odds with other important nations in
Europe and Asia over ProPosals to
strengthen the roles of the Bretton
Woods institutions. The Reagan Adminis-
tration's positions are clear. It wants the
short-term lending role of the nun and the
longer-term development role of the
Bank to remain virtually unchanged.
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"The Bank's role should not change 
and the Fund's role should not change. 
We do not wish the roles to be confused," 
has said David Mulford, Assistant Secre
tary of the U.S. Treasury. 

But other nations do not agree, on 
grounds that the next crucial period of 
debt management, which would be with 
the world for at least another decade, 
requires a broader approach to the prob
lem. They want greater coordination of 
Fund and Bank activities. Some advocate 
the development of a medium-term loan 
program to put the World Bank into the 
same balance-of-payment lending assis
tance provided by the IMF on a short -term 
basis. Indeed, the World Bank, respond
ing to what it regards. as the pressing 
needs of third world countries, has al
ready greatly increased its balance-of
payments financing which has soared to 
28 percent of its total loans. 

This and other attempts by the Bank to 
carve out a larger role for itself have led 
to repeated clashes with the Treasury 
and others in the Administration. There 
are rumors that relations between the 
Bank and the Administration have so 
soured that President Reagan, if re
elected, might not reappoint A. W. Clau-

sen to a second term as the Bank's presi
dent when his current tenure expires in 
1986. The United States, as the domi
nant shareholder, traditionally names the 
Bank's president. 

At one point, the Administration pub
licly rebuked the Bank for continuing to 
make energy loans to third world coun
tries. The Treasury said these loans 
should be matched with commitment 
from private investors. "We have pointed 
out on a variety of occasions that lending 
for high-rate-of-return projects like en
ergy should be more sensitive to private 
finance," said a senior treasury official. 
He said the treasury wanted the Bank to 
"get more bang for the buck." But the 
Bank has held its ground, noting that 
energy lending has been an important 
source of relief to nations hard hit by the 
1970s oil shock and that in many coun
tries, high-priced oil imports are still a 
problem. 

The United States and some European 
countries also are opposed to a proposal 
that the IMF be allowed to go directly to 
financial markets to raise its own funds, 
thereby decreasing its dependence on do
nor countries. 

These are the sorts of issues that could 

consume delegates at the annual meet
ing. They are being raised during a diffi
cult period in which concerns over the 
duration of the world recovery are grow
ing, warnings of increasing protectionism 
are being sounded and the threat of the 
unprecedented explosion of public debt in 
the United States and other nations is 
being raised. 

Jacques de Larosiere, managing direc
tor of the IMF, warned in a hard-hitting 
speech prior to the meeting that the 
growth of public-sector debt since the 
1970s threatened to unravel "the very 
fabric of our society." He called for a 
"consensus" among the Western indus
trial countries to stop it, no matter how 
difficult the choices, in the interest of all 
nations. His appeal was not unlike those 
made 40 years earlier by the Bretton 
Woods ministers who sought, in the 
words of then U.S. Treasury Secretary 
Henry Morgenthau, a seemingly simple 
goal:"To devise machinery by which men 
and women everywhere can freely ex
change, on a fair and stable basis, the 
goods which they produce with their la
bor."E 
Bailey Morris reports from Washington for The 
Times of London. 

The meeting of the world's finance and development ministers in Washington this month will be one of importance for the future of the 
IMF and the World Bank. Above, the IMF building in Washington, D.C. 
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Spedal Christmas Gifts for Spedal People-

Steve Elmore's ITALY 1985 and NEW YORK 1985 calendars! 

Morch ~ Morzo Ulda\'------
110 11 12 13 14 t5 16 

25 26 'Zl 28 29 

--=31 ___ _ 

From spectacular Sicily to magical Venice, Steve Elmore's third Italy calendar features Palermo's Renaissance fountain 
at night, Carnival, Bari's famous castle, St. Peter's at sunset, Florence's floodlit Ponte Vecchio, medieval San 
Gimignano, Positano at dawn, and 5 more dazzling photographs of romantic Italy. ITALY 1985! A 13" x 20" wall 
calendar with days and months in both Italian and English, birthdates of famous Italians from Cicero to Pavarotti, 
and large dateboxes for your notes. Only $8. 95. You'll love it-or your money back. 

Steve Elmore's "extraordinary talents capture the excite
ment and beauty of the Big Apple." 

Mayor Ed Koch, New York's most famous writer 

NEW YORK 1985. Manhattan as you've never seen 
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U.S.·E.C. RELATIONS/TRADE 

REAGAN vs. MONDALE: 

''TOUGHNESS'' ON 
TRADE IS THE ISSUE 
WHICH CANDIDATE IS MORE 
PROTECTIONIST IS LESS IMPORTANT 
THAN WHICH ONE WILL NOT GET 
PUSHED AROUND. 

SAMUEL GILSTON 

A lmost 100 years ago, the U.S. 
presidential election of 1888 was 
billed as a "great national ref

erendum on the tariff issue." Today, po
litical observers are wondering whether 
the 1984 presidential contest will pro
duce another watershed debate on Amer
ican trade policy. With the U.S. trade 
deficit heading toward $130 billion this 
year, more American industries than ever 
before are facing serious competition 
from imported products. For many, 

America's trade problems are seen as the 
Achilles heel of the highly vaunted Re
publican economic recovery. It is no won
der, then, that European government offi
cials and business executives are worried 
that the current political campaign will 
turn the United States toward a more 
protectionist posture. 

In the election of 1888, Democratic 
incumbent Grover Cleveland, who had 
devoted his entire State of the Union 
address in 1887 to a call for tariff reform 
and lower duties, lost to Republican Ben
jamin Harrison. Although Cleveland re-

gained the White House four years later, 
the high tariff policies that had been in 
place since the Civil War remained basi
cally unchanged for another 25 years. 

A century later, the issue of general 
tariff levels no longer excites the same 
type of political passion, although auto 
and steel imports often do. Whereas Har
rison's campaign banners could proudly 
proclaim the slogan, "Protection for our 
home industries and farming interests," 
the word "protectionism" now has taken 
on a bad image that no candidate is willing 
to embrace. Thus, this year's election 
campaign between Republican Presideqt 
Ronald Reagan and Democratic candidate 
Walter Mondale is not a head-to-head 
fight over free trade versus protection
ism. Rather, the issue that is evolving is 
"thoughness." Who can be tougher deal
ing with U.S. trading partners? 

There is a widespread perception in 
the United States that America is being 
taken advantage of by its own allies, in
cluding the European Community and Ja
pan. The situation could be corrected, 
some think, if the United States just got 
tougher in its negotiations. As the elec
tion campaign was just warming up, both 
candidates appeared eager to avoid spe
cific threats or promises on trade issues. 
Toughness, therefore, has become the 
issue that can be debated without making 
any commitments to special interest 
groups. 

In his acceptance speech at the Demo
cratic convention July 19, Mondale un
veiled the toughness theme he would 
stress. "To countries that close their 
markets to us, my message is: We will not 
be pushed around any more. We will have 
a President who stands up for American 



workers, American business and Ameri
can farmers," he declared. Toward the 
end of his speech, Mondale called for a 
future in which he could "walk into any 
store in America; pick up the best product 
of the best quality, at the best price; turn 
it over and read, 'Made in the U.S.A.' " 

Of course, as the campaign progresses 
in the coming weeks, neither Reagan or 
Mondale will be able to remain too elusive 
in spelling out their positions on specific 
trade problems. Yet, at the start of the 
campaign both parties were afraid of get
ting too far out in front of the issue. 
During the primary campaigns of the 
spring, Mondale seemed to be taking a 
protectionist turn while making strong 
appeals to steel and automobile workers. 
By the time the Democratic convention 
arrived, however, his tone was more sub
dued and the platform endorsed by the 
Democrats was surprisingly mild on trade 
issues. 

Many Democratic strategists felt that 
taking a strong protectionist stand in the 
platform would make Mondale vulnerable 
to the charge of catering to special inter
ests, particularly to big American unions 
such as the United Steelworkers and the 
United Auto Workers. With President 
Reagan under legal obligation to rule be
fore the election on several important 
trade complaints filed by American indus
tries, it seemed like a better idea to keep 
pressure on the President and then be 
prepared to criticize whatever action he 
took as being inadequate. 

In choosing "new realism" as its theme 
for the national party platform for 1984, 
the Democratic Party refused to take a 
pro-protectionist position on international 
economic policy. Instead, the platform 
adopted July 17 at the Democratic con
vention in San Francisco, sounds in many 

ways very similar to the trade-policy 
statements made by the current Republi
can Administration in the White House. 

Compared to what was generally ex
pected, the Democratic platform is rela
tively mild on trade issues. Its tone re
flects the fact that the Democratic Party 
fundamentally has not become the party 
of protectionism. Many of the leading 
trade and economic policy thinkers in the 
party share America's bipartisan commit
ment to a free and open trading system. 
While they recognize the party's obliga
tion to labor and the industries that are 
being hurt by import competition, they 
are not prepared to accept protectionism 
as the answer to these problems. "The 
platform was an effort to state what Dem
ocrats have in common," one Mondale 
aide said. 

Based on some of his speeches during 
the primary campaigns, Mondale was ex
pected to take a stronger anti-import 
stand. Yet, Mondale's aides say he has 
gotten a "bum rap" on the issue of pro
tectionism. "He has supported an open 
international trading system all his life," 
one aide stated. However, Mondale also 
perceives that there has been a "change 
in the environment" on trade issues in 
the 1980s, the aide added. 

While the Reagan Administration has 
espoused a free-trade philosophy, in prac
tice it has often come down on the protec
tionist side when the political and eco- · 
nomic line was drawn. Thus, on stainless 
steel, textiles, motorcycles, carbon steel 
and in matching export credit subsidies 
for agricultural products, the Republicans 
have supported import restrictions or ex
port subsidies when necessary. 

Moreover, the Administration's strong 
anti-Communist rhetoric before and dur
ing the election campaign has been trans-

lated into attempts at strengthening U.S. 
export controls and extending them ex
traterritorially to America's European 
and japanese allies. There also has been a 
general opposition to trade with the So
viet Union, except for grain, another area 
of controversy with Europe. As the Dem
ocrats expected, there has been no place 
for President Reagan to hide on trade 
issues. Faced with formal trade petitions 
brought by the steel and copper indus
tries for import relief and a host of other 
trade problems involving textiles, export 
controls and machine tools, plus a score 
of protectionist legislative proposals in 
the U.S. Congress, Reagan's actions 
speak louder than his words. 

Clearly, neither Reagan nor Mondale is 
a protectionist. Yet, political pressures 
are pushing them into positions that may 
result in restrictions against imports. 
Mondale is relying on strong union sup
port in the election-both with money 
and with campaign workers-and will 
have to pay off that debt if elected. For 
Reagan, his own election may not depend 
on protectionist measures, but there are 
other Republican candidates running for 
seats in the U.S. Senate and House of 
Representatives for whom "delivering" 



help from the President for local indus
tries is a crucial issue. 

Thus, for example, presidential action 
on textiles is vital to the campaign of 
Senator Jesse Helms of North Carolina. 

The biggest political stakes, of course, 
may involve steel. Even before the politi
cal conventions, the United Steelworkers 
began a concerted effort to make import 
protection for steel a litmus test to deter
mine which presidential candidate cared 
the most about American workers. The 
union sponsored and circulated widely a 
poll of voters in nine industrial states that 
could hold the key to the election. The 
states-Alabama, Illinois, Indiana, Ken
tucky, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, Pennsyl
vania and Texas-could account for 160 
of 270 electorial votes needed to win the 
presidential election. 

The poll purported to show that Rea
gan was vulnerable on the trade issue in 
these states. Moreover, it claimed that 65 
percent of those responding to the survey 
supported tariffs or quotas on steel im
ports. The survey also asked the ques
tion, "Should the U.S. position on foreign 
imports be tougher or less controlled?" In 
response, 76 percent of the respondents 
said tougher; 13 percent said less con
trolled. 

Whether or not these results are statis
tically valid, they do seem to match the 
mood of the country on trade issues, 
especially in the industrial states. It is 
upon this perception that Mr. Mondale is 
basing many of his speeches. "Mondale 
believes that a $130-billion trade deficit is 
a real national problem," one of his aides 
has said. The Democratic candidate has 
expressed his concerns about currency 
distortions and the need for "aggres
sively supporting exports and opening 
foreign markets,'' the aide noted. 

Trade areas that Mondale has exam
ined, the aide said, include trade in manu
factured goods, agriculture, high-technol
ogy products and services. He has also 
been concerned about Japanese telecom
munications policies and E.C. export sub
sidies for agriculture products. While 
some of these concerns and Mondale's 
campaign statements taken alone sound 
very protectionist, an examination of the 
Democratic platform indicates that the 
Democrats are really talking about in
creasing America's industrial competi
tiveness and not closing American ports. 

This is not too different from the stand 
taken by the current Republican Adminis
tration. Where the two parties differ sig
nificantly is in their divergent views on 
what role government should play in help
ing American industry adjust to import 
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competition and in shaping industrial 
growth. The Republicans, of course, see 
that role as very small and would prefer 
to leave changes up to individual compa
nies and industries. The Democrats, on 
the other hand, envision a more active 
role for government. According to one 
former trade official who served in a 
Democratic Administration, the Republi
can approach often ends up being more 
protectionist than the Democratic ap
proach. "By ruling out government action 
in other areas besides trade, the Republi
cans make import sanctions the only kind 
of help government can give," he said. 

Although some Democrats have cast 
their views on government's role in com
petitiveness into a complex scheme that 

The United States' 
trading partners are 
worrying where the 
fine line between 
"toughness" and 
··protectionism" will be 
drawn. 

has become known as "industrial policy," 
the Democratic platform embraces only a 
small part of this grand design. The plat
form does call for more cooperation 
among business, labor, state and federal 
governments and universities. It pro
poses the creation of a national Economic 
Cooperation Council. Yet, it gives this 
group the vague job of collecting and 
disseminating economic data, serving as 
the forum for discussion of economic is
sues and developing recommendations on 
national priorities. 

The main Democratic answer places 
more emphasis on increasing research 
and development, plus the training of 
more scientists and engineers. "Innova
tion-in process and product technol
ogy-is at the heart of our ability to 
compete in a world economy and produce 
sustained economic growth at home," the 
platform declares. This sounds surpris
ingly close to the concept of "targeting 
the process of innovation" which some 
congressional Republicans have been 
stressing as an alternative to the "indus-

trial policies" proposed by the Demo
crats. 

The Democratic platform also urges 
vigorous enforcement of U.S. trade laws, 
more support for export promotion and 
financing, the use of the U.S. Export
Import Bank to counter foreign export 
credit subsidies and "international nego
tiations to open markets and eliminate 
trade restrictions." It also suggests that 
there should be a "quid pro quo" under 
which trade relief for automobiles, steel 
and textiles will be matched by an indus
try modernization plan. 

While the Democratic platform had an 
extensive section on trade issues, the 
Republican document has a much shorter 
and more vague section on trade. During 
the drafting of the Republican platform, 
one change that was made was the addi
tion of a plank supporting the idea of a 
reorganization of the trade agencies and 
responsibilities in the executive branch. 
Although they endorsed the general idea 
of reorganization, the conservatives who 
dominated the writing of the Republican 
platform were unwilling to support a pro
posal for creating a new federal Depart
ment of International Trade and Industry. 

Opponents of a new trade department 
have raised the concern that a separate 
department, which probably would be 
built on the foundation of the current 
Commerce Department, could become a 
vehicle for espousing protectionist poli
cies. Supporters of the proposal claim it 
would create a "lean and mean" agency 
that could stand up better for U.S. trade 
interests. Whichever argument is ac
cepted, the provision in the platform sug
gests that the Republicans are also buy
ing the "get-tough-in-trade" concept. 

Written platforms, of course, rarely 
prevent political candidates from present
ing differing views during a hotly con
tested election campaign. This year 
should be no exception. So Mondale is 
expected to end up sounding much more 
protectionist in his speeches in the com
ing weeks. Still, the people who are advis
ing Mondale on trade share many of the 
views of the current Administration. 
"The trade officials in a Mondale Admin
istration would not have views that are 
much different than those at the U.S. 
Trade Representative's office and Com
merce now," one trade observer noted. 
That may be true, but until the elections 
are over, America's trading partners will 
have to worry how far toughness can go 
before it becomes protectionism. E 
Samuel Gilston is editor and publisher of Washing
ton Tariff & Trade Letter, a weekly newsletter on 
U.S. trade policies and legislation. 
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BUSINESS/COMPETITION

IBM, E.C. SETTLE
COMPETITION CASE
COMPUTER GIANT'S SALES DOMINATE
OTHER EUROPEAN FIRMS' REVENUES IO
TO ONE.

GUY DE JONQUIERES

fF his year's summer holidays can

I hardly have started too soon for
t two teams of negotiators who had

spent more than a year hammering out a

settlement of the E.C.'s competition case
against International Business Machines
(tnl\a), the world's largest computer man-
ufacturer. The lS-page settlement in
early August brought the suspension-
though not the formal termination-of
the longest and most complex compe-
tition action in E.C. history. Launched in
late 1980 after a six-year investigation,
the case charged tslvl with abusing a domi-
nant position in the market for large
computers. By the end, it had developed

well beyond lawyers' jousting to become
a tense political battle of will.

The E.C. Commission hopes that, by
committing IBM to a firm schedule for
disclosing product information, the settle-
ment will make life easier for its competi-
tors. Some industry experts argue,
though, that the company has yielded few
concessions of substance. Just how much
difference the settlement will make may
not become clear until lnra spells out in
detail how it plans to implement its
terms.

It seems likely, however, that tgl,t's
rivals will still have to run very hard if
they are to shorten significantly its over-
whelming lead in Europe's computer in-
dustry. Even though IBM's European rev-

enues last year were depressed by the
strength of the dollar, they still totaled
$10 billion-almost as much as the sales
of the 10 next largest companies com-
bined.

Istvl is estimated to have about two
thirds of Europe's market for big "main-
frame" computers and is the foremost
supplier in almost every country. Its cus-
tomers include numerous government
departments and state-run industries, as

well as many of the leading privately
owned corporations operating in Europe.

Keeping up with IBtu has become even"

harder since the late 1970s, when it be-
gan forcing the pace worldwide by accel-
erating its product-introduction sched-
ules, sharpening its marketing thrust and
aggressively slashing prices. "tBM does
not behave like other American compa-
nies," a senior E.C. official said recently.
"lt behaves like the Japanese-it fights
for every last percent of every market."

In the 1970s, European countries tried
to groom national computer champions
able to take on ISNI head-to-head. But
despite lavish state support, Europe's
three mainframe suppliers-tcl of Brit-
ain, Bull of France and Siemens of the
Federal Republic of Germany-are all
dwarfed by mu on their home markets.
Unidata, a Franco-German-Dutch at-
tempt to create a computer-manufactur-
ing consortium a decade ago, fell apart
amid political squabbling after only a few
months.

European Governments, disillusioned
by such failures, have scaled back support
for national computer manufacturers and
gradually opened their doors wider to BI\4

and other foreign-owned suppliers. Since
1981, all E.C. Governments have invited
competitive international bidding for ma-
jor computer contracts, which were pre-
viously reserved for local companies.

Many of tgM's European competitors
have recently turned to international alli-
ances, often with U.S. and Japanese part-
ners, to survive. lcL nowadays relies
heavily on microchip technology from Ja-
pan's Fijitsu, which also supplies larger
computers to Siemens, while American
Telephone and Telegraph has taken a 25
percent stake in Olivetti, Italy's leading
office-products and business-computer
manufacturer.

Though some national market barriers
have fallen, political influences remain
strong in Europe, where state purchases
account for close to half of all electronic
equipment sales. Many Governments are
worried by the fierce competition in high-
technology from the United States and

Japan and are deepening their commit-

IBM's "mainframe" computers are estimated to have captured about two-thirds of Europe's
markets.



ment to long-term research and develop
ment programs and encouraging collabo
ration between European electronics 
companies. 

IBM's decision to settle with the Com
mission-rather than fight the case out in 
the E.C. Court of justice-reflected its 
keen sensitivity to these factors. The 
company attaches much importance to 
being accepted as an integral part of the 
European computer industry and a good 
corporate citizen. It feared that its image 
would be damaged by a prolonged public 
confrontation with Brussels. 

IBM works as hard to court favor with 
European authorities as it does to win 
customers. It maintains a sophisticated 
political and commercial intelligence net
work and is skilled at lobbying key deci
sion-makers. Though many E.C. Govern
ments remain wary of its market power, 
its importance as a source of jobs, invest
ment and export assures it of top-level 
access in national capitals. 

The company is one of the biggest 
employers in the E.C. with 87,000 staff, 
almost all Europeans. It has 15 European 
plants, which make 90 percent of what it 
sells locally, and nine research and devel
opment facilities. Last year, IBM bought 
goods and services worth $2 billion from 
local suppliers, invested more than $1 
billion in plant and equipment and paid $1 
billion in taxes. 

IBM stays closely plugged into industry 
developments, too. For instance, some 
European computer manufacturers are 
seeking to outflank its proprietary tech
nique for computer communications
known as Systems Network Architecture 
(SNA)-by backing a set of independent, 
internationally agreed standards. These 
standards, known as Open Systems Inter
connection (osi), are intended to allow 
computers of all different makes to be 
linked together easily. But IBM already 
plays a prominent role on the interna
tional committees responsible for draft
ing the new standards. 

The company has won a hard-fought 
campaign to be included in ESPRIT, the 
$1.3 billion collaborative research and 
development program launched by a 
dozen major European electronics manu
facturers with E.C. backing. Ironically, 
some of ESPRIT's founder members see 
the project as a way of countering IBM's 
own huge technological resources. 

IBM pulled off another coup recently by 
teaming up with British Telecom on a 
controversial plan to launch a sophisti
cated "value-added" data network in 
Britain. The proposed network, which 
would be a joint venture, would carry 
services such as electronic mail and com
puterized billing. To the dismay of IBM's 

AGREEMENT FEATURES NEW ACCESS TO 
IBM ''INTERFACE'' INFORMATION 

T he key feature of the E.C. settle
ment is IBM's undertaking to ob

serve stricter rules for the release of 
technical details of how its System/ 
370 family of large computer proces
sors connect to other parts of a com
puter system. Prompt access to such 
"interface" information is vital to com
petitors who sell products designed to 
work with IBM equipment. 

In future, IBM will announce new 
System/370 equipment and software 
(programs) in the E.C. as soon as they 
are announced anywhere else in the 
world. It has agreed to release "inter
face" information about them within 
120 days of announcement, instead of 
waiting until new products are first 
shipped to customers, as in the past. 

The new disclosure policy will also 
cover future changes to Systems Net
work Architecture (SNA), IBM's com
puter communications technique. The 

rivals, it would be based on SNA standards 
and would be controlled from an IBM com
puter center. 

The plan has still to be approved by the 
British Government. But it marks a 
breakthrough in IBM's efforts to capture a 
bigger share of European telecommuni
cations markets, where it has been only a 
marginal player in the past. As advances 
in technology sweep aside the traditional 
barriers between computing and commu
nications, IBM sees exciting new horizons 
opening up for its future expansion. 

It is still prevented from offering com
munications services on its own in most 
European countries, because national 
markets are strictly controlled by state 
monopolies. So it is wooing several Euro
pean telecommunications authorities 
with proposals for partnerships and joint 

DATA PROCESSING REVENUES 
IN WESTERN EUROPE, 1983 

($millions) 

1. IBM (U.S.) 
2. Bull (France) 
3. Siemens (F.R.G.) 
4. Olivetti (Italy) 
5. Digital Equipment (U.S.) 
6. ICL (U.K.) 
7. Nixdorf (F.R.G.) 

10,634 
1,537 
1,380 
1,160 
1,053 

984 
926 

8. Burroughs (U.S.) 860 
9. NCR (U.S.) 841 

10. Hewlett-Packard (U.S) 775 
Source: International Data Corporation 

growth of applications which combine 
computing and communications, such 
as office automation, makes SNA an 
increasingly central element in IBM's 
overall strategy. 

IBM has also conceded an E.C. Com
mission demand that it offer E.C. cus
tomers the choice of buying its large 
computer processors without main 
memory storage. This issue, however, 
has become much less important since 
the competition case was launched be
cause the cost of computer memory 
has fallen sharply. 

The Commission believes that other 
companies will be able to compete 
more effectively if they can be confi
dent of obtaining IBM interface in
formation when they need it. But if the 
arrangement works out as the E.C. 
hopes, it could also benefit IBM in the 
longer run by encouraging still more of 
the industry to adopt IBM standards. 

ventures, to which it could bring its finan
cial and technological muscle and its large 
customer base. 

For all its strength, though, IBM is nei
ther infallible nor irresistible. Its personal 
computer has failed so far to achieve in 
Europe the market leadership it has 
gained in the United States. And two of 
its biggest telecommunications orders to 
date-for electronic add-ons to telephone 
exchanges in the United Kingdom and a 
computerized videotex information sys
tem in the Federal Republic of Ger
many-have run into serious delivery de
lays. 

It was also embarrassed recently by 
the disclosure that it had reminded U.K. 
customers that they must obtain U.S. 
government approval before moving or 
disposing of their machines. The incident, 
which fueled European resentment at 
American attempts to impose extra-terri
torial controls on high-technology trade, 
coincided with an expensive advertising 
campaign claiming that IBM was "as Brit
ish as Marks and Spencer," the U.K. 
department store chain. 

Nonetheless, IBM's European rivals 
cannot afford to drop their guard. 
Elserino Piol, chief corporate planner for 
Olivetti, warns that they have little mar
gin for error. "IBM no longer allows room 
under its umbrella for others," he says. 
"It won't eliminate competition entirely, 
but only the fittest competitors will sur
vive."E 

Guy de ]onquieres covers high technology for the 
London Financial Times. 
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MARK MEREDITH

elped by a good start and some
successful marketing, Scotland
has become one of Europe's

growth sectors for Scotland after North
Sea oil. Eleven of the top 20 U.S. elec-
tronic companies now have factories in
Scotland and are part of an industry with
over 200 companies.

Electronics has done much to counter-
balance the devastation caused by the
decline of traditional hear,y industries
such as steel and engineering which have
been the lifeblood of Scotland for the past
century. Some f500 million has been
invested in this new industry in the past
five years. A strong legacy in electro-
mechanical industries like watch making
or the older forms of cash registers has
crumbled with the advent of new technol-
ogy. But these sectors have provided an
extensive pool of skilled labor on which
the new technology industries could
draw.

To keep in the jargon, the economic
planners believe that electronics in Scot-
land has reached "critical mass"-it has
now achieved a momentum of its own.

The indicator for this has been the prolif-
eration of companies moving into the
region to service the larger companies, a

subculture which would only appear if the
industry showed some staying power.

Research by the Scottish Development
Agency (snn), a semi-official industrial
promotion body whose encouragement of
electronics lies behind much of the suc-

Foreign firms such as Mitsubishi, above, use
Scotland as a European base.

strongest centers for electronics. "Sili-
con Glen," as it is now readily dubbed,
has tried to emulate the success of elec-
tronics growth in California. It has not
managed the same entrepreneurial spon-
taneity and quite a bit of government
encouragemen'L has been necessary in the
form of grants. But the gamble has paid
off.

The backbone of the industry is the
group of big U.S. companies such as rBM,
Honey rvell, NCH and Burroughs, which set
up in Scotland after the war, and others
which have joined them to use Scotland as
a base to sell to Europe. Between them
the foreign firms-largely U.S. and Japa-
nese companies-account for 90 percent
of the 40,000 people employed in what
has become one of the most important

Scotland, Europe's "chiP shoP," produces more semiconductors per head of population than any other country in the world and more per-
sonal computers than any other European nation. Shown her€ is the National Semiconductor pianl
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cess of the industry, has produced the
following facts:
r Scotland has the highest volume con-
centration of wafer fabrication in Europe,
producing 78 percent of U.K. output and
21 percent of European capacity for inte-
grated circuits.
r Scotland manufactures more semi-
conductors per head of population than
any other country in the world. Five
million people produce five silicon chips
per head per week, compared with three
in the United States and 3.5 in Japan.
r Scotland is becoming Europe's largest
production center for micro- and personal

computers.
"This volume of semiconductor produc-
tion, together with the fact that we manu-
facture over l million personal computers
a year, must make Scotland the largest
'chip shop' in Europe," according to
Alistair Macpherson, head of the soe elec-
tronics division.

Competition has been intense among
European countries to bring in U.S. in-
vestment, but the E.C. puts limits on the
lures offered in the form of grants. For
the Scots, the object was not to encour-
age purely manufacturing bases-the
"doll's-eye" factories, as assembly-only
plants are known here-but rather indus-
tries which could relate to the research
facilities of Scotland's eight universities.
The promoters also wanted new compa-
nies which would use and be of use to the
growth of home-spun Scottish firms to
encourage managerial decision making in
Scotland. The Scots are very conscious of
the powerful eroding influence of the
strong economic center in the southeast
of England.

A study by Ray Oakey of the Univer-
sity of Newcastle provided some encour-
agement, showing that the proportion of
small firms with full-time research and
development activities is higher in Scot-
land than in San Francisco's Bay Area,
including Silicon Valley. Although part of
the United Kingdom, Scotland has its own
laws and runs much of its own economic
infrastructure. Communications are cen-
tralized and a Scottish dimension to as-

pects of industry is easy to assemble with
a Scottish office and three main cities:
Glasgow, Edinburgh and Aberdeen.

Other parts of the country have even
expressed considerable envy at the suc-
cess of "Locate In Scotland," which com-
bines the industrial promotion activities
of the soe with the grant-grving capability
of the Scottish office which operates four
offices in the United States and one in
Brussels. The Scottish establishment has

recently lobbied against any possible

move by central govemment to integrate
the functions of Locate in Scotland with

other British promotional activities
abroad.

Much of the thrust of industrial promo-
tion will continue to be related to semi-
conductors and personal computers. The
service companies that have grown up
around General Instrument, Motorola,
Hughes Microelectronics and Burr
Brown include component suppliers and
specialty-equipment manufacturers.
These, along with a proliferation of soft-
ware houses, offer the best opportunities
to Scottish businessmen trying to start
out on their own. The service sector itself
has attracted new inward investment
such as the Japanese Shin-Etsu company,
which is planning to produce silicon for
the industry from a factory in Livingston,
west of Edinburgh, and scI, the Alabama-
based electronics company, which plans

to produce electronics subsystems and
employ up to 500 people in southwest
Scotland.

Berkeley Glasslab, a Californian elec-
tronics company, plans to invest
3500,000 in a factory near Glasgow to

come. The first of these is the inherent
problem of depending on a large number
of foreign-owned companies to foster the
right kind of economic growth. The type
of management installed at many of the
larger U.S. companies is, with one or two
notable exceptions, not empowered to
seek new product development through
liaison with local research facilities. Se-

nior management at these companies will
usually contract out some assembly and
bring in local services, but will not make
decisions which would take the company
in new directions. The exceptions to
these include Hewlett Packard at South

Queensferry and NcR at Dundeg, both of
which have successfully developed new
computer-related products locally using
resources based in Scotland.

The second fundarnental weakness is
the distance from markets. The interac-
tion with the customer, which is so much
a part of growth in the United States, is
lacking in Scotland because the customer
could be anywhere in Europe. Only a

fraction of the electronics equipment

The Scottish investment program aims at creating an integrated industrial infrastructure
rather than attracting a series of purely manufacturing bases.

produce quartz products used in wafer
fabrication.

A successful aspect of industrial pro-
motion has been to bring together new
foreign and domestic start-up schemes
with venture capital interests in Britain.
A recent example of this has been Inte-
grated Power Semiconductors, a U.S.
company formed by Dave Wood and'a
group of fellow California executives. The
group is raising f,15 million, most of it
through British financial institutions, to
build its new plant in Livingston. Wood
said at the launching that although the
U.S. market was still the biggest, "We
needed an E.c. base because we wanted to
tackle the European market first."

Without denying the health of electron-
ics in Scotland, there are some drawbacks
which are not likely to be easily over-

manufactured in Scotland is used there.
A third problem has been the relatively

slow application by the existing industry
in Scotland of the vast array of electponics
produced in the country. The North Sea

oil sector has been notably slow on the
uptake, with oilmen reluctant to risk hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars of "down-
time" on an oil rig because of new equitr
ment failure. Here again some gentle
govemment pressure has been neces-
sary but not too much, the planners hope,
to frighten away the foreign business-
man. Light arrn twisting through the
prospects for further offshore develop
ment licenses is used to make an oil
company look twice at a U.K.-produced
bit of equipment and give it a try.C

Mark Meredith is Scottish correspondent for the
London Financial Times.
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BUSINESS/COMMON MARKET

this "common" market quite obviously
required the elimination of all obstacles to
trade between the six original E.C. mem-
ber states. To begin with, the tariff wall
between them had to be torn down-or
rather moved so that it encircled them.
This meant that national trade policies
had to be gradually replaced by a common
policy. As tariffs between member states
were dismantled a common external tariff
was introduced. The customs duty on
cars, for example, was now the same,
whether they were imported through
Antwerp or Hamburg. And once the duty
had been paid, they were entitled to cir-
culate freely within the E.C.

Tariff policy thus became a Community
responsibility. Tariff and other trade ne-
gotiations with third countries were now
conducted by the E.C. Commission, on
behalf of the member states. What is
more, import duties collected by the cus-
toms in the various member states were
turned over to the Community and
formed part of its "own" resources. The
common external tariff was the first in-
strument of the common commercial pol-
icy and remains its cornerstone. How-
ever, others have been added since then.
Two very important instruments were
adopted in 1979 to deal with dumping and
government-subsidized exports. This fol-
lowed the introduction of the two cerr
codes, to which the E.C.'s anti-dumping
and countervailing legislation conforms.
Other trade policy instruments cover sur-
veillance or safeguard mechanisms.

By this autumn, the E.C. will have
adopted a new instrument, aimed at pro-
tecting Community producers against un-
fair trading practices attributable to third
countries. The need for such an instru-
ment was expressed by the E.C. heads of
Government at their June 1982 summit.
They wanted the E.C. to be in a position
to act with as much speed and efficiency
as its trading partners, especially the
United States, in defending its legitimate
trade interests. In March 1983, the Com-
mission submitted to the E.C. Council of
Ministers a draft regulation which would
allow the E.C. to reply quickly to illicit
trade practices, with a view to removing
the resulting injury and ensuring the full
exercise of the Community's rights.

Just what are these unfair practices?
The Community has defined them rather
broadly as practices incompatible with
international law or generally accepted
rules, but has refused to list them. The
regulation will cover all products, but
services are excluded from its scope. In-
dividual firms will be able to go directly to
the Commission with their complaints

COMMERCIAL POLICY
IS E.C. CORNERSTONE
COMMON TARIFFS AND HARMONIZED
LEGISLATION HELP PROMOTE TRADE.

MALCOLM SUBHAN

oreigners take the E.C. far more
seriously than the natives. No
fewer than 126 countries have ap-

pointed ambassadors to the Community.
Such major industrial powers as the
United States and Japan hold regular high
level consultations with the E.C., while
many developing countries, including
China, India and Brazil, have concluded
bilateral agreements with it. The Com-
munity plays an active part in a number of
international organizations, notably the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(cnrr), the Geneva-based organization
which sets the ground rules for interna-
tional trade. It is an important participant
in all major international trade negotia-
tions and has played a major role in the
North-South dialogue, alongside the indi-
vidual E.C. member states.

This is quite an achievement for an
institution which the Europeans them-
selves tend to look upon as ineffective and
inefficient when not wasteful. It is easy to
see whv the E.C. is taken more seriously

abroad than at home. From the very
beginning, it has been, first and foremost,
a trading entity. Even today the only two
major "common" policies relate to for-
eign trade, on the one hand, and agricul-
ture on the other. And both these com-
mon policies profoundly affect third
countries.

It is the Common Agricultural Policy
(cee) which is the better known, of
course. While the very letters cep have
become something of a political slogan,
the term Common Commercial Policy has
remained a bit of Eurojargon. But the
Community's continued existence as a

separate entity is linked to the Common
Commercial Policy, without which it
would lose its raison d'btre, especially
now that the cep is being called into
question.

To understand the importance of the
Common Commercial Policy it is neces-
sary to go back to the founding of the E.C.
The immediate aim of the six countries
that drew up the Treaty of Rome creating
the Community was the establishment of
a single, unified market. The creation of

c
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Freedom of movement of goods is an integral part of the E.C.'s Common Commercial Pol-
icy but, as a trucker's protest over border formalities at the French-ltalian frontier in Feb-
ruary 1984 shows, things are not always so smooth.



and, perhaps most important of all, a 
decision will have to be taken within 10 
months, at most, of a complaint being 
filed. 

The E.C.'s move to defend itself 
against unfair trading practices inevitably 
led to accusations of protectionism. But 
such charges have been leveled against 
the Community ever since it was founded. 
Because the common external tariff rep
resented the arithmetical average of the 
national tariffs, it meant that tariffs rose 
in some member states (and fell in oth
ers). This, together with the assumption 
that a customs union results in trade 
diversion, gave rise to fears of an inward
looking Community. 

The fears were greatly exaggerated in 
1958-as they are today. This is clear 
from trade statistics. As one would ex
pect, trade between E.C. member states 
has expanded considerably. Intra-Com
munity imports, as a share of total im
ports, rose from 33 percent in 1958 to 49 
percent in 1982 (for the 10-nation Com
munity). They also rose faster, rising by 
nearly 2,500 percent over this period. 
Even so, extra-Community imports in
creased by over 1,200 percent between 
1958 and 1982, while total imports in
creased by 1,600 percent. 

These figures suggest that, since 
1958, the E.C. has evolved a Common 
Commercial Policy which has largely held 
the balance between the interests of 
Community producers and manufactur
ers, on the one hand, and those of export
ers in third countries on the other. The 
common external tariff is one of the most 
liberal of any major trading nation. This is 
the case whether the basis of comparison 
is the weighted average tariff (currently 7 
percent for manufactured goods) or the 
extremes (only five positions are over 20 
percent). 

The situation admittedly is very differ
ent as regards agricultural products. In a 
situation where E.C. prices can be twice 
as high as world prices, free trade in 
agricultural products would probably lead 
to the collapse of Community farm in
comes. Hence import duties which range 
from 30 to 100 percent. But the E.C. is 
not alone in seeking to protect its farm
ers. The United States does as much, 
although with different instruments, and 
so do Japan, Sweden and Switzerland. 
Even so, the much bigger Community 
market is more open to imports than 
most. 

This is not to say the E. C. has not acted 
on occasion to limit imports in order to 
safeguard domestic manufacturers in 
such industries as textiles, footwear, ship
building and steel. These are the very 
industries which have shed large num-

hers of workers and, in some cases, to the 
limits of what can be demanded of the 
labor force. The E.C. nevertheless has 
tried to combine import relief with adjust
ment measures (most notably in steel and 
textiles). 

The Community also maintains import 
quotas, especially on a relatively wide 
range of products from Eastern Europe 
and other state-trading countries. As quo
tas are perhaps the most effective way of 
restricting imports, it is not surprising 
that the member states should have in
sisted on keeping control over them as 
long as possible. However, most bilateral 
quotas have been brought within the 
scope of the Common Commercial Policy, 
so that the decision whether or not to 
maintain them must be taken at the Com
munity level. 

How much has the E.C. used its anti
dumping and anti-subsidy legislation to 
curb imports? During the three years 
from 1980 to 1982, when world trade 
was being held back by the recession, the 
E.C. initiated 131 investigations. Half of 
them involved East European and other 
state-trading countries and another 21 
the United States. However, as regards 
imports from 15 countries (out of a total 
of 32), only one investigation was actually 
held. The fact that 88 investigations 
ended with the exporters giving a price 
undertaking suggests that they were ini
tiated on the basis of sound evidence. It 
should be pointed out that more than 40 
percent of the investigations in each of 
the three years concerned exports of 
chemicals and allied products. In 1980 
and 1981, a large number of investiga
tions covered products in the mechanical 
engineering sector; in 1982, there was a 
swing to iron and steel products and other 
metals. 

E.C. officials have denied suggestions 
that the projected regulation against un
fair trade practices will be used in a 
protectionist spirit. They believe it will 
not be invoked more than once or twice a 
year, principally because it is not a pro
tectionist instrument (unlike safeguard 
mechanisms), but is aimed against illicit 
practices and therefore reinforces GATT. 

It is clear that despite the heavy strains 
imposed on it by a decade of economic 
crisis, marked by very low growth rates 
and record levels of unemployment, the 
E.C. remains committed to an open, mul
tilateral trading system. It has brought 
down the level of its common external 
tariff to the point where, in many cases, 
the protective element is negligible. At 
the same time, the E.C. has used its other 
trade-policy instruments responsibly. 

This is a major political and economic 
achievement. According to a senior E.C. 

official, those who accuse the E.C. of not 
doing enough to defend its domestic in
dustry-or of being too protectionist
are using it as a scapegoat for their own 
incompetence. His remarks suggest that 
should the recession continue and protec
tionist forces gain ground, member states 
may be tempted to circumvent the Com
mon Commercial Policy in order to pur
sue national solutions. 

The impact of high technology on 
world trade is likely to be even stronger. 
Developments in telecommunications, for 
example, are changing ways in which 
trade is conducted and have given added 
significance to information flows between 
economic partners. At the same time 
high-technology industries have pre
sented the major trading nations with 
new problems. 

The Common Commercial Policy must 
take into account developments within 
the Community also. Internal measures, 
regarding standards or subsidies, for ex
ample, affect industrial policy and compe
tition policy respectively. And both can 
affect the Community's external trade
as can employment or environmental pol
icies. This means that efforts to harmo
nize these various policies, and to move 
toward common policies in these areas, 
will effect the Common Commercial Pol
icy-and vice versa. 

If the Common Commercial Policy is 
not to be eroded, the member states will 
have to extend the Community's areas of 
competence. The problem has already 
arisen as regards international trade in 
services. One reason for the E. C.'s reluc
tance to accede to the U.S. request that 
the next round of trade negotiations focus 
on services stems in part from the fact 
that the question of competence has not 
yet been decided. It is far from certain at 
present that the E.C. Commission would 
act on behalf of the 10 member states in 
any future negotiations on services. But 
moves to deal with services at the na
tional level can only weaken the Common 
Commercial Policy. 

Finally, the Community has yet to 
tackle the issue of export policies. For 
obvious reasons the Common Commer
cial Policy has focused, from the very 
beginning, on imports and the existing 
instruments all deal with this aspect of 
the Community's external trade. While 
the E. C. has taken a common stand on the 
question of export credits in the negotia
tions conducted in the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development, 
each of the member states clearly wants a 
free hand on export markets. E 

Malcolm Subhan is the Brussels correspondent of 
The Economic Times of Bombay. 
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PARTICLE PHYSICS LAB 
FINDS "TOP QUARK" 
13-NATION EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION 
IS LEADER IN CURRENT RESEARCH. 

BRIAN SOUTHWORTH 

T his year, Europe's particle phys
ics laboratory-commonly known 
as CERN from its former French 

title "Conseil Europeen pour la Recher
che Nucleaire," is celebrating its 30th 
anniversary. It is celebrating in style be
cause in recent months the laboratory has 
announced three great physics discover
ies. By colliding beams of matter and anti
matter together at high energy, scientists 
working on CERN have found a new basic 

particle of matter (the "top quark") and 
also the "W" and "Z" particles which 
carry the weak nuclear force. 

This exotic world of particles is the 
latest layer in the onion of matter which 
scientists have been peeling back during 
the past century. They have found atoms 
inside molecules, nuclei inside atoms, 
protons inside nuclei, and now "quarks" 
inside protons. The work at CERN concen
trates on identifying these basic bits of 
matter and on studying how they behave. 

With our present knowledge, we be-

lieve that the universe could be built up 
from just four basic particles called "up 
quark," the "down quark," the familiar 
electron, and the neutrino. But nature, 
for some unknown reason, has come up 
with two other sets of four particles-like 
photocopies of the basic quartet, only 
heavier. The "top quark" is one of the 
heaviest set and we have still to find out 
why nature needs these heavier particles. 

Matter has several different ways of 
behaving and we say that this is because 
it is being influenced by several different 
types of force. The most familiar, and yet 
the most feeble of the lot, is the gravita
tional force which brought the apple onto 
Newton's head and which keeps the earth 
in place around the sun. The most power
ful is the strong nuclear force which glues 
the nucleus together and is the source of 
the power in reactors and bombs. The 
third is the electro-weak force which con
trols phenomena as varied as a flash of 
lightning, radioactive decay, or the swing 
of a compass needle. The significance of 
the W and Z discoveries at CERN is that 
they confirm that we can interpret all 
these "electro-weak" things in the same 

A photograph taken in the large CERN bubble chamber of the bubble tracks of particles. The spray of particles is created by a collision be
tween a high energy particle and a hydrogen nucleus. 
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With cenr's recent discoveries of new basic
particles of matter, the top quark and W
andZ particles, yet another important layer
in "ttre onion of matter" has been peeled
back.

way. However the dream of having a

single unified theory, rather than having
to invoke three different forces to explain
everything which happens, still seems a
long way away.

Very high energies are needed to pene-
trate deep into the onion, to create the
new-found particles and then to study
their behavior. To achieve these huge
energies requires huge experimental ap
paratus. Just to set the scale, GERN is
presently constructing a particle accel-
erator which is 27 kilometers around.

This paradoxical need for the world's
largest scientific instruments in order to
study the world's smallest particles is one
of the main reasons for crRN's existence.
It would be extremely difficult for any
individual European country to tind the
money or the highly qualified manpower
to stay at the forefront of this field of
research by itseH. This need, coupled
with the desire to reunite countries not
long before torn by conflict, motivated
scientists and politicians in the early
1950s to create a European research
laboratory.

With the support of 13 countries (Aus-

tria, Belgium, Denmark, the Federal Re-
public of Germany, France, Greece, Italy,
the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, and the United Kingdom),
cERN is now able to build research facili-
ties second to none. The cBnN laboratory
spans both sides of the Franco-Swiss bor-
der near Geneva. It employs some 3,500
people and has an annual budget of about
$300 million. Its program provides re-
search facilities for over 2,600 scientists,
predominantly from universities in the
cERN member states, but also from other
countries throughout the world such as
the United States, the Soviet Union,
China, Japan, Finland and Poland. All the
research is carried out by teams in which
as many as 300 physicists from many
different countries collaborate.

The major research tool at present is
the super proton synchrotron (sps), in
which protons are accelerated to an en-
ergy of 450 billion electron volts. This
same machine, seven kilometers in diam-
eter, can be fed with antiprotons circling
in the opposite direction. It was in the
collisions of these two beams that the
new particles were recently found.

In 1982, construction of a new machine
began with the aim of having colliding
electron and positron beams at high en-
ergy by the end of 1988 in order to
answer some of the outstanding questions
about how matter behaves. The Z7-l<rlc-
meter tunnel in which the collider will be
built is a hundred meters below ground,
linking with the existing accelerator tun-
nels and passing under the Jura moun-
tains.

A host of advanced technologies are
needed to build and operate these ma-
chines and to detect and analyrn the
phenomena they produce. The cBnN ac-
celerators have the world's largest ultra-
high vacuum system, new types of vac-
uum pump, hundreds of magnets to give
extremely precise fields, power-supply
systems of all types, novel radiofrequency
units and alignment precisions of a frac-
tion of a millimeter over kilometers. The
experiments require cryogenic systems,

superconductivity, fast electronics, pow-
erful computing, high-speed large-volume
data transmission, and the development
of novel particle detection techniques
which have found applications in other
fields such as medical diagnosis and treat-
ment.

These requirements have been a con-
siderable stimulus to European industry
and a survey has indicated that every
dollar of contract with cERN generates
some $5 of new business for industry. In
addition, the existence of cERN and the
extensive use of its research facilities by
scientists from European universities,
who do not leave their home institutes to
join cnnx but remain part of the university
teaching force, has helped sustain the
quality of science education in Europe.

The main purpose of cnRru, however,
remains the advancement of human
knowledge about the universe which sur-
rounds us. Its scientific success in this
task makes it a world leader and its role in
international collaboration led ulr's Pro-
fessor Viki Weisskopf to refer to cnnN as
"a symbol of the United States of Eu-
rope".(

Brian Southworth is the editor of CERN Courier
magazine.

The financial backing of contributing European countries has enabled ctnn to provide some
of the best research facilities for some 2,600 scientists from all over t{re world. lt was in this
particle-detection system that the recent discoveries were made.
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EUROPEAN PASSPORT
GETS GO-AHEAD
FOR'85
COMMON E.C. DOCUMENT IS BIG
PSYCHOLOGICAL STEP TOWARD UNITY.

IVO DAWNAY

lmost exactly 10 years after the
idea of a European passport was
first proposed and accepted in

principle at the I97 4 Paris E.C. heads of
Government summit, the first examples
will land on immigration officers' desks.
The length of time it has taken for the
document to be introduced-it was origi-
nally scheduled f.or 1978-is an indicator
of the political sensitivity that the issue
has had to circumnavigate. But the fact
that the passport, valid from January 1,

1985, has won through at all, albeit in a
truncated form, is a tremendous boost for
the forces of European unification.

In terms of furthering an "economic
community" the setting of an E.C. price
for apples is probably more important.
But psychologically, it could well be ar-

t
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At the Font inebleau summit meeting of E.C. headr of Government, French Pr6ident Frangoi3 Mitterrand prescnted . prototype of thG
Europ..spo?t which will 8r.du.lly repl.ce the l0 national Pas.Ports witlrin the Communitt.
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gued that the introduction of the Euro
passport is the most important step on 
the road to creating a sense of one Eu
rope since the E.C. was formed. For the 
first time, as national passports are grad
ually phased out, citizens of the Commu
nity will carry a document testifying in 
tangible form to the world and, more 
important, to themselves that they are 
members of the E.C. That is not to say 
that all citizens will be grateful to be 
reminded of the fact. 

Nineteen-eighty four has, in fact, been 
a bleak year for the long-hallowed E.C. 
concept of freedom of movement, long 
enshrined in Article 48 of the Communi
ty's founding document, the Treaty of 
Rome. In the spring, for example, mount
ing fury among truck drivers at the long 
delays for document checks on border 
crossings, exploded in more than a week 
of spectacular demonstrations when tens 
of thousands of trucks blocked frontiers, 
halting dead most international traffic. 
Hopes raised at the Fontainebleau Euro
pean Council summit in June that border 
delays between France and the Federal 
Republic of Germany would be reduced 
also have come to little, according to the 
international "Kangaroo Group," an in
ternal-barriers watchdog. 

The original concept for a European 
passport proposed by the E.C. Commis
sion came under four headings: 
• the creation and distribution of a uni
form passport, issued by national authori
ties, but indicating clearly through a sin
gle design that the holder is a member of 
the E.C.; 
• the abolition of controls on citizens 
crossing the Community's international 
frontiers; 
• the equality of treatment for E.C. citi
zens by third countries and the harmoni
zation of legislation among the Ten affect
ing aliens; 
• the legal implementation of full pass
port union, incorporating provisions for 
political rights for citizens in all member 
states. 
Of these, only the first has been fully 
approved, and that only after a near tragi
comic 1 0-year episode of internal wran
gling. 

The story of the negotiations, never
theless, illustrates in minute detail the 
painfully agonized birth pangs that the 
midwives of a united Europe have to 
nurse-felt most acutely in the necessary 
suppression of nationalistic sentiments. 
As so often, it was largely the British, 
with their fierce sense of national identity 
and past imperial glory, that proved the 
greatest objectors. The Commission's 
197 5 view that "it should not be particu
larly problematic to decide on the appear-

ance" of the passport proved optimistic in 
the extreme. 

Resplendent in deep oceanic blue and 
regally embossed with the monarch's 
coat of arms, the British passport is as 
evocative to its owners of their national
ity as scarlet mail boxes or the bowler 
hat. Inside, the warning that "Her Britan
nic Majesty's Principal Secretary of State 
... requests and requires the bearer to 
pass without let or hindrance" is almost 
as sacred to a Briton as the pursuit of 
happiness to is a U.S. patriot. 

As the august London Times recently 
thundered in a somewhat tongue-in
cheek editorial: "On how many a dark 
night in a Transylvanian bothy [hut] or a 
littered departure lounge, where huddled 
masses wait in perpetuity, have not those 
ringing phrases and that stiff severe 
pasteboard, comforted the flagging Brit
ish traveler far from home?" Despite 
these emotive phrases, The Times, like 
the British Government, reluctantly con
cludes that the old passport has to go, to 
be substituted by a slightly smaller soft
covered, less imposing version more fit
ting to the nation's status. 

The first issue-the color of the Euro
passport-was agreed with almost 
alarming alacrity, though whether it is 
described as burgundy, bordeaux, claret 
or imperial purple has been considered 
insoluble and left to the whim of individual 
member states. More tricky was the 
number of languages to be used. A propo
sition that the wording be confined to 
English and French, plus the language of 
the issuing country, was rejected by the 
Germans and Italians as discriminatory. 
But here, too, an eventual compromise 
was reached. 

Most difficult by far was the wrangle 
over the wording on the front cover. The 
United Kingdom, determined to empha
size national sovereignty, for months in
sisted that the issuing country's name 
should come first, followed by the words 
"European Community." More E.C.
minded nations objected. The final com
promise heads the page with "European 
Community," but allows the member 
state's name to appear in slightly larger 
type underneath. A national symbol will 
continue to appear on the front and Brit
ain won the right to preserve Her Britan
nic Majesty's threatening message on the 
second page. 

Now, with the passport established and 
agreed, the Community's next objective 
must be to make it, as far as possible, 
virtually unnecessary for citizens travel
ing between member states. The idea 
behind the passport is that a mere flash of 
its cover will allow the holder to slip 
rapidly through immigration formalities. 

Unfortunately that is not the case at 
present. Surprisingly, the British come 
out well here compared to their Conti
nental cousins, having first devised £.C.
passport -only channels at international 
airports. The Belgians, on the other hand, 
despite their virtually unmanned borders 
with the Netherlands and Luxembourg, 
create massive lines at Brussels' airport 
with rigorous checks. 

Militant campaigners for freedom of 
movement, strongly backed by the Euro
pean Parliament, argue that only occa
sional, random border checks should be 
allowed and then a national identification 
card should be sufficient proof of identity. 
The objective, they say, should be total 
abolition of all checks as soon as possible. 

However, the days when crossing na
tional frontiers within the E.C. is as sim
ple as passing over state lines in the 
United States remain a way off. Visa 
requirements, deportation rules and spe
cial residency rights for citizens of third 
countries vary widely between member 
states. Similarly, the need to contain drug 
trafficking and terrorism demands border 
controls. It was, after all, only this year 
that France finally signed a deportation 
agreement with Spain, aimed principally 
at tightening up on cross-border attacks 
by Basque terrorists. 

The accession of Spain and Portugal to 
the Community, scheduled for January 1, 
1986, raises its own questions of free 
movement. While most member states 
seem happy to allow both countries im
mediate free access for their workers, 
tiny Luxembourg is insisting on a long 
transition period. This uncharacteristic 
intransigence from the Principality is 
based on a sound political problem-al
most a quarter of its 345,000 population 
is made up of Portuguese immigrant 
workers. If the gates are opened freely to 
their families and friends, the Luxem
bourg Government fears it might end up 
as a virtual colony of Lisbon. Where this 
leaves Spain and Portugal's rights to the 
use the E.C. passport is yet another of the 
questions the accession negotiations 
must resolve. 

But for the Ten, at least, from January 
1, the European Passport will have ar
rived to stay. That at least is progress. As 
one E.C. Commission official put it: "It's 
only the first step, and we may have to 
wait for a totally integrated E.C. foreign 
policy before all the problems are re
solved. But from now on all 270 million 
members of the E.C. will have authorita
tive documentary proof that they are Eu
ropeans and part of a Community. That's 
got to be good for all of us." E 
lvo Dawnay reports from Brussels for the Finan
cial Times. 
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NEW PRESIDENT
NAMED FOR
E.C. COMMISSION
FORMER FRENCH FINANCE MINISTER IS A
CONVINCED EUROPEANIST.

A "financia! wizardr" Jacques Delors could help the Community to solve some of its most
pressing issues.

he secrecy and speed of the deci-
sion stunned observers. It took

I just 48 hours of negotiation for
the 10 E.C. member states to unani-
mously approve the appointment of
France'sJacques Delors as the ne)d Pres-
ident of the E.C. Commission in Brussels.
The decision, which was announced July
19th, came as a birthday present for
Delors, who turned 59 the following day.
The former Economy, Finance and Bud-
get Minister in the Government of
French Prime Minister Pierre Mauroy
will take up the post currently held by
Luxembourger Gaston Thorn on January
lst 1985.

Paris' nomination of Jacques Delors
won the immediate approval of the other
European capitals for a number of rea-
sons. First and foremost, it was because
he is a political heavyweight, who has
been long accustomed to top-level politi-
cal, economic andfinancial wrangling. En-
ergetic, obstinate and sometimes authori-
tarian, he is regarded as a man to be
listened to, who will give the Commission
the weight it badly needs in the interna-
tional arena.

At the same time he is a moderate
Socialist, a pragmatist and a man of the
center-as he has consistently shown
throughout his political career in France.
His record places him in a strong position
to work toward a consensus on many of
the more controversial issues facing the
European Community, including the ac-
cession of Spain and Portugal, tinancing
the Common Agricultural Policy and
trade and tariff negotiations with the
United States. On a number of conten-
tious economic and financial issues, his
recent experience as France's "financial
wizard" at a time of crisis could prove
invaluable.

Delors also has another tremendous
advantage-he is a convinced European
and has proved it beyond doubt on numer-
ous occasions. One example took place in
1981-82, when the French franc was in a
critical position, undermined by specula-
tion on all sides and sinking rapidly on
international exchange markets. Many
economists and members of the Govern-
ment suggested that the solution could be
for France to distance itself from the E.C.
They argued that France should quit the
European Monetary System, devalue the
franc and erect protectionist trade barri-
ers in defiance of E.C. rules.

It was a course that Delors, with the
support of French President Francois
Mitterrand, absolutely refused to con-
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fUST WHAT IS THE E.C. GOMIIIISSIONI

he European Community repre-
sents a unique relationshiP be-

tween sovereign states. It is not just a
free trade area, but a framework
within which its members have
agreed, in legally binding treaties, to
integrate their economies and eventu-
ally to form a political union. The E.C.

has its own common institutions-a
Commission independent of the mem-
ber states to propose policy in line
with its founding treaties, a Council of
Ministers representative of the mem-
ber state governments to take policy
decisions, a European Parliament to
ensure the democratic participation of
its 270 million citizens, a Court of

Justice to administer E.C. law and a
Court of Auditors to supervise expen-
diture of the E.C.'s own budget.

The E.C. Commission consists of 14

members-two each from France, the
Federal Republic of GermanY, ItalY
and the United Kingdom and one each

from the other E.C. member states.
They are appointed by common accord
of the Governments of the 10 member
states, but must remain independent
of the member states and of the Coun-

cil of Ministers during their four-year
term. The Council cannot remove any
member of the Commission from of-

fice and only the European Parliament
can compel the Commission to resign
as a body by passing a motion of cen-

sure. The Commission is the guardian
of the founding treaties, responsible
for overseeing their implementation.
European civil servants who are on the
staff of the Commission carry out the
E.C.'s executive work.

The Commission's functions maY be

broken down as follows:

r The Commission is first of all the
motive power behind E.C. policy. It is
the starting point for every E.C. ac-

tion, as it is the Commission that has to
submit proposals and drafts for E.C.
rules to the Council. The Commission
is not free to choose its own activities.
It is obliged to act if the Community
interest so requires. The Council may
also ask the Commission to draw uP a
proposal. Under the European Coal
and Steel Community Treaty, how-
ever, the Commission also has law-
making powers. In this case, the Coun-
cil has a right of veto in certain circum-
stances which enables it to overrule
Commission measures.
o The Commission is also the guard-
ian of the E.C. treaties. It sees to it
that the treaty provisions and the mea-
sures adopted by the E.C. institutions
are properly implemented. Whenever
they are infringed, the Commission
must intervene as an impartial bodY

and, if necessary, refer the matter to
the Court of Justice.
r Closely connected with the role of
guardian is the task of defending the
E.C.'s interests. As a matter of princi-
ple, the Commission may serve no
interests other than those of the E.C.

It must constantly endeavor, in what
often prove to be dfficult negotiations
within the Council, to make the E.C.
interest prevail and seek compromise
solutions which take account of that
interest. In so doing, it also plays the
role of mediator between the member
states, a role for which, by virtue of its
neutrality, it is particularly qualified.
r Lastly, the Commission is-albeit to
a limited extent-an executive body.
The classic example of this is the law
on restrictive practice and the admin-
istration of the protective clauses con-
tained in the treaties and derived legis-
lation. Much more extensive than
these "primary" executive powers are
the "derived" powers devolved on the
Commission by the Council. These es-

sentially involve adopting the requisite
detailed rules for implementing Coun-
cil decisions. As a rule, however, it is
the member states themselves that
have to ensure that E.C. rules are
applied in individual cases. This solu-
tion chosen by the treaties has the
advantage that citizens are brought
closer to what is still to them the
"foreign" reality of the European sys-
tem through the workings and in the
familiar form of the national system.

The E.C. Commission: the "motiYe power" behind Community policy.

template. He was 100 percent for Eu-
rope. The gamble paid off and history
proved him right. Thanks to his policy of
tight money, tinancial equilibrium was
gradually reestablished, inflation fell and
the franc recovered. The new French
Government headed by Laurent Fabius
inherited an economy on its way to recov-
ery.

On top of all this, Delors is also no
stranger to the complex workings of the
European Community. In the past he has

been a member of the European Parlia-
ment and president of its Economic and
Monetary Committee. And as France's
representative to the E.C. Council of
Ministers, he has taken part in debates on
most of the issues that he will come up

against in Brussels as President of the

Commission. The transition from defend-
ing the interests of his own country to
defending those of the E.C. as a whole
may be less difficult than it initially ap-

pears.
One of the reasons for the alacrity with

which his nomination was adopted was his

reputation as a master of compromise.
But as a practicing Catholic and a man of
principle, Delors doesn't always oblige.
He is neither a political wheeler dealer
nor is he blown by changing political
winds. Time and again he has shown that
he is prepared to go all the way when he

is convinced that he is in the right. He
also has shown that he has a sense of
political timing.

The son of a Banque de France bank

clerk, where he himself worked for many

years, he became a Christian trade union
leader before going into politics. He has

stuck by his origins and leads a modest
family lifestyle. He says that he is not a

careerist and wants to work where he is
most useful and effective. An enthusiastic
soccer fan, he thinks that the best players

are not the star scorers, but those who
pass the ball, position themselves and
play as a team. When he takes up his post

in Brussels in January, he will bring with
him a wealth of economic and financial
experience to help the 10 E.C. member
states to work together and go forward.
It will be a challenge that he'll certainly
relish. €

Jean Baumier is a free lance writer based in Paris.
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PARLIAMENT HAS
NEW PLAN FOR
EUROPEAN UNION
PROPOSAL WOULD INCORPORATE ALL
E.C. AND PARA-E.C. ORGANIZATIONS.

PIER VIRGILIO DASTOLI

ast year, a proposal for constitu-
tional reform of the European
Community put before the Euro-

pean Parliament by Altiero Spinelli was
passed with a very large majority. This
new proposal was doubly important, since
it not only represented the culmination of

the most daring undertaking of the first
legislature of the directly elected Parlia-
ment, but will also form one of the issues
to be debated by the new group of par-
liamentarians elected last June.

Let there be no mistake: The Euro-
pean Treaty of Union, as the proposal is
called, would give the Community a new
"constitution" which would result in a

deep restructuring of the institutional
framework within which the process of
European integration has been proceed-
ing up till now. Before this new constitu-
tion can come into force, it has to be
sub-mitted for ratification by all E.C.
member states and it cannot be applied
unless is receives this ratification from a

majority of countries representing at
least two-thirds of the population of the
E.C.

Breaking the Impasse

The raison d'6tre of this proposal can be
put in a few words. The primary motiva-
tion is not so much a desire to increasel
the power of the European Parliament as

therealization that the process of integra-
tion is slowly grinding to a halt. The
parliamentarians are convinced that the
only institution which is competent to put
forward such a far-reaching proposal for
reform is the European Parliament,
which represents all the citizens of the
E.C.

Given the declared intention of revis-
ing the competencies and powers of E.C.
institutions in the light of the experience
already acquired and in the light of their
new tasks, as well as the firm intention of
creating an organic link between the
8.C., the political cooperation system (a

system of consultation in matters of inter-
national policy) and the European Mone-
tary System, the institutional commission
realized that the problem was so compli-
cated that it would have been practically
impossible to tackle the desired reorga-
nization by means of a package of amend-
ments to the existing treaties and amend-
ments. Such a package would in fact have
resulted in a document which to all
intents and purposes was incomprehensi-
ble and quite useless as an instrument of
political action.

By voting for the political content of
this reform, Parliament decided to give
this proposal the definite form of a draft
treaty establishing the European Union
etr nouo, thus meeting the terms of the
treaties themselves and the repeatedly-
stated wishes of all the governments,
which saw in it the goal toward which the
Community should progress. The pro-
posal would create a new political corpus
designed to incorporate all the legal, po-
litical and economic attainments of the
E.C., as well as other para-E.C. organs,
while still allowing for their later develop-
ment by methods proper to the union
itself.

The European Treaty of Union thus
would have a twofold aspect. In terms of

The proposed European Treaty of Union would profoundly restructure the institutional
framework of the European Community as it presently operates (above).
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its function, it is, in effect, a constitution 
in that it redefines the competencies and 
institutions which will form the new po
litical corpus of the European union. In 
terms of its form, however, it is an inter
national treaty, in that only the member 
states will be competent to accept its 
content, subsequently ratify it and finally 
implement the union which they are in
vited to join. 

New Divisions of Powers 

From the point of view of its content, the 
draft treaty establishes a system of insti
tutions and competencies which, while 
preserving the existing E.C. terminology 
for reasons of continuity, in fact estab
lishes a new division of powers and a new 
system of decision-making. In effect, it 
would fall to the elected Parliament and 
the Council of Union (made up of repre
sentatives of the governments) to ap
prove the principal rules of the union and 
its laws. The intended procedure gives 
power of co-decision to these two institu
tions, both as regards organic laws (which 
will require a larger majority in both 
bodies) and as regards ordinary laws. 

The new procedure would be more 
effective, thanks to a system of deadlines 

which will prevent decisions being de
layed indefinitely by either Parliament or 
the Council of Ministers. The proposed 
system maintains the central role of the 
Commission, which would retain its right 
of initiative (a right which Parliament and 
the Council of Ministers would also have 
to a certain extent) and would also take an 
important part in the overall process of 
drawing up legislative acts, for which it 
will employ a series of well-defined pow
ers. 

The Commission would also be respon
sible for defining the rules of application 
of laws and seeing that they are properly 
implemented, while at the same time re
specting the fundamental principle of the 
union, namely that E. C. law must apply at 
whichever level (national, regional or lo
cal) is closest to the citizens and their 
needs. 

It goes without saying that although 
the Commission, the "point of conver
gence" of this system, enjoys a greater 
degree of stability than the national Gov
ernments, its legitimacy must be recog
nized in as wide a fashion as possible. The 
procedure by which the President of the 
Commission would be nominated by the 
European Council (made up of Heads of 
State and of Government of the E.C. 

member states) is such that the presi
dency would be one of the union's institu
tions; the appointment of the President 
would be subject to a vote of confidence in 
Parliament and could only be revoked by 
a special majority. 

Ratification: A Political Battle 

The majority of political forces in the 
Parliament understood from the very be
ginning that it would take more than a 
simple vote in the assembly to transform 
this political will for the creation of a 
European union into reality and that the 
search for the necessary consensus 
among all the E.C. member states would 
be difficult. The European Parliament 
and the political forces represented there 
will have to apply a political strategy 
which will enable them to motivate not 
only the parties but also the worlds of 
culture, economics, science and the pro
fessions. Ratification will be the subject of 
lively debate, but it will also provide an 
opportunity to find common ground for 
European society as a whole. E 

Pier Virgilio Dastoli is the director of the political 
review Crocodile, a letter to members of the Euro
pean Parliament. 
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MEMBER STATE REPORT/POLITICS 

The Irish Prime Minister, or "Taoiseach", Dr. Garret FitzGerald. 

POSED FOR RELAUNCHING THE 
COMMUNITY DURING ITS SIX-MONTH 
PRESIDENCY OF THE E.C. 
COUNCIL OF MINISTERS 

GARRET FITZGERALD 

T HE meeting of the European 
Council at Fontainebleau on June 
25-26 was an undoubted success. 

It reached agreement on a number of 
fundamental Community issues which 
had divided us for so long and seriously 
held back the development of the Com
munity. 

As a result, the tasks facing the Irish 
presidency of the E.C. Council of Minis
ters have been lessened and, with agree
ment now on all the outstanding elements 
of the Stuttgart mandate, we shall, when 
the details of the interim financing issue 
have been resolved, be poised to relaunch 
the Community and to recover the dyna
mism of Community development and 
integration which were such notable fea-

tures of its earlier existence. 
In accordance with the practice initi

ated in 1981, I reported to the inaugural 
session of the newly-elected European 
Parliament on July 25 on the conclusions 
of the Fontainebleau European Council. 
The conclusion of most immediate signifi
cance, and which was crucial given its 
linkage with other issues, is that relating 
to the United Kingdom's budgetary con
tribution. Our agreement on this provides 
for the type of solution which Parliament 
has long demanded and puts an end to the 
previous ad hoc and makeshift arrange
ments which it always objected to. 

One of the priority tasks under our 
presidency is to put into effect the agree
ments which we reached at Fontaine
bleau. In my capacity as President of the 
European Council, I have been mandated 
personally with a number of tasks such as 
selection of the new President -designate 
of the Commission (see page 28) and 
establishment of the ad hoc committees 
dealing respectively with the future 
development of the Community and cre
ation of a "People's Europe." 

I attach particular importance to, and 
will be taking a keen personal interest in, 
the ad hoc institutional committee and I 
have asked for a report to be furnished to 
us at the next meeting of the European 
Council in Dublin in December. In its 
work, the committee can be expected to 
maintain contact with the Parliament and 
give full consideration to the draft treaty 
on European union (see page 30) adopted 
last February by the outgoing Parlia
ment. 

The other ad hoc committee, which is 
also of considerable importance, will be 
concerned with consideration of mea
sures to strengthen the Community's 
identity and make it a greater reality to 
our people, as they go about their daily 
lives, as well as to the rest of the world. 
The Minister for Foreign Mfairs, Peter 
Barry, on July 26, outlined in detail to the 
Parliament our presidency program for 
the six months and, in this short message, 
I will limit myself to listing very briefly 
some of the more important issues which 
we will be dealing with. 

With the exhaustion of [the E. C.'s] own 
resources, an immediate priority is that 
of financing the deficit in this year's Com
munity budget. It is a matter of serious 
concern that, notwithstanding our agree
ment at Fontainebleau, steps be taken at 
the next meeting of the E.C. Council of 
Budget Ministers to cover this deficit; the 
Budget Council at its meeting on July 18 
and 19 failed to have this issue resolved, 
although a concensus was reached 
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amongst nine E.C. member states on the 
approach to be adopted. 

This matter will be pursued with insis
tence as it is unthinkable that member 
states would continue to refuse to make 
available the extra revenue needed to 
finance established policies and Commu
nity obligations already entered into by 
them. We will also be devoting particular 
attention in the coming months to adop
tion of the 1985 Community budget. In 
both these areas, the Parliament will have 
a critically important role to play. 

Development of the new Community 
policies, particularly in the advanced 
technological industries, completion of 
the internal market in areas such as har
monization of common standards, open
ing up of public contracts and liberaliza
tion of trade in services are some 
examples from a formidable list which we 
will be pursuing with a view to increasing 
economic growth and producing more 
jobs throughout the Community, as well 
as providing benefits to consumers. 

Clearly, the Community must now de
vote its resources and potential to dealing 
with the unemployment crisis, which has 
reached critical levels that will not only 
threaten the survival of the Community 
but also even the basic cohesion and sta
bility of our societies. 

New Issue 

Completion of the enlargement negoti
ations with Spain and Portugal by the 
agreed deadline of September 30, pr& 
vides us with a most demanding chal
lenge, given the real difficulties in sensi
tive areas such as fisheries, agriculture 
and social affairs which have yet to be 
resolved. 

We are, through revisions to and tight
ening-up of the schedule of meetings with 
the applicant countries, taking all neces
sary steps to meet this deadline and with 
this purpose in mind the Irish Minister for 
Foreign Affairs has visited both Lisbon 
and Madrid. The Community's decision
making machinery, at present ineffective 
in the Community of Ten, will be further 
exacerbated on enlargement and will 
clearly have to be tackled before the 
negotiations are completed. 

As regards the area of development 
cooperation, negotiations on a new agree
ment (Lome Ill) with the Mrican, Carib
bean and Pacific countries are making 
progress, but as yet no agreement has 
been reached on trade matters and the 
level of the Community's financial aid. By 
coincidence, we are again involved, as 
was the case under our two previous E. C. 
presidencies, in bringing these negotia
tions to a successful conclusion, hopefully, 
in early autumn next. 

This announcement appears as a matter of record only. 

IRELAND 
DM 100,000,000 

The European Parliament has in the 
past, and no doubt will continue· in the 
future, to play an indispensable role in the 
Community by voicing the aspirations
and the fears-of all our people, with 
their different cultures, histories and po
litical affiliations. Since 1979, the di
rectly-elected Parliament has achieved a 
number of notable successes, ranging 
from increasing the size of the Communi
ty's Regional and Social Funds through to 
improving measures of direct assistance 
and helping in dealing with the tragic 
situation in Northern Ireland. 

We will, during our presidency, be giv
ing particular attention to improving rela
tions with the Parliament with a view to 
developing and strengthening the Com
munity, which is more than ever neces
sary in the dangerous and uncertain 
world we live in. Acting together enables 
us to deal more effectively with the eco
nomic and social challenges which we all 
face. We remain committed to enhancing 
the role of the Parliament in policy-mak
ing in the Community in line with the 
increased legitimacy which the Parlia
ment now has under the system of direct 
elections. E 

Dr. Garret FitzGerald is Ireland's Prime Minister, 
or Taoiseach. 
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ECONOMIC
RECOVERY REACHING
IRELAND
DESPITE VERY HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT,
ENCOURAGING SIGNS ARE EMERGING.

DERMOT McALEESE

A n Irish nationalist once remarked
t I that lreland could never become

n trulv Irish without first becom-
ing truly European. The Irish economy
passes this test all too well in 1984: Its
problems have a truly European charac-
ter. Unemployment, the public sector and
inflation appear as prominently in Dub-
lin's lists of preoccupations as they do in
Europe's other capital cities. The self-
confident optimism of past years has
given way to a strong attack of
Europessimism. The economy has been
subjected to exhaustive diagnosis, but
progress in finding solutions has proved
difficult to achieve.

Unemployment has always tended to
be higher in Ireland than on the Conti-

nent, but the present rate of 16 percent
means that more people are now out of
work and staying longer out of work than
at any time since World War II. Demo-
graphic factors partly explain this high
unemployment: higher marriage rale,
large family size and diminished opportu-
nities for emigration. The European re-
cession also plays an obvious role.

There are structural problems too: de-
clining numbers in agriculture, import
penetration and the poor performance of'
indigenous industry. As elsewhere in Eu-
rope, the low degree of flexibility in the
labor market has been the target of criti-
cism. An overly ambitious social welfare
program and high tax rates join forces to
make employment less attractive and en-
courage a "make-do" attitude to unem-
ployment. Job-security legislation has

helped to strengthen the position of the
already employed, while discouraging
employers from creating new jobs.

In previous years, the response to un-
employment would have been more pub-
lic expenditure on job-creation projects. A
classic "dash for growth" was indeed
tried in the late 1970s by the Govern-
ment of the day, but the strategy ran
aground on the familiar shores of budget
and balance-of-payments deficits. The
public-sector borrowing requirement still
remains inordinately high-16 percent of
cNp this year, about half of which may
have to be financed abroad.

Ireland's foreign debt has escaped the
headlines but, in relation to cttp, out-
standing official borrowings of $10 billion
are higher than any Government would
feel easy with. At current interest rates,
foreign borrowing is expensive in real
terms, despite an excellent and rather
flattering credit rating. Servicing this
debt will ultimately require more taxes on
an already highly taxed economy. For this
reason, the possibility of using increases
in public-sector activity as a means of
alleviating the unemployment problem is
effectively closed. All three major parties
in the Irish Parliament are agreed on
that. There is even agreement that the
borrowing requirement, far from being
expanded, needs to be further reduced.

Given that the scope for direct govern-
ment provision of jobs is circumscribed,

lreland's cNr growth rate for 1984 is estimated at around 3 percent. Above, a view of Dublin from the river Liffey.
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attention has turned to what can be done 
to encourage the private sector. This 
seems to be the main message emanating 
from last April's report of the National 
Planning Board, which has prepared the 
groundwork for what will soon become a 
National Plan. The report recommended 
cutbacks and restructuring in govern
ment expenditure and the application of 
stricter criteria to the semi-state bodies' 
requests for funds in energy, transporta
tion and industry. Some measures have 
already been taken in this direction. Sub
stantial decreases have occurred in the 
public-sector capital program and the re
cently announced decision to scale down 
food subsidies suggest a willingness
albeit forced by circumstances-to take 
unpalatable steps in the interests of curb
ing the growth of public expenditure. 

Reform of the taxation system was 
another subject much discussed in the 
report. Personal-income-tax rates are ex
tremely high in Ireland and so are indirect 
taxes. A marginal rate of 68 percent 
(sometimes higher) begins to bite at lev
els of income which are comparatively 
modest by European standards. The tax 
system makes it difficult for firms to 
induce their staff to work overtime, 
sparks off compensatory wage claims, 
demoralizes those in the managerial in
come category and encourages excessive 
spending in areas which provide tax relief 
or escape tax altogether (the black econ
omy). 

President Ronald Reagan's visit to Ire
land in june 1984 served as a reminder of 
the close economic ties between Ireland 
and the United States. American firms 
are strong investors in the Irish economy. 
Together they own $3 billion worth of 
assets in Irish manufacturing, roughly 6 
percent of total U.S. direct foreign invest
ment in Europe's manufacturing sector. 
They are attracted by Ireland's location 
within the Community and by a shared 
language and culture (Irish viewers are 
reputed to be keener watchers of "Dal
las" than the Texans themselves). 

Many U.S. companies have been pleas
antly surprised by the availability of a 
well-educated, moderately paid work
force with a low turnover rate. A key role 
is also played by the substantial grants 
and tax breaks offered by the Irish gov
ernment and administered through the 
Industrial Development Authority (IDA). 
The recovery in the U.S. economy and 
the rise in GNP growth in Europe has led 
to an increase in activity by U.S. inves
tors which spells good news for Irish job 
seekers. 

A 10 percent, corporation-profits tax 
applies to all firms in the manufacturing 
sector. A competitive range of additional 
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incentives is offered by the Government 
to projects with the appropriate resource 
requirements and growth potential. All 
this costs money, particularly in the 
1980s when European competition for 
footloose industrial projects has never 
been more intense. The question has 
been asked whether the costs in terms of 
grants paid and taxes foregone are com
pensated by the benefits in terms of em
ployment generation, exports and spin-off 
effects. Studies suggest that the answer . . 
IS a reassunng yes. 

At the same time, the Government is 
now focusing attention on how to maxi
mize the spin-off effects of foreign indus
try and to encourage more indigenous 
firms, small and large, to start up busi
ness and expand. The results of this re-

As a result of E.C. 
membership, the 
manifold problems of 
the Irish economy have 
eased somewhat. 

view will be published soon in a White 
Paper on Industrial Policy. It is expected 
that the Government will confirm its 
commitment to the present policy toward 
foreign investment, close off certain loop
holes whereby benefits designed for man
ufacturers have been siphoned off by non
manufacturing firms and offer more 
incentives to marketing and research and 
development (areas in which indigenous 
manufacturing is weak) at the expense, if 
necessary, of reduced capital grants. 

Unlike other European countries, Ire
land's industries are comparatively new, 
with a large proportion concentrated in 
high-technology products. This explains 
the quick recovery of the industrial sec
tors from the recession, to a 7 percent 
growth rate in 1983. Industrial exports 
have also been expanding rapidly, by 11 
percent a year during 1980-84. This 
growth, however, has not been translated 
into an increase in employment. A 
healthy industrial sector no longer neces
sarily means higher employment in indus
try. For extra jobs, one must look to other 
sectors of the economy. 

Agriculture is clearly not one of these 
sectors. Numbers engaged in farming are 
falling and are projected to continue doing 
so. Nevertheless, the prosperity of the 
agricultural sector is important if growth 

is to be maintained elsewhere in the econ
omy. Farming absorbs 15 percent of Ire
land's workforce, more than twice the 
share in the Community as a whole. For 
this reason, the Irish Government had to 
play a more insistent role than one would 
normally expect in the European Council 
negotiations on the E.C.'s Common Agri
cultural Policy (CAP) and on its budget 
earlier this year. The result of those 
negotiations provided for some increase 
in Irish dairy output, a hard-fought con
cession which, given the size of the Euro
pean dairy surplus, represented a reason
able compromise. 

Not all Irish farmers, of course, saw it 
that way. Irish farming is heavily concen
trated on dairy products and beef, two 
products with unfavorable aggregate 
market profiles. The main thrust of agri
cultural policy in future should be to up
grade the marketing of this output, a 
development which has been urged on 
numerous occasions since the founding of 
the Republic, but so far with limited ef
fect. 

The services sector must, therefore, 
be expected to absorb most of the in
crease in the workforce over the next 
decade. During the 1970s, 14,000 extra 
jobs were generated annually in this sec
tor. Most of them were public service 
jobs. The challenge for the 1980s will be 
to maintain this growth in the private 
sector. Envious eyes have been cast at 
the U.S. experience. In Ireland, as in 
other parts of Europe, the apparent ease 
with which a labor-force growth of 1 
percent was accommodated across the 
Atlantic has been the subject of much 
debate. 

Some argue it could not. Ireland is too 
small, social mores will not allow it and, 
therefore, more attention will have to be 
paid to the possibility of planned trade
offs between wages and jobs in the public 
sector. Others argue that any weakening 
in the Government's commitment to 
shifting the balance of economic activity 
toward the private sector will make the 
employment problem worse, not better. 
Given the close relationship between pub
lic and private sector in an economy 
where public expenditure now equals 60 
percent of GNP, it is impossible to expect 
large deductions in one not having an 
impact on the other. Less public expendi
ture may leave room for, but does not 
necessarily imply more, private-sector 
expenditure. A fall in government con
struction activity, for example, brings 
down with it a large portion of private
sector activity supplying materials for 
that construction. Only by a careful run
ning down of the public sector's growth 
can the right balance be struck. 



The quality of lrish linen is renowned throughout the world. Here, yarns are put out to dry
after having been dyed.

over, the trend in prices is firmly down-
ward from the 1983 level of 10 percent.

Clearly, the Irish economy has defects,
but matters would have been much worse
had Ireland remained outside the Com-
munity. Recent opinion-poll data show
that two out of every three Irish people
would have voted in favor of membership
in another referendum. In early 1984,
therefore, the electorate is still emphatic
in its desire to remain a member of the
Community.

The immediate outlook for the econ-

omy is a 3 percent cNP growth rate in
1984, strong growth (15 percent) in in-
dustrial exports and a decline in the rate
of inflation to 7 percent. The long-
awaited economic recovery has reached
Ireland. The signs may be more encour-
aging than in recent years, but funda-
mental problems of fiscal and external
imbalance still remain.€

Dermot McAleese is Whately professor of political
economy at Trinity College, I)ublin.

lrish hopes that membership in the European Community would give agriculture a
significant boost have largely been fulfilled.

The balance of payments has always
tended to loom large as a constraint on
development in Ireland. The current-ac-
count deficits in 1983 and 1984 were
estimated earlier this year to stand at less

than 3 percent of cNP, having fallen from
9 percent of cNt'in 1982 and a still higher
figure in 1981. Subsequent revisions
have confirmed the degree of improve-
ment in the balance of payments since
1981. But the absolute size of the deficit
has been raised by Irish S500 million
(currently about $SSO million), resulting
in a total current deficit of Irish S850
million, or 8 percent of cNp.

Although the possibility of a major revi-
sion was presaged in a number of central
bank reports, the publication of the fig-
ures caused a minor furor and was the
subject of a special debate in the Irish
Parliament. A major source of inaccuracy,
it transpired, had been the underestima-
tion of dividend and profit outflows from
Irish subsidiaries of multinational enter-
prises. There was no suggestion of any
impropriety in that outflow and the Prime
Minister, Garret FitzGerald, took pains
to point this out. Multinationals do not
come to Ireland for charity or to act as a
development agency. A time must
come-indeed already has come-when
their profits will be taken out of the
country. The challenge for Irish policy is
to make Ireland an attractive location for
reinvestment of profits by overseas firms,
a point which is widely recognized in Irish
political circles.

The completion of a decade of Irish
membership in the European Community
has been accompanied by a series of
publications analyzing its implications for
Irish society. On the economic side, it is
remarkable how closely expectations
have conformed to the reality of member-
ship. The cAP was expected to give a

boost to Irish agriculture, and it did. Ac-
cess to the E.C.'s market was expected to
be a decisive influence on foreign invest-
ment, and it was. Indigenous industry
expected to suffer competition from im-
ports and experience difficulty in pene-
trating export markets, and this is largely
what happened. Ireland expected to be a

significant beneficiary of the E.C.'s Social
Fund and of its Regional Development
Fund. The scale of transfers may have
been rather modest, but the Irish have
received a generous share of what is
available.

The pus link has been helpful in provid-
ing a restraint on domestic inflationary
pressures-again relative to alternative
exchange rates regimes available to the
Irish economy. The cut back in inflation to
one half of its 1981 level is a major
positive feature of the economy. More-
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MEMBER STATE REPORT I ARTS 

EUROPEAN SOURCES 
IN IRISH LITERATURE 
CONTINENTAL INFLUENCE HAS 
INCREASED DURING THE PAST CENTURY. 

COlLIN OWENS 

D uring this past summer, the uni
versity cities of Graz, in Austria, 
and Frankfurt, in the Federal Re-

public of Germany, hosted two interna
tional symposia which indicate the stand
ing of Irish literary studies in Europe 
today. These gatherings were sponsored 
by the International Association for the 
Study of Anglo-Irish Literature (IASAIL) 
and the James Joyce Foundation, respec
tively. They attracted over 600 delegates 
from all over the world to hear addresses 
by distinguished scholars and to partici
pate in seminars on various aspects of the 
Irish literary revival. 

The aim of the revival was to establish 
a national literature based on sources 
distinct from those of the established tra
ditions of literary England. Its successes, 
especially in the poetry and drama of 
William Butler Yeats, in the fiction of 
James Joyce and in the establishment of 
the Abbey Theatre, have had a growing 
impact on the tenor of Irish life. Through 
the works of Yeats and Joyce, and more 
recently, Samuel Beckett, Irish writers 
have contributed to the definition of the 
literature we consider modern and Euro
pean. 

When Yeats, at the turn of the century, 
advised the potential contributors to the 
young Abbey Theatre to "learn construc
tion from the masters and dialogue from 
ourselves," he put succinctly the relation 
which was to shape the future develop
ment of the best Irish drama. The "mas
ters" implied in his injunction were Soph
ocles, Jean Racine, Henrik Ibsen and 
Maurice Maeterlinck, and "ourselves" 
were the speakers of that fresh and ex
pressive medium, the dialect of English 
used by the former speakers of Ireland's 
native Celtic language. 

The literary traditions of Ireland had 
been interrupted since the 17th century 
by the collapse of the Gaelic social order, James Joyce, author of many modern world classics, predicted that his works would "keep 
so that all that remained to the serious the professors occupied for centuries." 
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artist were the remnants of that tradition
to be found in the folklore of the country-
side and in the manuscript rooms of the
museums and academies. But these re-
positories held a rich lode of heroic, ro-
mantic and folk legends which bore wit-
ness to a sophisticated, indigenous Celtic
civilization.

The aim of the Irish literary revival
was to provide the emerging Irish nation
with a literature which would reflect the
conflicts of modern life, but bear the
shape of an ancient heritage. To a certain
degree, that effort was in reaction to
British cultural hegemony; in its positive
aspects, however, it sought to emulate
Continental models. To paraphrase Joyce,
the shortest way to Tara (ancient Ire-
land's capital) was through Holyhead (the
Irishman's European port-of-entry).

In taking this route himself, Joyce
knew his antecedents. Less than two cen-
turies after Ireland was Christianized by
St. Patrick, it became the center of a

monastic culture which returned the tra-
ditions of diligence, literacy and piety to a
Europe shattered by the Asiatic inva-
sions. From Iona in Scotland to Bobbio in
Italy, there are a doznn major sites where
Irish Celtic monks established centers of
learning and community life which lasted
until the Benedictine reformation in the
12th century.

During the two and a half centuries
following the suppression of the monas-
teries in Ireland by Henry VIII, Irish
colleges of ecclesiastical learning were
established in various Continental univer-
sity centers, such as Louvain, Salamanca
and Rome. And from these schools-
primarily designed to provide clerical
education to Catholic priests-came a

thin, but continuous, line of formally
trained bilingual poets and historians of
Ireland's dark age.

It was not until the 19th century that
the cultivated classes of Britain, Ireland
and Europe took a serious interest in the
folklore, language, mythology and social
organization of the remnants of the Celtic
realm. German philologists and Celticists
such as Kaspar Zeuss ("Grammatica Celt-
ica," 1853) and Rudolf Thurneysen
("Grammar of. Old Irish," 1909; "Die
irische Helden- und Ktinigsage," I92l)
brought the discipline of the modern
academy to the study of old Irish and the
editing of early Irish law tracts and sagas,
thus clearing the way for the modern field
of Celtic studies.

Similarly, in Paris, Henri d'Arbois de

Jubainville's popular lectures on Celtic
literature, and the publication of his
"Irish Mythological Cycle" (1903) con-
tributed to the respect in which these
sources were held by proponents of a
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The poet William Butler Yeats is generally considered to be the true father of the lrish liter-
ary revival.

Celtic revival in modern Irish letters.
After the founding of the Irish Free State
(L922), the Irish Folklore Commission
undertook the task of collecting and clas-
sifying the immense inheritance of folk
custom and belief surviving in rural Ire-
land. In that undertaking, it followed the
pioneering work of several Scandinavian
folklorists, including Reider Christiansen
of Norway and Antti Aarne of Finland.

The true father of the Irish literary
revival, however, is William Butler Yeats.
Under the inlluence of John O'Leary, an
ageing revolutionary and literateur, the
young Yeats turned from a career begun
in the spirit of late Victorian England to
the folklore of the west of Ireland and the
heroic legends which were, by the end of
the 19th century, becoming available in
contemporary English translation. In the
company of Lady Augusta Gregory a

folklorist and folk dramatist, and Edward
Martyn, a landed gentleman with strong
affinities for Ibsen's social, symbolic
drama, Yeats founded the Irish Literary
Theatre (1899) which within a couple of
seasons was to become the showpiece of
the national literary movement: the Ab-
bey Theatre.

The founders of this theater took their
cue from the presence of several Euro-
pean precursors: Ole Bull's, Norway
1t850); Antoine's Th66tre Libre, Paris
(1887); Germany's Freie Biihne Theatre
(1889); J. T. Grein's Independent The-
atre in London (1891), and the Moscow
futs Theater (1898). But in contrast with
these antecedents, Yeats, Lady Gregory
and Martyn were beginning as absolute
pioneers. Although this group had a di-
versity of talents, sensibilities and inclina-
tions, they agreed on the necessity to

Samuel Beckett conveyed the essence of
modern lrish literature in many plays.
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replace the caricature of Irish life on the 
stage with authentic, realistic, popular 
drama, and they agreed to develop an 
imaginative and poetic drama which 
would harnass heroic legend to the de
mands of the modern stage. Yeats was 
indebted to the French symbolists and 
Ibsen's poetic dramas, Martyn to the 
more social and realistic Ibsen and Lady 
Gregory to French comedy. 

Before long, however, the Abbey had 
developed its own blend of natunlism, 
romanticism and poetry, as exemplified 
principally by the plays of john Millington 
Synge during the first decade of the cen
tury and Sean O'Casey during the 1920s. 
Synge was the first major dramatist to 
combine successfully the influences of 
Moliere's design and humor, Racine's 
musicality, Irish myth and folklore and the 
extravagant dialect of English to be found 
in the remote regions of Ireland. Sean 
O'Casey is Synge's city equivalent, until 
he turned to expressionism with "The 
Silver Tassie" in 1928. When Yeats re-

The aim was to fuse 
modern European and 
ancient Celtic elements 
to give Irish literature a 
place truly its own. 

jected the play, an acrimonious public 
exchange followed, and O'Casey severed 
his relations with the Abbey Theatre. 

It was not entirely a coincidence that in 
the same year as O'Casey's falling out 
with the Abbey directorate, Dublin got its 
second serious theater: the Gate. 
Founded by Hilton Edwards and Michael 
MacLiammoir, the Gate Theatre set out 
to bring European and international clas
sic theater to Ireland, in contrast to the 
perceived introversion of the Abbey. And 
almost immediately, with Denis john
ston's sensational expressionist play 
about Irish nationalism, "The Old Lady 
Says 'No!'" (1929), the Gate Theatre 
began its signal service to Irish audiences 
in importing contemporary European and 
American drama as well as encouraging 
much of the best experimental work by 
Irish playwrights. 

By the 1920s, however, it was through 
the fiction of]oyce ("Ulysses," 1922) and 
the poetry of Yeats (Nobel Prize, 1923) 
that the full power of the Irish literary 
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revival was felt throughout the world of 
letters. joyce's novel synthesized the 
masterpieces of European literature
"The Odyssey," "The Metamorphoses," 
"The Divine Comedy," Shakespeare's 
and Ibsen's dramas-into a dazzling mo
saic depicting ordinary Dublin life. His 
Bildungsroman, "A Portrait of the Art
ist as a Young Man" (1916) and "Fin
negans Wake" (1939) are now modern 
world classics, and through them Joyce 
brings the Irish gifts of humor and lan
guage and the themes of Celtic literature 
to enlarge our sense of the present ex
perience. His works are unparalleled doc
uments of Edwardian Dublin, but at the 
same time look backward and forward: 

He advised a friend to study the medieval 
Irish illuminated manuscript "The Book 
of Kells" ("the most Irish thing we've 
got") as the best introduction to 
"Finnegans Wake"; and, forecasting the 
"joyce industry," he told a friend "my 
books will keep the professors busy for 
centuries." 

Yeats's reputation rests on many 
bases: his early romantic plays and poems 
which drew on Irish folklore and history, 
his extraordinary capacity to write more 
vigorously with each passing decade, his 
bold innovations in drawing on Celtic and 
japanese traditions for a modern poetic 
drama and the peerless lyric poetry of his 
later years. Yeats is the central figure in 

DUBLIN HOSTS ARTS FESTIVAL THIS FALL 

D ublin, james joyce's City of the 
Imagination, will be the venue 

for a multifaceted arts festival this fall. 
ContemporEire '84 draws together 
modern art, photography, architec
ture, theater, and literature to present 
the rich visual elements of Ireland's 
cultural heritage. One of the key 
events will be an international confer
ence, "Art and the Human Environ
ment: Dublin-A Case Study," which 
is being presented from October 4th to 
7th by Richard Demarco, celebrated 
for his work with the Edinburgh Festi
val. The topics of the conference will 
explore the arts and culture of the 
urban environment, how they have re
lated to Dublin in the past, and the 
prospects for the future. Tours of the 
major architectural sites in Dublin, in
cluding the venerable pubs, are sched
uled. 

Every four years, Dublin is the site 
for an innovative and exciting art show 
called "Rose," which is a Gaelic word 
meaning the poetry of vision. Fifty 
celebrated artists from around the 
world will be represented including 
Robert Ryman, Carl Andre, Donald 
judd, Richard Long, Sandra Chia and 
Barry Flanagan. "Rose", which will 
run until November 17, will consist of 
150 works created since 1980, includ
ing painting and sculpture, works of 
conceptual art, and special installa
tions. The exhibition will inaugurate a 
new location for the arts in Dublin, the 
Guinness Hop Store. Situated in the 
heart of old Dublin, this former stor
age building for the Guinness brewery 
has been restored and redesigned as 
an exhibition space. "Rose" will also 
present Henry Moore's private collec
tion of pre-Colombian art as well as 

some of his recent works. 
Among the other Contempor Eire 

'84 exhibitions taking place are a show 
of Irish post-impressionists at the Na
tional Gallery of Art; a group show of 
leading Irish painters at the Temple 
Bar Studios; and photographic exhibits 
by David Hackney, Cecil Beaton, 
Henri Cartier-Bresson, and David Bai
ley. There will be "A Celebration of 
Irish Film" featuring works made in 
and about Ireland by Irish and foreign 
film makers. 

Ireland's great literary heritage will 
also be celebrated during Contem
porEire. Readings are scheduled with 
Seamus Heaney, Ireland's best known 
poet, and a number of Irish-language 
poets. Tailor's Hall, a venerable build
ing, will have its first public use in 
many years for the Antiquarian Book 
Fair. The Abbey Theatre will present 
joe Dowling's new production of Sean 
O'Casey's "The Plough and the 
Stars," the Gate will present Siobhan 
McKenna's production of "Cuairt an 
Mhean Oiche" (The Midnight Court), 
and the Olympia will celebrate its role 
as the home of popular entertainment 
with a musical called "Dan Lowrey's 
Star of Erin." Other theatrical events 
include the Dublin Contemporary 
Dance Theater and a number of new 
works by winners of the Arts Council 
Theater Project Awards. 

Contempor Eire '84 will also include 
the Dublin City Festival, a weekend of 
street fairs, boating parades, circus 
acts, music, and literary tours; jazz and 
rock concerts; craft displays; and an 
Olympic poster exhibition. For further 
details contact the Irish Tourist Board, 
590 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10036, 
Tel. (212) 869-5500. 



modem Irish literature, and his world-
wide influence can be perceived in the 
tone and diction of modem poetry in the 
major languages. 

Through the 1930s, a vigorous debate 
persisted in Ireland's cultural journals be-
tween the "antiquarians" and the "mod-
ernists" on the appropriate relationship 
between the individual artist and the pub-
lie policy of developing a distinctive na-
tional culture. Several issues recurred in 
these arguments: the attempted revival 
of the Irish language, literary censorship 
designed to protect religious and family 
values, residual feelings of Anglophobia 
and the sense of a debt owed the cultur-
ally silenced, dead generations. The 
"modernists" held that these priorities 
had the effect of constraining much of the 
young nation's creative energies into an 
unhealthy nationalist orthodoxy. 

The reaction to these conventions took 
many forms, one of which was to be found 
in the manifesto of a group of young poets 
during the 1930s (among them Samuel 
Beckett, Denis Devlin and Brian Coffey) 
who drew on French symbolists and sur-
realists in the formation of their literary 
personae. Beckett's election to write in 
French was motivated by the desire to 
escape the burden of history which he 
saw embedded in Joyce's multivalent, al-
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lusive prose. His existentialist master- Continental mores on a culture unsure of 
piece, "Waiting for Godot" (1952), is its roots. seam us Heaney's hugely sue-
heavily indebted to Dante, Rene . Des- cessful volume of poems, "North" 
cartes and Arnold Geulincx; but Beckett's (1975), owes much of its power to its 
grim, Irish humor can be more easily sensuous evocation of Ireland's Scan dina-
seen in his novels or his hilarious radio vian associations, and John Banville's sev-
play, "All That Fall" (1957). eral recent novels draw heavily on Euro-

Devlin and Coffey are each influenced pean scientific and political history. 
by the poetry of Paul Valery, Stephane Nevertheless, the major preoccupa-
Mallarme and the surrealists and by the tions of Irish writers remain either with 
intellectual French Catholicism repre- domestic or with English or American 
sented by Jacques Maritain and Paul relations. It is fair to observe, however, 
Claude!. Devlin's work is the most com- that the most distinguished Irish writing 
plex religious poetry to come out of mod- finds its most highly productive tension in 
em Ireland, the result of this cross-fertil- engaging European models and themes, 
ization; and his fine translations of the as the achievements of Yeats, Joyce and 
poetry of Saint -John Perse (a fellow diplo- Beckett demonstrate. In the work of 
mat) are further fruits of a uniquely fer- these masters, we find repeated the pat-
tile Hiberno-French relationship. tern established by St Columbanus al-

In recent years the Continental rela- most 14 centuries ago: the return, with 
tionship has increased in significance in interest, of a European patrimony. 
Irish literature at the expense of the Thus, the recent publication of a three-
traditional themes of land, nation, Ian- volume corrected edition of Joyce's 
guage and the English presence. Older "Ulysses," the result of seven years of 
writers such as Francis Stuart ("Black cooperative labor by a group of European, 
List Section H," 1971), and Sean 6 American and Irish scholars, and the sue-
Faolain ("Foreign Mfairs," 1976) have cess of such conferences as those held 
moved to Hiberno-European themes. this summer in Graz and Frankfurt are 
Aidan Higgins' brilliant novel, "Lang- signs of fresh illumination from the "dark 
rishe, Go Down" (1966) succeeds in en- edge of Europe. "E 
compassing the traditional theme of the C6ilfn Owens is a professor of English, specializing 
Fall of the Big House with the effect of in Irish literature, at George Mason University. 

you may have an inteReSt 
in lRelanll~ 

but can you Reab its signs? 

The publishers of Ireland's best selling 
'Business & Finance' magazine, now launch a 
new publication, aimed at individuals and 
organisations with an interest in Ireland. 

Whether that interest is political, commercial 
or economic, whether Ireland is seen as a 
market, a supplier of goods or services, a 
manufacturing or distribution centre, a direct 
or indirect investment, the publication will 
provide information which will have been 
collected, collated, interpreted and presented 
with the non-Irish reader in mind. It's called 

Irish Interest 
Irish Interest is published monthly in newsletter format. It 
is an amalgam of the combined talents of practising 
economists, stockbrokers, bankers, politicians, 
businessmen and journalists, and while the publication is 
committed to dealing with and commenting on these 
areas, Irish Interest will also produce detailed surveys of 
entire industries and sectors. 

Some of the Answers- Free. 
Just how relevant is this publication to your particular 
interest" Simply complete and return the coupon to us and 
we will send you the first issue of'lrish Interest'- FREE. 
We hope you 'll discover that, with ' Irish Interest' 
providing so many answers, most oflreland's more 
complex trends are really relatively easy to follow! 

Belenos Publications, SO Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin 2, Ireland. Phone: 767660. Telex: 24447. 

Please send my free issue of'lrish Interest" . 

Name __________________ Company ______ _ 

--------------- Position ----- ----------

Address ----------------------------
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MEMBER STATE REPORT/POEM 

DIGGING 
Between my (Inger and my thumb 
The squat pen rests; snug as a gun. 

Under my window, a clean rasping sound 
When the spade sinks into gravelly ground: 
My father, digging. I look down 

Till his straining rump among the flowerbeds 
Bends low, comes up twenty years away 
Stooping in rhythm through potato drills 
Where he was digging. 

The coarse boot nestled on the lug, the shaft 
Against the inside knee was levered firmly. 
He rooted out tall tops, buried the bright edge deep 
To scatter new potatoes that we picked 
Loving their cool hardness in our hands. 

By God, the old man could handle a spade. 
just like his old man. 

My grandfather cut more turf in a day 
Than any other man on Toner's bog. 
Once I carried him milk in a bottle 
Corked sloppily with paper. He straightened up 
To drink it, then fell to right away 
Nicking and slicing neatly, heaving sods 
Over his shoulder, going down and down 
For the good turf. Digging. 

The cold smell of potato mould, the squelch and slap 
Of soggy peat, the curt cuts of an edge 
Through living roots awaken in my head. 
But I've no spade to follow men like them. 

Between my (Inger and my thumb 
The squat pen rests. 
I'll dig with it. 

Born in Derry, Seamus Heaney 
taught at Queens University in 
Belfast before leaving Northern 
Ireland in 1972. His current 
teaching position in the United 
States is with Harvard University. 
Station Island, his latest book, 
is due to be published in New York 
in December. 

"Digging" from Poems /965-/975 by Seamus Heaney. Copyright 1966-1980 by Seamus Heaney. Reprinted by permission of Farrar, Straus and Giroux, Inc. 
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LIFESTYLEjSPOR T 

As a result of traditions upheld throughout centuries, bird shooting in Europe has become an exclusive and almost ritualized sport. Pictured 
above is a scene from a pheasant hunt. 

ALEX BRANT 

W hile bird shooting in America 
tends to be a very casual 
affair, gunning in Europe is 

formal , organized, and, in Germanic coun
tries, ritualized. The differences are due 
to established traditions based on prag
matic constraints: America is a wide open 
country, with vast areas of public land 
that contain large numbers of game in low 
population density. In Europe, almost all 
bird shooting is on private lands, with 
strict game management procedures (in
cluding stocking, especially for pheasant) 
which lead to high densities over rela
tively small tracts of land. 

The American, unless he belongs to a 
private club or uses a public preserve 
where a fee is charged for planted birds, 
merely grabs his shotgun and his hunting 
jacket, puts on his boots, calls for his bird 
dog, and drives until he reaches a bit of 
land which he has scouted during the off
season, whereupon he enters the forest 
and may have superb sport or may go 
home empty-handed. All the trip has cost 
him is an expenditure of gas, a few shells 
at 25¢ apiece, and the cost of a season's 
hunting license. (Actually he may have 
spent from $250-$25,000 for his gun and 
a small amount or a small fortune on his 
bird dog.) This is traditional upland bird
shooting in America as practiced on 
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pheasant, ruffed grouse (called partridge 
in some locales), woodcock, quail, and a 
few other species. It is similar to walk-up 
shooting in Europe, except more shooters 
there tend to follow the dogs than would 
in America. 

The European, on the other hand, must 
belong to a syndicate which leases land 
and maintains it for shooting or he must 
pay a per-day or per-week fee to shoot on 
an estate or private landholding. His 
shooting will be primarily for driven birds 
where he, along with 6-12 or so other 
shooters, comprise the line. The mem
bers of the line of guns are usually con
cealed behind a hedge or other natural 
blind. In the case of grouse, they are half 
hidden in a grouse butt, which is a blind 
made of natural stone, topped with earth, 
grass, and heather. This is called a stand, 
and only one shooter is at each stand. 

Each shooter is given a loader and a 
man known as a picker-up who are non
shooting staff and who, along with re
trievers, make certain that downed birds 
are recovered. Then there are the beat
ers. The beaters (called drivers till the 
turn of the century) walk along in a line 
toward the line of guns. Normally there 
are 30 or so of these sturdy souls who 
tramp mile after mile (for a fee) to put up 
the birds. The birds are pushed, literally 
driven, in the direction of the shooters. 
During the good years, in prime areas, an 

extraordinary number of birds will pre
sent themselves. 

The quality of the sport is a function of 
the height, speed, and erratic nature of 
the birds' flight. The shooter will take 
two shots at incoming birds, switch guns 
with his loader, who reloads his first gun 
as he takes two more shots at birds going 
away. If one has not shot this way before, 
one should Jearn how to switch guns and 
shoot driven birds at one of the English 
shooting schools. The very talented and 
fast shot will make another switch and 
fire a fifth or sixth time. The brilliant shot 
will kill most of his birds. 

Loaders should be professionals who 
know the drill and are able to keep the 
guns always at ready. Their main require
ment is to be safety conscious. Enthusias
tic amateurs occasionally are given the 
job and they tend to watch the birds, 
ignore their job, and even hold the second 
gun at the horizontal-which can be dan
gerous in the extreme. There is a story 
floating around Yorkshire: "I was given a 
loader, who, so it turned out, had never 
before been out on a shoot. I took two out 
of the first flight, and when I turned for 
my second gun this rogue said: 'I got one, 
how many did you get?' " On most well
organized shoots, one can expect a good 
professional. 

Whereas the American may well wear 
jeans, the European will be clad in 



tweeds. This again is practical-bright 
colors scare incoming birds. Be sure to 
wear brown or green, including a hat, and 
waterproof boots. Americans use their 
choice of weapons, including pump and 
auto-loading shotguns. European eti
quette requires the use of a double barrel 
gun, most often a side-by-side, and, on the 
better driven European shoots, one needs 
a pair of guns. 

Today's bags for European driven birds 
are generally much greater than on 
shoots in America. One hundred birds a 
day for eight shooters is only fair, and on 
some shoots bags of 400 or more birds 
can be expected. These are relatively 
small compared to the 19th and early 
20th centuries, when, in 1872 in Wem
mergill (Yorkshire), more than 17,000 
birds were bagged in a season, or, in 1915 
at a Littledale and Abbeystead (Lanca
shire) shoot, when 2,929 grouse fell in 
one day. 

One should not look at shoots of old or 
present day as carnage. The game is 
strictly protected and nurtured by the 
landowner. All the birds shot go to the 
landowner, who then sells them to the 
market, their ultimate destination being 
Europe's finest restaurants. Indeed, if he 
did not receive the revenues from the 
shoots, the estate owner might well be 
forced to sell off, with the land subdivided 
and the habitat ruined, and the game 
could disappear altogether. 

Sport in Europe is expensive. One hun
dred dollars a day is cheap and one easily 
can spend $5,000-$6,000 or more for a 
week of first-class shooting. One must 
also know one's agent, for on some 
shoots, especially in Spain, bags are in
creased with previously shot "frozen 
birds" (where one pays by the kill size), or 
through the use of pen-raised and just
released birds. Also some years are good 
and others bad due to egg and chick 
survival, which depends on the weather. 

The following is a capsule summary of 
some shoots around the Continent. 

Prospects for the United Kingdom this 
season appear promising and should the 
summer be at least moderate, without 
excessive rainfall, there is a good likeli
hood that pheasant and grouse shooting 
could be excellent. Latest reports from 
the North of England indicate that grouse 
may have had a very successful nesting 
season. The winter in the north and in 
Scotland was severe, though there have 
been no late frosts in the spring which 
has, on the whole, been dry and warm. 
Reports from Great Britain on duck indi
cate large broods, with second clutches 
being laid. It is too early to say how 
partridges have fared, but it is unlikely 
that there will be any significant increase 

in stocks. 
The grouse season in Great Britain 

started on August 12 and reports from 
the moors in Scotland and the north of 
England are good. Here then are some 
recommended operators and agents: 
Major Neil Ramsey & Co., Farleyer, 
Aberfeldy, Perthshire, Scotland, PHIS 
2]E. Tel. (088 72) 523 or 540. 
John Birth Sporting Organization, Green
lawalls Lodge, Duddo Berwick-on-Tweed, 
Scotland, TD15 2PR. Tel. (089 082) 261. 
P. Fetherston-Godley, Avon & Arlie 
Sporting Ltd. Avon, Chippenham, Wilt
shire, England, SN15 4LS. Tel. (024 97 4) 
225. 

There are some smaller U.K. oper
ators as well. Bracken Bank Lodge, 
Lazonby near Penrith, Cumbria-Tel. 
Lazonby 241-usually has vacancies for 
individuals or parties in August and Sep
tember for driven grouse. They can pro
vide accommodation. This is a very good 
moor and usually has high-quality driven 
grouse with full arrangements. The Whit
ton Farm House Hotel, Rothbury, North
umberland-Tel. (0669) 20811-offers 
driven and rough shooting for parties or 
single guns. Their first shoot is in late 
September. The Bodidris Sporting Es
tate, North Wales, approximately 20 
miles from Chester, offers driven and 
walked-up grouse for eight and 10 guns 
respectively; driven pheasants for eight 
guns with expected bags of 100 and 150 
bird days, or, by special request, 200-
plus; and mixed days including duck, par
tridge, pheasant, and grouse with ex
pected bags of 100 birds or, by special 
request, 200-plus. Again they are for 
eight guns. They are now taking books 
through Feb. 1. Contact: Nick Rowland
son, Bodidris Sporting Estate, 8 Well 
Street, Ruthin, Clwyd. Tel. (08242) 
3610. John Ransford operates several 
pheasant shoots based on Powis Castle in 
Wales. "You've got to be a good shot to 
deal with these high flyers," comments 
John who also has fine partridge and duck 
shooting. Contact John Ransford at The 
Cottage, Lydbury North, Wales. 

The Golden Pheasant Hotel is situated 
in the village of Glynceiriog near Llangol
len in North Wales. It is owned and run by 
Geoffrey Turner, a genial shooting man 
who, so I am told by a knowledgeable 
friend who has shot there, will make 
every effort to ensure that your stay at 
the hotel is comfortable and that your 
shooting is good. There is a genuine 
country atmosphere in the hotel, with log 
fires in the ancient bar whose walls are 
covered with guns and stuffed trophies of 
the chase. Expect foaming tankards of 
real ale and food that is out of this world. 
But what about the shooting? There is a 

wide range of it, from driven and walked
up grouse, partridges, and pheasants to 
flighted and driven duck. Last season 
over 5,000 head of game were shot, the 
last day of the season producing 196 
pheasants. Contact: Geoffrey Turner, 
Golden Pheasant Hotel, Glynceiriog, 
Near Chirk,. Llanglollen, North Wales, 
LL20 7BB. Tel. Glynceiriog 281. 

Robin Hurt, whose reputation in Mrica 
has been impeccable, has organized two 
weeks of birdshooting in Europe for this 
season. From November 6-10 Robin and 
] anet Hurt will lead a group to hunt 
pheasant in Czechoslovakia. There will be 
4-6 drives a day with an expected bag of 
2,000 pheasant, plus hare, rabbits, fox, 
duck, and woodcock. In addition to driven 
birds, some walk-up shooting shall also be 
available. Three days of shooting will be 
provided. The trip starts in Vienna. One 
then travels by luxury bus to the Zidloch
ovice Castle, the original hunting of Arch
duke Frederick of the Habsburgs. The 
sport should prove fantastic and the price 
of $9,830 is quite inclusive. ($1,250 for 
non-shooters). Hurt can put you on to 
agents who arrange insurance against 
loss of deposit due to cancellation. 

From Nov. 12-17, the same organiza
tion will organize four days of shooting on 
a top estate in Gloucestershire. This is 
for high-flying driven pheasant with an 
expected bag of 1,800 birds. Again, this is 
a first-class shoot, which carries a tariff of . 
£6,980 and is quite inclusive. Contact 
Hurt at PO Box 24988, Nairobi. Tel. (2) 
882826. 

Christiane Thorn is a big game hunter 
with excellent social connections which 
she has used to arrange shooting on many 
private estates in Belgium not normally 
open to outsiders. For example, she has 
arranged for one day shooting at the 
Wyendael Castle, never open to the pub
lic before December of 1983. Contact 
Thorn at Go Travel, 95 Avenue Louise, 
1050 Brussels, Belgium. Tel. (2) 538-
8075. 

An outfitter that I can highly recom
mend for Spanish shooting is ACISA. 

Shoots are on some of the best estates in 
Spain and are for strictly wild birds. 
Hunts range from about $4,000 per per
son, per week, up to $150,000 for a 
week's shooting for you and up to 27 of 
your friends. You stay at a magnificent 
castle and have all the Dom Perignon and 
Iranian caviar you desire. This would be 
for up to 14 couples (14 double rooms) 
and is all inclusive once you step off the 
plane in Madrid. Contact jane Dempsey 
at 310 East 70 St. #10M, New York, NY 
10021. Tel. (212) 628-9813.E 

Alex Brant is the editor of The Hunting Report 
newsletter. 
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NEWS
OF THE
E.C.

ANTI.POVERTY
INITIATIVE
ANNOUNCED
The E.C. Commission in JulY
announced plans for a five-
year, $30 million research and
action program designed to
study the changing pattern of
poverty in the lO-nation Com-
munity and to find new waYs of
aiding the poor. In the mid-
1970s, when the most recent
survey was taken, some 30
million of the E.C.'s 270 million
people were living at or below
the poverty level. Although the
E.C. countries do not have a

uniform definition of PovertY,
the number of poor in the Com-
munity is thought to be much
higher than 30 million.

An upsurge in joblessness

brought on by the recent and
severe worldwide recession
has not only increased the
number of Europe's traditional
poor-usually the elderlY and

the homeless-but has created
large numbers of "new Poor,"
including unemployed young
people, immigrants and single-
parent families. The unprece-
dented levels of unemPloYment
in the Community in recent
years have put a severe strain
on Europe's social-securitY
systems. Employment Pros-
pects for young peoPle enter-
ing the work force presentlY

are bleak, and the unemploY-
ment level among those under
25 is double the adult jobless

rate. An upsurge in divorce and

births out of wedlock also has

swelled the ranks of single-par-
ent families.

Although the Commission
acknowledged that a research
and action program cannot
solve the poverty problem, it
said such a program would en-

courage E.C. countries to re-
form their own social securitY
systems and initiate innovative
approaches for combating Pov-
erty. In addition, the program
could pave the way for more
coherent and comprehensive
action to alleviate povertY in
the Community.

The Commission's action
plan is designed to stimulate
cooperation and exchanges of
information between the vari-
ous anti-poverty agencies in
E.C. member states. The pro-
gram will help fund the testing
and development of new meth-
ods for helping the poor which
might be applicable in more
than one member state.

The program also would
provide for the gathering of
comparable statistics on pov-

erty, to give a more accurate
gauge of the demographics and

extent of poverty in Europe.

The Commission said it plans

to complete preparatory work
for the program by the end of
1984 and will then begin draw-
ing up plans for the specific
types of anti-poverty projects it
will support.

E.C. TO AID
PATESTTNTANS

The E.C. has pledged to Pro-
vide an unspecified amount of
food aid and an average of
$13.2 million in education aid
over each of the next three
years to a program sponsored
by the United Nations de-
signed to educate and helP feed
Palestinian refugees through-
out the Middle East. The
E.C.'s pledge was finalized in
July in a formal agreement be-
tween the Community and the
United Nations Relief and

Increasing numbers of "new poor", immigrants and unemployed
young people, are raising Europe's poverty levels.

Works Agency (uNnwe) for
Palestine Refugees. The new
agreement is the fourth in a

series of multiannual conven-
tions the E.C. has signed with
UNRwA since 1972.

Under the program, UNRwA

provides a general education
for some 336,200 Palestinian
refugee children at elementary
and preparatory levels in 651
uNRwA and uNBsco schools in

Jordan, the West Bank, Gaza,

Lebanon and Syria. In addition,
the program provides vocation
and teacher training for nearlY
5,620 people in eight training
centers and dispenses about
350 university scholarshiPs an-

nually. uNRwe also dispenses
food to special hardship cases

among the refugee PoPulation
and provides food for those at-
tending its educational training
centers.

The new agreement will
cover the years 1984-86. The
E.C.'s previous convention
with uNnwa expired at the end
of 1983 after being modified in
L982 at UNRwA's request to
increase the cash component of
the E.C.'s aid commitment to
the education program and re-
duce the food aid comPonent.
According to the E.C. Commis-
sion, the new convention re-
flects uNRwA's desire to attach
priority to the agency's refu-
gee education program.

The E.C. is uNnwR's second

largest donor, after the United
States. It contributed about

$29 million to the agencY in
1983, including $13.7 million
to the UNRwA education Pro-
gram, $S.S million worth of
food products and $3.5 million
in cash contributions to the
agency's supplementary feed-
ing programs. Although the
new convention does not spec-

ifv the levels of food aid in cash
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and kind the E.C. will provide
from 1984-86, the Commission
noted that it would cost the
E.C. about $7 .2 million to pro-
vide the same quantities of
food in 1984 as it did in 1983.
It said about $3.1 million would
be available in 1984 for a cash
contribution to the supplemen-
tal food program.

TRADE
CONCESSIONS
TO THTRD
WORLD MAY
GET BOOST

The E.C. Commission has pro-
posed a 4.7 percent increase
for 1985 in the overall value of
Third World exports to be
given preferential access to the
E.C. market under the Com-
munity's Generalized System
of Preferences (csp). The pro-
posed cse package would give
the world's developing nations
customs-duties concessions
worth about $0gg million on
their potential exports to the
E.C. of roughly $14.3 billion
worth of industrial and agricul-
tural products.

GSP is a scheme under
which the world's industri-
alized countries grant unilat-
eral trade concessions to Third
World nations as a means of
encouraging economic devel-
opment in the world's poorer
regions. The E.C., the fore-
most csp donor, regards the
system as an important part of
its development aid strategy
and as an essential means of
helping cash-starved develop-
ing nations gen0rate export
earnings.

The E.C.'s csP scheme gives
Third World countries duty-
free acess to the E.C. market
for almost all of their industrial
products except for a small
percentage of sensitive prod-
ucts which are limited either
by quota or by a somewhat less
stringent system of "indicative
ceilings." The E.C. also offers
developing countries reduced
customs duties on 390 of the
agricultural products they ex-
port to the Community. These
include such goods as canned
pineapple, other tropical fruits
and fruit juices, unmanufac-
tured tobacco, soluble coffee

and palm and coconut oils.
For its 1985 cse package,

the Commission proposed ex-
panding the system by raising
the duty-free quotas on 130
sensitive industrial products by
between 5 percent and 15 per-
cent and by removing 12 other
products from the sensitive
list. It also proposed replacing
duty-free quotas for 11 addi-
tional products with indicative
ceilings.

In the agriculture sector, the
Commission proposed expand-
ing csr's preferential access to
include four new minor prod-
ucts. Also proposed were re-
ductions in duties within the
import quota for tobacco and a

redistribution of all quotas for
processed farm products to re-
flect more accurately the ac-
tual trade flows between indi-
vidual E.C. countries and
developing nations. The Com-
mission also recommended a
modest increase in general im-
port ceilings for textiles, con-
sidered a sensitive sector in
both the developed and devel-
oping worlds.

The proposed csp measures
for 1985 would need the ap-
proval of E.C. Development
Ministers before they could be
implemented. The preferential
market access that developing
countries receive under the
scheme is in addition to the
trade benefits the E.C. extends
to 64 African, Caribbean and
Pacific nations under the terms
of the Lom6 Convention.

PFLT}ILIN
ETEGTED
PRESIDENT OF
EUROPEAN
PARTIA}IENT

Pledging to rekindle the "Eu-
ropean spirit," French Chris-
tian Democrat Pierre Pflimlin,
77,won a second-ballot victory
over incumbent Dutch Socialist
Pieter Dankert and Italian In-
dependent Altiero Spinelli to
become President of the newly
elected European Parliament
(EP). Although Pflimlin also
received the highest tally in
the first round of the July 24
contest for the presidency, he
fell short of a clear majority,
and a second vote became nec-
essary. Pflimlin, who will serve
a two-and-one-half-year term
as President, was first elected
to the assembly in 1979. Born
in 1907, mim[n briefly served
as Prime Minister of France in
1958. He was Mayor of the
city of Strasbourg for 25 years
and is a former President of the
Assembly of the Council of Eu-
rope.

Pflimlin won his bid for the
Presidency with 22I votes,
compared with 133 for Dan-
kert and 49 for Spinelli. Other
candidates for the presidency
included German Green Party
member Undine Bloch von
Blottnitz, British European
Democrat Lady Diana Elles,
Italian Communist Giancarlo
Pajetta and Jean Marie le Pen,

leader of France's ultra-right
National Front. Selection of a
President was one of the first
orders of business when the
Parliament convened in Stras-
bourg July 23-27, its first
meeting since the June 1984
general election for the assem-
blv.

The current Parliament is
only the second in which mem-
bers have been chosen by their
constituents in direct elections.
The first direct elections for
the assembly were held in
L979. Although the Parliament
has limited powers, it does ex-
ercise control over certain as-
pects of E.C. spending and can
dismiss the E.C. Commission
by a vote of censure. The new
Paliament is expected to de-
vote substantial efforts to de-
bating proposals for expanding
its own powers.

During its inaugural session,
the new Parliament's 434
members also divided them-
selves into political groups.
The members sit and, nor-
mally, vote according to politi-
cal affiliation rather than na-
tionality. As in the previous
Parliament, the Socialist
group, with 130 members, cur-
rently represents the largest
bloc. Among other groups, the
breakdown is: Christian Demo-
crats, 110; European Demo-
crats, 50; Communists, 4l;
Liberals, 31; European Pro-
gressive Democrats, 29; Euro-
pean Right, 16; and the Rain-
bow group, 20. Seven
members chose to remain un-
attached.

E.C. FAGES
CASH
SHORTAGE
THIS FALI
Although E.C. leaders mapped
out a solution to the Communi-
ty's long-term budget dfficul-
ties at their June 1984 summit
in Fountainebleau, the E.C.
still faces a serious cash crunch
as autumn approaches. Faced
with the prospect of going
bankrupt, the Fountainebleau
summiteers agreed to lift legal
restrictions on the E.C.'s in-
come ceiling from value-added
tax (ver) collections, the Com-Pierre Pflimlin.
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Council of Ministers to take
the necessary steps to "ensure
that the CommunitY would be

able to operate normallY."
However, Budget Ministers
have thus far failed to agree to
the E.C. Commission's request
for advance payments to cover
any of the anticipated 1984
budget gap. That gaP is Pro-
jected at well in excess of $1
billion. The Budget Ministers
will not meet again until SeP-

tember.
The European Parliament's

decision in July to block PaY-
ment to the United Kingdom of
a previously agreed $630 mil-
lion rebate on its 1983 budget
payments also seeminglY has

threatened the E.C.'s chance
of raising new cash to cover
this year's budget shortfall.
The Parliament's action was a

bid to increase the pressure on

the United Kingdom to agree
to new funding to cover the
anticipated 1984 budget gaP.

The British Government
roundly condemned the Parlia-
ment's maneuver and both
conservative and liberal British
members of the European Par-
liament were quoted as saYing

that Britain could not agree to
providing the CommunitY with
additional cash while its budget
rebate was being withheld.

Farm-program PaYments
may have to be frozen from
October if E.C. members fail to
provide the E.C. with new
cash. The Commission has

called E.C. Governments to
task, saying that E.C. member
states should be obliged to find
the cash needed to finance Pro-
grams that they themselves
have unanimously agreed to
implement.

PARLTAl{ENT
URGES
I}IPROYED AIR
SAFETY

ANDARDS
Before adjourning for its re-
cent elections, the European
Parliament issued a stronglY
worded call for imProved air
safety standards and closer co-
operation between E.C. mem-
ber states in preventing disas-
ters in the sky and on the

closer cooperation between the E.c. member states could help
improve air safety standards. Above, Shannon Airport'

ground. Poor radar cover over
the Adriatic, Tyrrhenian and
Aegean seas and "substantial
and alarming" differences in
air traffic control facilities and
equipment are a potential
threat to air safety in EuroPe,
the Parliament said in its re-
port on Europe's air safetY
standards.

In a resolution approved bY

an overwhelming majority, the
Parliament said that E.C.
member states should cooper-
ate more closely through
Eurocontrol, the international
air traffic control body and
should standardize their equip-
ment, facilities and practices to
increase safety. It also claimed
that the E.C.'s meterological
services need to be upgraded
to provide better and faster
weather information to ait-
lines.

A Parliamentary report last
year concluded that air travel
remains relatively safe, claim-
ing only about 800lives aYear,
compared with the 300,000
lost annually on the world's
roadways. Safety standards are
needed, however, to avoid Pre-
ventable injuries and loss of
life, the Parliament report said,

concluding that additional
safety standards could have
saved many who have died on
ill-fated flights.

More than half of the fatali-
ties recorded were caused bY

fire asphyxiating passengers

trapped in grounded airliners.
The resolution thus called on
E.C. member states to review

inflammability and toxicitY
standards for materials used to
make the internal fittings of
aircraft. It also called for re-
views of design and construc-
tion standards and regulations
governing the fitting of seats,

the design and resistance of
seat belts, escaPe Precautions
and the closure of overhead
lockers.

The Parliament warned of
the dangers involved in the
simultaneous use of EuroPe's
airspace by civilian and military
traffic, calling for better co-

operation between both au-

thorities in managing air traf-
fic. Improved training
programs for flight-crew mem-
bers, tougher controls on Pri-
vate pilots and an information
data bank on serious accidents
could also make air travel in
Europe safer, the Parliament
said.

AID ROUNDUP

The E.C. Commission recentlY
authorized the following emer-
gency or development assis-

tance projects (t EuroPean
Currency Unit, or Ecu, equals
about $0.82):
Emergency Aid-Sao Tomle

and Principe: 80,000 Bcu for
drought relief efforts. The aid

will be made available through
the League of Red Cross Soci-
eties. Sao Tom6 and PrinciPe
has been suffering from
drought for six years. About
40,000 people in that nation

munity's chief source of reve-
nue.

The ver is a form of sales

tax collected in each of the E.C.

member states. Present law
bars the E.C. from using more
than 1 percent of these ver
collections for financing its
own projects and Programs.
However, the growth in the
Community's cash needs in re-
cent years, caused mainlY bY

an upsurge in agricultural
price-support sPending, has

brought the CommunitY in-
creasingly close to the legal

limits of its income and has

threatened to create a budget
shortfall in 1984. The founding
treaties establishing the E.C.

expressly require a balanced

budget.
At Fountainebleau, E.C.

leaders agreed to lift the 1

percent limit on the E.C.'s
share of member states' vAT

collections to 1.4 Percent as

part of a financial restructuring
plan that must be ratified bY

each member state bY 1986. If
all E.C. members consent, the
limit could be raised to 1.6 Per-
cent after 1988.

Agreement was reached
only after coming uP with a

plan to placate British demands
for a more equitable share of
the E.C. budget burden. The
United Kingdom had long com-
plained that it was required to
pay more into the Communi-
ty's coffers than it received in
the form of E.C. farm and so-

cial-program benefits. Britain's
E.C. partners had met these

objectives on an ad hoc basis bY

giving the United Kingdom a

sizeable budget rebate in each

of the last five years. However,
the British insisted theY would
not approve anY increase in
E.C. revenues unless a Perma-
nent solution could be found to
avoid the annual, and often
acrimonious, haggling between
the United Kingdom and its
E.C. counterparts over the size

of this rebate.
Although the Fountaine-

bleau package may mean
smoother sailing ahead for the
E.C.'s finances, it did little to
address more pressing cash

concerns. Faced with a 1984
budget shortfall, the summit is-

sued instructions to the E.C.'s



local harvest ofcotton and such
staple foods as white corn and
beans. . . . Ethiopia: 18,000
tons of grain to help feed the
estimated 5 million victims of
that country's worst drought in
a decade. The drought has fol-
lowed several years of insuffi-
cient rainfall and has resulted
in a massive population shift
from rural areas to emergency
food distribution centers. The
Relief and Rehabilitation Com-
mittee is having increasing dif-
ficulty in maintaining its food
supply sources. Ethiopia was to
have received the E.C. grain
donation under the Communi-
ty's general food aid program
for 1984. However, the Com-
mission decided to treat the
shipment as emergency aid to
ensure rapid delivery. The

quantity will be sufficient to
feed 400,000 people for three
months and will be distributed
to drought victims and in
northeastern Ethiopia.
Special Aid-Pakistan: the
E.C. Commission has decided
to finance a project to provide
health care for refugees from
Afghanistan who have been
settled in refugee camps in
Pakistan's Baluchistan prov-
ince. The project, which will
cost 1.06 million ncu, will pro-
vide for both curative and pre-
ventive care to combat epi-
demics among the estimated
quarter of a million people who
live in the Pir Nizzri and Sur-
khab refugee camps, the two
largest camps in the Baluchi-
stan. It will also train local peo-
ple as health workers in an
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will go toward the purchase
and transportation of vital sup-
plies, shelter, equipment and
medicines, as well as the pur-
chase and transport of locally
grown foodstuffs and seed. . . .

Thailand:300,000 Bcu in aid
to assist an estimated 240,000
people who have been driven
from their homes by military
activities along the Cambodian
frontier. About 80,000 of these
displaced persons presently
are living in temporary camps.
The aid was channeled through
the United Nations Boarder
Relief Operation and the World
Food Program. ... Angola:
500,000 Bcu to aid some
200,000 people displaced by
drought. The funds will be
used to purchase food, blankets
and medicines and to provide
doctors and health workers.
The aid was allocated through
the International Committee of
the Red Cross and other pri-
vate aid organizations, includ-
ing War on Want, Cebemo,
Memisa and Caritas
Germanica.
Emergency Food Aid-Mo-
zambique:5,000 tons of grain,
valued at 1.1 million scu. The
aid was earmarked to fight
food shortages resulting from a

drought which recently gave
way to flooding. . . . Zimbabwe:
5,000 tons of grain and
150,000 Bcu. Half of the grain
was furnished directly to Zim-
babwe to help fight food short-
ages caused by persistent
drought. The remaining 2,500
tons, plus 150,000 Ecu, was
channeled through the office of
the United Nations High Com-
missioner for Refugees toward
a project to help feed the esti-
mated 60,000 Mozambicans
who had taken refuge in Zim-
babwe after drought drove
them from their own country.
... Angola;90,000 ECU worth
of vegetable oils, 120,000 Ecu

worth of beans and 15,000 Bcu
worth of sugar to provide
emergency aid to the country's
drought victims . . . Nicara-
gua: I,000 tons of vegetable
oil, valued at 1.2 million Ecu to
help that country meet the
most urgent of its emergency
food needs. A prolonged
drought in Nicaragua's Pacific
region has greatly reduced the

have been hit by severe food
shortages because of the
drought's disastrous effects on
local harvests. . . . Madagas-
car:350,000 Bcu to aid victims
of Cyclone Kamisy, which
struck that country earlier this
year and affected the lives of
some 35,000 people. The aid
took the form of a contribution
to a relief program sponsored
by the League of Red Cross
Societies. That program was
set up to provide the cyclone
victims with transport, shelter,
cooking utensils, and basic
foodstuffs. . . . Antigua:
200,000 ECU to aid victims of
severe drought and the esti-
mated 18,000 people (25 per-
cent of the population) who had

found themselves without ade-
quate supplies of fresh water.
The aid package was part of a
program set up by the E.C.
Commission's delegation to
Barbados in collaboration with
the Government of Antigua.
The program has organized
the transport of water to Anti-
gua and the purchase of small
water tanks. .. . Africa (aari-
ous countries): 15.6 million
rcu for a special drought relief
program to aid 13 African
countries where vast tracts of
arable land and pastures have
been devastated by a pro-
longed drought that has forced
the inhabitants to leave these
areas to find food and water.
The E.C. previously had
granted emergency aid total-
ling 12 million BcU for Africa's
drought victims. It also had
granted 190,000 metric tons of
grains as emergency food aid
and is considering allocating
another 59,000 tons. The new
aid package brings the total
value of aid provided by the
E.C. for the region to 83 mil-
lion Bcu. The aid will be allo-
cated among the following
countries: Zambia, Benin,
Ethiopia, Ghana, Uffer
Volta, Mali, Mauritania, Ni'
g€/, Senegal, Sudan, Chad,
Togo, and Diibouti. . . .

Uganda: a 250,000 ncu con-
tribution to the International
Committee of the Red Cross
program of assistance for some

100,000 displaced persons in
the districts of Luwero,
Mubende and Mpigi. The aid
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effort to ensure better health 
care for the camps in the fu
ture. The project also involves 
the construction of 14,000 la
trines. The U.N. High Com
missioner for Refugees is 
contributing 338,000 ECU to 
the project, a group called In
ternational Action Against 
Hunger will provide 39,000 
ECU and the E.C. will finance 
the remaining 680,000 ECU. 
... Morocco: The E.C. has 
granted a concessional loan of 
18 million ECtJ for slum clear
ance and resettlement of four 
shanty towns in Sale, a munici
pality on the outskirts of the 
Moroccan capital of Rabat. At 
present, 40,000 people live in 
that area in very poor health 
and sanitary conditions. The 
total cost of the project will be 
33.5 million ECU; the remaining 
15.5 million ECU will be paid by 
the Moroccan government. 
Aid to Non-Associated 
Developing Countries
Bangladesh: 7 million ECU for 
the improvement of grain stor
age facilities to reduce that 
country's post-harvest grain 
losses .... Sri Lanka: 20 mil
lion ECU for a rural develop
ment project that will create 
about 20,000 hectares of irri
gated land, mainly for rice pro
duction .... Angola: 2 million 
ECU for refugee resettlement. 

OUTLOOK FOR 
INVESTMENT 
SEEN 
IMPROVING 

E.C. Commission economists 
said recently that they can see 
a light at the end of the tunnel 
for the E.C.'s protracted in
vestment slump. In a recent 
report on borrowing and lend
ing activities in the E.C. in 
1983, Commission economists 
said that they expect to see an 
upswing in business invest
ment in seven of the 10 E.C. 
countries in 1984. The report 
did not list all seven countries 
by name, but said that the 
growth in investment recorded 
in two of those countries-the 
Federal Republic of Germany 
and the Netherlands-in the 
second half of 1983 was a mea
sure of the strength of the 
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anticipated investment revival. 
Business investment rose by 

9.7 percent in the Federal Re
public of Germany during the 
second half of 1983 and 5.3 
percent in the Netherlands. On 
a calendar year basis, German 
business investment in 1983 
was 2.4 percent higher than in 
1982, while investment in the 
Netherlands was 1.1 percent 
higher. Overall, business in
vestment in the E.C. fell by an 
average of 0.9 percent in 1983, 
compared with the previous 
year. 

The lack of business invest
ment in Europe over the last 
few years, reflecting a general 
lack of confidence in the future 
of the European economy, has 
been a major concern for E.C. 
policy-makers. The investment 
slump has slowed productivity 
gains in the E.C., jeopardized 
jobs and made it more difficult 
for European industries with 
business based in countries 
where the investment climate 
has been more secure. 

Capital spending in E.C. 
member states totaled $380 
billion in 1983, 4.3 percent 
higher than in 1982 and equal 
to about 18.5 percent of the 
value of the E.C.'s gross do
mestic product. However, the 
Commission stressed that the 
increase in capital spending in 
value terms was caused exclu
sively by a 5.2 percent in
crease in fixed capital expenses 
such as plant maintenance and 
machinery. New investment in 
the E.C. totaled only $198 bil
lion, virtually the same as in 
1977 and 8 percent less than 
its peak in 1980, the Commis
sion said. 

Despite all this, the Commis
sion said the recent pattern of 
investment is grounds for opti
mism. After falling 4.8 percent 
in 1981 and 1.6 percent in 
1982, the recovery that set in 
toward the end of 1983 made it 
possible to hold the investment 
decline for that year to less 
than 1 percent. Overall, invest
ment rose in 1983 in four coun
tries. Denmark and the United 
Kingdom also logged gains in 
investment last year, of 2.1 
percent and 4.2 percent re
spectively. Among the 10 E.C. 
countries, only three-Den-

mark, France and the United 
Kingdom-recorded gains in 
investment in 1982. None reg
istered increases in 1981. 

Although painting a some
what rosier outlook for invest
ment in the E. C. in 1984, Com
mission economists noted that 
some E.C. countries were still 
experiencing continued or 
even growing difficulties in 
maintaining adequate levels of 
investments. It said gross fixed 
capital investment in Belgium, 
Greece, France, Ireland, Italy, 
and Luxembourg fell between 
1982 and 1983. For Italy, 
Greece and especially Ireland, 
this poor investment perfor
mance was a sharp reversal of 
the situation of three to four 
years earlier. 

The Commission said that 
the growth in fixed capital for
mation in Denmark, the Neth
erlands, and the United King
dom in 1983 was largely 
caused by a healthy demand for 
plants and machinery. It said 
this trend in demand is ex
pected to continue in 1984 and 
to spread to most E.C. coun
tries. However, it noted. that 
new factory orders from Euro
pean industry could hurt the 
E.C.'s trade balance because 
the supply of equipment within 
the E.C. does not always meet 
the users' specifications. In re
cent years, this mismatch be
tween producers and users of 
manufacturing machinery has 
helped the United States and 
Japan win an increasing share 
of the E. C. market for sophisti
cated manufacturing equip
ment, the Commission said. 

E.C. URGES 
ACTION 
AGAINST 
AUDIOVISUAL 
PIRACY 

The E.C. Commission re
cently urged its member states 
to take the offensive against 
audiovisual pirates, persons 
who make and sell unau
thorized copies of such prod
ucts as phonograph records, 
videotapes, films and computer 
software. In a June 6 report to 
the E. C.'s Council of Ministers, 
the Commission said the time 

had come for E.C. countries to 
put audiovisual pirates on no
tice that the Common Market 
would provide them no safe ha
ven within its borders. It said 
the E.C.'s members should act 
collectively against piracy by 
harmonizing applicable na
tional fraud and copyright stat
utes and by cooperating in 
their enforcement. 

In recent years, the growing 
popularity of high-quality home 
video and audio tape units has 
helped produce a windfall for 
audiovisual pirates. The prob
lem has already reached alarm
ing proportions, costing the 
entertainment industry billions 
of dollars in lost royalties and 
other revenues worldwide and 
stealing sales away from legiti
mate record, tape, film and 
software distributors. 

In the early 1980s, receipts 
from sound-recording piracy 
alone were estimated at $1.5 
billion, equivalent to about 15 
percent of the sound-recording 
industry's legitimate sales. Es
timates of losses incurred by 
the video and film industries 
because of piracy have varied 
widely. In the United Kingdom, 
the E. C. country with the high
est per capita number of tape 
recorders, the Government in 
early 1984 estimated the mar
ket share held by illicit tapes at 
two-thirds the size of the legiti
mate market. The United 
Kingdom has since enacted 
legislation that the British Gov
ernment says has reduced that 
share to less than 35 percent. 

Unless action is taken to de
ter audiovisual piracy, traffic in 
illegal recordings is likely to 
grow, as technological 
progress and the increasing va
riety of prerecorded tapes, 
films and other audiovisual ma
terials on the market makes 
the pirate's task easier, the 
Commission said. It urged E.C. 
members who had not already 
done so to ratify international 
conventions designed to make 
it easier to prosecute pirates 
across national boundaries. 

The E.C.'s concern over the 
piracy problem is three-fold. 
Pirated sound and visual re
cordings are almost always in
ferior to the genuine article. In 
the case of videocassettes, pi-



rated versions are often sold 
packagedin precisely the same 
manner as the legitimate prod
uct, even down to such fine 
details as the producer's trade
mark. Thus, the consumer eas
ily can be duped into buying 
inferior tapes. Pirated sound 
and visual recordings also pose 
a threat on the cultural front by 
undercutting the livelihoods 
and damaging the reputations 
of performers and authors of 
literary and musical works. 
Lastly, the problem can distort 
trade patterns as pirates look 
for business opportunities in 
countries whose copyright and 
fraud statutes have the biggest 
legal loopholes, or where en
forcement is slack. 

In its recommendations to 
the Council of Ministers, the 
Commission pledged to ex
plore the steps that could be 
taken at the E.C. level to deter 
piracy, including possible E.C.
wide anti-piracy legislation. 
The Commission said its report 
represented only the first 
stage in what will be a progres
sive drive to combat audiovi
sual piracy both within and out
side of the Community. 

E.C. TAKES AIM 
AT MISLEADING 
ADS 

What constitutes a misleading 
advertisement? At present al
most every E.C. member state 
has a different definition. 
That's why the E.C.'s Council 
of Ministers has adopted new 
legislation that )VOUld require 
each E.C. country to imple
ment an effective system to 
protect consumers and reputa
ble business concerns from the 
ravages of misleading advertis
ing campaigns. The ministers 
adopted the legislation in the 
form of an E. C. directive which 
sets forth standards each 
member state must observe in 
its regulation of misleading ad
vertising. However, the legis
lation gives each E.C. member 
substantial leeway in determin
ing how best to implement and 
enforce these standards. The 
directive would even permit 
advertising industry self-regu
lating bodies to be charged 

with implementing and enforc- a sort of "shop window" to ceives or is likely to deceive 
ing the new standards. determine what kinds of prod- the persons to whom it is ad-

The new directive will re- ucts are on the market and dressed or who receive it and 
quire E.C. members to ensure their relative merits. which, by reason of its decep
that consumers who have been The Commission called the tive nature, is likely to effect 
victimized by misleading ads new directive on misleading their economic behavior or 
have the right to pursue legal advertising a timely first re- which, for those reasons, is 
action against the offending ad- sponse to the challenges and likely to injure a competitor. 
vertiser. This right would also exigencies of the new advertis- The Commission said it is now 
extend to companies which ing age. The directive defines in the process of drafting new 
stand to lose business because misleading advertising as "any E.C. legislation to combat 
of misleading advertisements advertising which in any way, other forms of unfair advertis
published by their competitors. including its presentation, de- ing. 
National courts or government r----=---=---------'----'-"----------------' 

agencies wold be empowered 
by the directive to require ad
vertisers to furnish evidence of 
the accuracy of their advertis
ing claims and would be re
quired to consider these claims 
inaccurate if the advertiser 
failed to furnish such evidence. 
The directive is set to take 
effect in 1986. 

How best to deter mislead
ing advertising is only one of 
the quandaries the Community 
presently faces with respect to 
regulating print and electronic 
advertising. The enormous 
growth of cable and satellite 
broadcasting expected in Eu
rope over the next decade is 
expected to result in a tremen
dous increase in the number of 
television programs and ad
vertisements beamed across 
national borders. These cross
border transmissions will be 
beyond the jurisdiction of na
tional advertising regulators. 
In many cases these broad
casts may extend across the 
whole of Western Europe, 
making national advertising 
rules largely irrelevant. 

Other technological innova
tions are also expected to in
crease the strain on national 
regulators and fuel the need 
for E. C.-wide advertising rules. 
According to the Commission, 
''armchair shopping'' is already 
technically feasible and has the 
potential to become an impor
tant merchandising tool within 
the foreseeable future. Arm
chair shopping systems are ex
pected to allow individual con
sumers or retailers to order 
merchandise through a link-up 
between their own television 
sets and phone systems with 
centralized computer installa
tions. The consumer will be 
able to use his television set as 
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BOOKS 
IN 
REVIEW 
The Age of Interdependence, by Mi
chael Stewart, MIT Press, 192 pages, $15. 
Hanging Together, by Robert D. Put
nam and Nicholas Bayne, Harvard Uni
versity Press, 263 pages, $17.50. 
Memories of Men and Women Amer
ican & British, by A.L. Rowse, Univer
sity Press of America, 258 pages, $15.25 
cloth, $9.75 paper. 

MICHAEL D. MOSETTIG 

I n front of Philadelphia's Independence 
Hall on july 4, 1962, President john F. 
Kennedy exhorted the United States 

and Western Europe to bind themselves 
even more closely in a declaration of 
interdependence. The immediate pur
pose of Kennedy's speech was to promote 
trade between the United States and the 
then emerging Common Market, which 
was expected soon to include Britain. It 
took another decade for the British to 
join, but in subsequent years the theme of 
interdependence, once so striking, has 
become almost commonplace, certainly 
among academics and to lesser degrees 
among officials and politicians. 

Interdependence, explicitly or implic
itly, is at the core of these three books, 
the first from a theoretical approach, the 
second on a governmental level and the 
third in the realm of ideas and personal 
relationships. The question emerging 
from all three books is whether this inter
dependence will deepen in the coming 
years or whether the United States and 
Western Europe will try to ignore its 
reality and try to solve their problems 
more independently. 

Michael Stewart, now a university 
economist, has served as an economic 
adviser in several British ministries and 
at Number 10 Downing Street. He offers 
a spirited defense of Keynesian econom
ics, far more so than any American econo
mist would these days, and bows not at all 
to the more currently fashionable theo
ries of monetarism and supply side eco
nomics. 

Stewarf s key argument is that anti
inflation policies, such as those embarked 
on by the United States and the United 
Kingdom, have had a far more severe 
snowballing effect than most politicians 
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or officials have realized. In an interde
pendent world economy, he argues, the 
effects of deflationary policies spread 
more quickly than the effects of policies 
aimed at economic stimulation. The re
sult, he asserts, was the severe recession 
of the early 1980s. The prospects are 
even worse in the future for incomes and 
employment. 

The villain of Stewart's work is not so 
much government, which can only be 
expected to look first to short-term na
tional interests, but the world financial 
community (italics his). This community, 
comprising only a few hundred central 
and private bankers, government offi
cials, multinational treasurers and even a 
few jouranlists, has a bias toward defla
tionary policies and far more power to 
achieve its ends than it had a decade or so 
ago. Through its control of more than a 
trillion dollars in Eurocurrencies and 
other capital fows, this community en
courages deflationary policies as smart 
money always moves short term to the 
countries where interest rates are rising. 
The new capital pushes up the value of 
the currency and accelerates the process, 
Stewart argues. 

To a moderately left wing economist, 
such a proposition creates the question of 
whether interdependence is really the 
correct route for a country to follow if it 
wishes to expand its economy and con
centrate on reducing unemployment. 
Stewart advances, at least on a theoreti
cal level, arguments for national import 
and exchange controls as devices by 
which national governments can shield 
themselves from the world economy 
while pursuing expansionist policies at 
home. Stewart also presents the many 
risks involved in such a course of action, 
but even by raising it he provides a clue as 
to the kinds of arguments that will take 
place in the Cabinet room at Number 10 
should a Labor Government come to 
power soon in Britain. 

Eventually, for reasons more related to 
social policy and ecology, Stewart comes 
down on the side of those who argue for 
stronger cooperation and coordination, 
especially through the device of economic 
summitry. If the seven economic summit 
nations and other members of the Organi-

zation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development cannot agree on coordi
nated economic expansion, Stewart con
cludes, the future is bleak. 

For all its interesting argumentation, 
Stewart's work is unfortunately fairly 
heavy going, unwitting evidence as to 
why ministers don't spend the time they 
should trying to grasp the advice of their 
economic advisers. In the face of current 
evidence, his flip description of Reagan 
policies as Disneyland economics seems 
wide of the mark, even though, as a 
Keynesian, he should have remarked that 
the U.S. boom is more a Keynesian defi
cit -fueled revival than a supply side mir
acle. Similarly, there will be little patience 
here for such bromides as a shorter work 
week. At a time when record millions of 
his countrymen are on enforced vacations 
lasting years, Stewart's worry about how 
workers in a future high-tech economy 
will spend their leisure time is an intellec
tual luxury, creating a problem where 
none exists. One cultural difference that 
interdependence has yet to narrow is the 
attitude toward work in different coun
tries. 

If world economic interdependence has 
one grand symbol, it is the economic 
summit, the annual get together in glam
orous castles and chateaux of the Heads 
of State and Government of the major 
industrial nations. In their crisp and con
cise work, an American academic and a 
British diplomat have collaborated to pro
vide a most valuable combination of in
sight and analysis into this relatively new 
but already unique institution. 

The creation and now the apparent 
permanence of economic summitry is one 
of the more curious tales of modern his
tory. What has now become an annual 
event, followed by a massive international 
press corps producing volumes of public
ity, germinated in the desire of French 
President Valery Giscard d'Estaing to' 
have private meetings among a few lead
ers, unencumbered by bureaucracies, to 
discuss only economic issues. 

In the successvie years, an institutional 
arrangement emerged, one often scoffed 
at by skeptics who hope each year for 
more dramatic policy results, but one that · 
has helped promote cooperation and co-



ordination through some particularly dif
ficult economic times. The summit has 
grown to include more participants (nota
bly the E.C. Commission) and has ven
tured gradually into non-economic sub
jects. Still, most remarkably, it has not 
become overly bureaucratized and con
tinues to offer political leaders an oppor
tunity to talk frankly to one another and 
to adjust their policies to world realities 
with the minimum of political embarrass
ment at home. 

The practice of summitry has survived 
several metamorpheses of participants 
and ambience since the first Rambouillet 
summit of 1975. In the earlier meetings, 
former Finance Ministers who knew their 
economic brief set the pace. They tended 
to share a common outlook on current 
problems whatever their political philoso
phies. 

The authors move the narrative from 
the easy cooperation of the Ford-Giscard
Schmidt-Callaghan summits through the 
stormier encounters of the Carter years 
to the more ideological and more nation
alistic gatherings of Reagan-Thatcher
Mitterand-Kohl. But as the writers point 
out, the very institution of the summit has 
put pressure on this last group of leaders, 
despite their narrower and less accom
modating views of the world, to grapple 
to mutual cooperation. 

The authors have neatly combined the 
institutional and personal aspects of 
summitry. Quite likely the easy rapport of 
the first summiteers is never to be re
peated. Indeed, successive summits seem 
to find less worldly and more domestically 
oriented politicians around the table. The 
small and relaxed early summits grew 
more bureaucratized during the Carter 
years, but recently the leaders have been 
trying to bring them back to a more 
intimate scale. At the same time, each 
successive summit breaks new ground in 
discussing political and security issues. 

Despite its brevity, there is little if 
anything this well-researched book has 
ignored. Its appreciation of the subtleties 
of politicians adjusting domestic pres-
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sures to international economics is 
matched by an understanding of the con
flicting roles of the international press to 
educate its audience on arcane issues and 
to present it a spectacle. As the authors 
assert, the summits hardly have resolved 
the dilemmas of national sovereignty and 
interdependence. But as long as summits 
endure, this book will be an invaluable 
guide for those attending, those covering 
and those trying to understand this re
markable institution. 

The world of A.L. Rowse, controver
sial Shakespeare popularizer, Elizabethan 
historian and partially transplanted En
glishman (he would say Cornishman) in 
California, is far removed from the world 
of exchange rates and trade quotas. But if 
Americans and Europeans are going to 
live in an interdependent world, espe
cially the younger generations that share 
neither the experiences of war nor a 
common class outlook, Rowse's collection 
of essays provides a generational back
drop of intellectual and personal bonds 
that will be hard to duplicate in the late 
20th century. 

The common strand of Rowse's essays 
is supposed to be memories of Americans 
and British, though the inclusion of Andre 
Maurois breaks the mold in more ways 
than one. Basically, the book is of the 
"people I have known" genre, but, since 
the people are fascinating, the work sur
vives the too often embittered intrusions 
of the author and his alienation from the 
squalid slacker state he says Britain has 
become. 

The personal sketches reach from Win
ston Churchill and Nancy Astor to Admi
ral Chester Nimitz and Agathe Christie, 
from the historians G.M. Trevelyan and 
Samuel Eliot Morrison to the writers and 
poets Maurois, Edmund Wilson, T.S. El
iot, W.H. Auden and Willa Cather. The 
unnerving and unanswered question is 
how a book devoted to such an array of 
people could be dedicated to Caspar 
Weinberger. 

The sketches of Lady Astor and Eliot 
bring alive the literary theme of the 

per. 

transplanted American, those of Nimitz 
and Morrison the realization that the sea 
is not just a divide but a passageway and 
those of Morrison and Trevelyan the fas
cinating varieties of history. Through the 
sketches Rowse has evoked the spirit of 
the earlier part of the century, and styles 
of communication and social relationships 
between Europe and America that pre
dated jet travel and the mass packaging 
and marketing of culture and ideas. 

The weakness is a predictable one, the 
tendency to lament the passage of the 
good old days. As much as the reader 
might sympathize with Rowse's view that 
any civilization worth having stopped in 
1914, his work occasionally risks mixing 
history and nostalgia, a bad lapse for a 
professional historian. To confuse the 
two, especially for younger generations 
condemned to living in the present, is to 
risk relegating the study of history to an 
even worse fate than it now suffers in 
most academic institutions. 

The value of Rowse's essays is that 
they provide another thread from Henry 
james into modern times, revealing and 
defining Europeans and Americans of 
early and mid-century, seeking and some
times finding common intellectual ground 
from some shared and many different 
experiences. The era never will be re
peated, the personnages never dupli
cated. Now travel, talk and the transmis
sion of information and ideas are much 
faster and open to a much more diverse 
group of people. The binding is of a differ
ent sort, the symbiosis of the multina
tional corporate chiefs moving hundreds 
of millions of dollars through computer 
terminals, as described by Michael Stew
art, and the easy rapport of the govern
ment officials preparing the summits, as 
described by Putnam and Bayne. Rowse, 
of course, would be highly skeptical that 
such transactions could match the depth 
and texture of the passages evoked in his 
memoir to a recently fleeting past. E 

Michael D. Mosettig is a producer on the MacNeil
Lehrer NewsHour. 
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A description of the electoral anat
omy of the United Kingdom. Seat -by
seat profiles describe the social, eco
nomic and political character of each of 
the 650 parliamentary constituencies, 
in addition to detailing recent electoral 
history. Also includes statistics from 
the United Kingdom's 1981 census de
fining the population in each constitu
ency by type of housing, occupation, 
and racial grouping. 

Collection of papers (in French or 
English) presented at a june 1983 col
loquium held by the College of Europe 
and the Institut fUr Europaische 
Politik. Topics covered include both 
the internal politics and the political 
environment of the European Parlia
ment, the role of the Parliament in the 
formulation of the E. C. budget, and the 
Parliament's impact on E.C. politics. 

The Trade Agreements Act of 
1979-Four Years Later. Practis
ing Law Institute (PLI), New York, 
1983. 416 pp. $35.00, paper. 

A collection of papers prepared for 
use as a course handbook at PLI's 
program held on September 26-27, 
1983. Topics addressed include cur
rent issues in countervailing-duty law, 
injury determinations by the Interna-

tiona! Trade Commission in anti-dump
ing and countervailing-duty proceed
ings and relief from imports provided 
for in both the Trade Act of 197 4 
(Sections 201 & 406) and other major 
trade legislation. 

The Almanac of British Politics. 
By Robert Waller. St. Martin's Press, 
New York, 1983. 608 pp. $19.95, pa-
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· The European Parliament on the Willimson. Institute for International 
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allocation of Special Drawing Rights in 
the light of the debt crisis and misalign
ment of major exchange rates. De
scribes the agreed criteria governing 
allocations, presents the statistics rele
vant to those criteria and appraises the 
economic arguments concerning the 
timeliness and scale of a new alloca
tion. 

Governments and Multinationals: 
Policies in the Developed Coun
tries. By A.E. Safarian. National Plan
ning Association, Washington, D.C., 
1983. 118 pp. $8.00, paper. 

Studies the policies of Australia, 
Canada, Japan, Norway, Sweden, Swit
zerland, the United States and six E.C. 
countries toward direct investment 
and foreign-owned multinational enter
pr.ises (MNEs). Emphasizes four top
ics, namely: sectors partially or wholly 
closed to MNEs, authorization or re
view mechanisms for the establish
ment and subsequent expansion of 
MNEs, treatment which differs from 
that accorded domestically owned 
firms and investment incentives. 

Communication Policy in Devel
oped Countries. Edited by Patricia 
Edgar and Syed A. Rahim. Kegan Paul 
International, Boston, 1983. 297 pp. 
$17.50, paper. 

Presents a description and critical 
analysis of the communication systems 
and policies in the United States, the 
United Kingdom, Canada, the Federal 
Republic of Germany, Sweden, Austra
lia, and New Zealand. Examines the 
technological and cultural forces shap
ing policy and communications devel
opment and points to discrepancies 
existent between official national com
munication policies and actual results 
of decisions and practices implemented 
·in the field. 

France Today. 5th edition. Edited by 
].E. Flower. Methuen & Co. Ltd., New 
York, 1983. 259 pp. '$9.95, paper. 

A volume of essays designed to 
serve as an introductory survey of con
temporary France. Social structures, 
political parties, trade unions, immi
grants, foreign policy, education, the 
church and the media are among the 
aspects of French society that are ad
dressed. 

European Integration and the 
Common Fisheries Policy. By Mi
chael Leigh. Croom Helm Ltd., Lon
don, 1983. 228 pp. £17.95. 

Looks at the 1 0-year process cul
minating in approval of the E. C.'s Com
mon Fisheries Policy (CFP) in January 
1983 as .a case study in European inte
gration. In addition to discussing the 
intra-E. C. political aspects of the nego
tiations, the study examines technical 
facets of the debate, including access, 
quotas, conservation measures, struc
tural policy and market organization. 
Reviews fisheries agreements existent 
between the E.C. and third countries 
and discusses implications for the CFP 
of Spanish and Portuguese accession. 

Current Issues in Ship Financing 
1983. Practising Law Institute (PLI), 
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New York, 1983. Volumes 1 and 2. 
1,233 pp. $35.00, paper. 

A coursebook prepared for a PLI 
conference held October 27-28, 1983. 
Volume 1 covers aspects of ship financ
ing in the Federal Republic of Ger
many, the Netherlands, Sweden, Hong 
Kong, Greece, Liberia, the United 
Kingdom and the United States. Vol
ume 2 is dedicated to the registration 
of vessels and mortgages in developing 
open registries in the Caribbean. 

Exclusive Dealing Agreements in 
the E.E.C.: Regulation 67/67 Re
placed. By Valentine Korah. Euro
pean Law Center, London, 1984. 101 
pp. £15.0Q. 

Provides a detailed commentary on 
and legal analysis ·Of the two new 
E.E.C. antitrust regulations which re
placed Regulation 67/67 on group ex
emptions for exclusive dealing agree
ments-Regulation 1983/83 on 
exclusive distribution agreements and 
Regulation 1984/83 on exclusive pur
chasing agreements. 

An International Standard for 
Monetary Stabilization. By Ronald 
I. McKinnon. Institute for Interna
tional Economics, Washington, D.C., 
1984. 53 pp. $6.00, paper. 

An analysis of international demand 
for money and its relation to inflation, 
interest rates and exchange rates in 
the major industrial countries. Propos
als are made for stabilizing exchange 
rates while bringing world money 
growth under better control through 
much closer coordination of the na
tional monetary policy of the United 
States, the Federal Republic of Ger
many and Japan. 

Investing in Europe's Future. 
Edited by Arnold Heertje. Basil Black
well Publisher Ltd., Oxford, 1983. 218 
pp. 

A collection of essays published for 
the European Investment Bank (EIB) 
in commemoration of the EIB's 25th 
anniversary. Discusses prospects for 
investment in Europe in the 1980s in 
relation to the international monetary 
and financial environment, govern
ment policy, technological competi
tiveness, energy and regional develop
ment. 

Burden-sharing in NATO. Chatham 
House Papers No. 18. By Simon Lunn. 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, Boston, 
1983. 88 pp. $10.00, paper. 

Focusing on the ever-present debate 
over burden-sharing in the North At
lantic Treaty Organization, this book 
examines factors which have contrib
uted to the emerging view that the 
United States and Europe have arrived 
at irreconcilable stances on Western 
security needs. Reviews disagree
ments over burden-sharing that sur
faced after the Soviet invasion of Af
ghanistan and traces the alliance's 
handling of these tensions during the 
Reagan Administration. Explores pros
pects for reconciliation of divergent 
American and European views on secu
rity arrangements. 

Housing in Europe. Edited by Mar
tin Wynn. St. Martin's Press, New 
York, 1984. 325 pp. $32.50. 

A survey of postwar housing prob
lems in nine European countries
France, the Federal Republic of Ger
many, the United Kingdom, Spain, Yu
goslavia, Denmark, the German Dem
ocrat Republic, Italy and Portugal. 
Outlines the roles of national housing 
agencies and local authorities in each 
country and describes government 
programs that have been implemented 
to promote housing construction. 
Assesses the impact that housing poli
cies have had since World War II and 
suggests avenues for future improve
ment. Includes figures and tables. 

Directory of Incentives for Busi
ness Investment and Develop
ment in the United States: A 
State-by-State Guide. The Urban 
Institute Press, Hampden Station, MD, 
1983. 652 pp. $65.00. 

A one-volume reference book on 
business incentives in each of the 50 
states. While Part 1 serves as a gen
eral introduction to various types of 
business incentives offered at the state 
level, Part 2 comprises a state-by-state 
guide. Each state's incentives are pre
sented in a format that includes a de
scription of the incentive, its terms and 
conditions, elegibility criteria, volume 
or level of program activity, application 
process and a state contact. 

Nuclear Weapons in Europe. Eu
rope/ America No. 1. Edited by Andrew 
]. Pierre. Council on Foreign Rela
tions, New York, 1984. 118 pp. $5.95. 

With contributions from William Hy
land, Lawrence Freedman, Paul 
Warnke, and Karsten Voigt, this col
lection of papers represents the first 
book in a nine-volume series on Euro
pean-American relations. Addresses 
the fundamental issues concerning the 
role of nuclear weapons in the defense 
of Western Europe. 

Doing Business with France. Vol
umes 1 & 2. By Simeon Moquet 
Borde & Associes. Matthew Bender & 
Co., New York, 1983. $160.00. 

A guide to business · and legal trans
actions in France. Topics covered in
clude business climate, the French 
government and legal system, estab
lishment of foreign business in France, 
trading with France, regulation of 
commerce and competition, taxation, 
accounting, dispute settlement, and 
bankruptcy. Looseleaf binder; sched 
uled to be updated. 

International Money and Credit: 
The Policy Roles. Edited by George 
M. von Furstenberg. International 
Monetary Fund (IMF), Washington, 
D.C., 1983. 596 pp. $15.00, paper. 

Proceedings of the Conference on 
International Money, Credit, and the 
SDR, held in Washington, D.C., March 
24-25, 1983. Subjects covered include 
international liquidity and monetary 
control, international balance-of-pay
ments financing and adjustment, the 
changing role of the SDR, and pros-

pects for international monetary co
operation in the 1980s. 

The International Transport 
Workers' Federation and Flag of 
Convenience Shipping. By Herbert 
R. Northrup and Richard L. Rowan. 
Industrial Research Unit, The Whar
ton School, University of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia, 1983. 251 pp. $16.00, 
paper. 

Analyzes the campaign of the Inter
national Transport Workers Federa
tion (ITF) to end "flag-of-conve
nience" shipping. Also describes the 
history, organizational structure, 
membership, and finances of the ITF. 
Includes tables and figures. 

European Court Practice. By john 
A. Usher. Oceana Publications, Inc., 
Dobbs Ferry, 1983. 400 pp. $50.00. 

Aims to serve as a practical guide to 
the procedure that is followed before 
the E.C.'s Court of Justice. Addresses 
all stages of court procedure in chrono
logical order and discusses elements 
such as the language to be used in the 
case, the written procedure, prepara
tory inquiries, oral procedure, the 
handing down of judgments, and the 
settlement and withdrawal of proceed
ings. 

The European Community and 
Indo-British Trade Relations. By 
S. A. Anwar. Gower Publishing Co., 
Brookfield, VT, 1983. 156 pp. $33.00. 

Tests the hypothesis that the nor
mal trade flows between India and 
Britain were not affected by the United . 
Kingdom's accession to the Commu
nity. Analyzes customs-union theory 
and its practical applications in the E. C. 
Also studies the influence of conces
sions offered to India by the E.C.'s 
General System of Preferences in the 
context of the E.C.'s ·external trade 
policy. 

Greece in the 1980s. Edited by 
Richard Clagg. St. Martin's Press, 
New York, 1983. 270 pp. $27.50. 

A collection of papers given at a 
conference held at the University of 
London in January 1981 to mark 
Greece's entry into the E.C. Aims to 
provide a comprehensive and up-to
date profile of Greece at the beginning 
of the 1980s. Topics covered include 
geography, history, political culture, 
the party system, values, foreign pol
icy, education, the Church, and cultural 
life. 
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Stunning of Animals for Slaugh
ter. Edited by G. Eikelenboom. EUR 
8469. Kluwer Academic Publishers, 
Boston, 1983. 227 pp. 

Proceedings of a seminar in the CEC 
Program of Coordination of Research 
on Animal Welfare held at the Re
search Institute for Animal Production, 
Zeist, The Netherlands, October 13-
15, 1982. 
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CORN GLUTEN
FEED COULD BE
EXPLOSIVE ISSUE

he Senate Foreign Relations
Committee has many resPonsibil-
ities. One of the preeminent con-

cerns is arms control, which in a world of
50,000 nuclear weapons is certainly a

critical function of the U.S. Government-
In the legislative branch, the Foreign
Relations Committee has sole jurisdiction
over arms-control treaties and other
agreements. Members of the committee
also perform important legislative func-
tions in the areas of international eco-
nomic policy, nuclear proliferation, U.S.

relations with the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (Nnro) and Japan, policies in
the Middle East and relationships with
the nations of the developing world.
These major issues are not easily re-
solved or managed.

However, as chairman of the commit-
tee since January 1981, I have had a
sound reason to expand this agenda and

this has given me an opportunity to serve

my state that other recent chairmen of
this committee did not enjoy. I represent
Illinois, a state whose economy depends
heavily on exports. In fact, fully a third of
jobs in the state's agricultural sector and

a sizable share of jobs in the manufactur-
ing sector are tied directly to exports. By
promoting Illinois exports as part of my
duties as chairman of the Foreign Rela-

tions Committee, I therebY have the
opportunity to boost the economy of my
state, improve the national economy, and

develop trade relationships which often
are the underpinning of enhanced rela-
tions between the United States and

other nations.
As chairman, I have been concerned

for several years now with the particu-
larly troubling issue which was the sub-
ject of this magazine's July/August point-

counterpoint: corn gluten feed.
Three years ago, when the E.C. Com-

mission first proposed limiting the duty-
free sales of U.S.-origin corn gluten feed,

they called it maize gluten. Since then,
the Eurocrats in Brussels have adopted
the American terminology. However, that
is the only agreement which has been

reached on this issue which threatens to

explode into a trade war that could injure
European soft cheese, wine and industrial
interests, and certainly the U.S. corn
gluten industry.

Europeans often ask why the United
States fights so hard against the E.C.
proposal to limit duty-free sales of corn
gluten to three million metric tons annu-

ally. As the senior Senator from a state
that leads the nation in agricultural ex-
ports, I consider the maintenance of open
markets in Europe for corn gluten a top
priority. Its production brings roughly

$SOO million into the Illinois economy
each year.

In addition to the economic benefits
which the sale of corn gluten feed gives
Illinois, there are three solid reasons for
my opposition to imposition of the pro-
posed quota-levy. First, I believe firmly in
the sanctity of the trade agreements
reached between sovereign govern-
ments. During the KennedY Round of
multilateral trade negotiations in L962,

the E.C. agreed to permit high-protein
animal feed ingredients into Europe duty-
free. In exchange, the United States pro-
vided concessions to the Community re-
garding the import of its products into the
United States. This trade agreement
should be upheld, or others run the risk of
faltering.

Second, there is only a weak justifica-

tion given to impose the quota-levy. We

have heard that the influx of corn gluten
feed has injured European wheat and bar-
ley producers, principally from France.
However, study after study has proven
this claim to be without much substance.
Corn gluten feed contains amino acids

which are absent from cereal grains like
wheat and barley. The Federation of Eu-

ropean Feed Compounders has docu-

mented that dairy farmers would turn to
other imported protein ingredients if
faced with a restriction on the import of
low-price corn gluten feed. These include
copra (coconut meal) and palm kernel
meal.

Third, a serious precedent for other
products would be established by impos-
ing the quota-levy on the corn gluten

feed. It is clear that with the decision to
advance the entry of Spain and Portugal
into the European Community, pressures

would mount to impose a tarrff targeted
at soyoil to pay for olive oil subsidies. Our
significant annual trade of $4 billion in
soybeans and related products would be

put at risk.
I do not want to sound too harsh to-

ward the Community. It has been an

excellent customer. However, it is the
position of the United States that the
E.C.'s move to impose a quota-levy on

corn gluten feed would bring little benefit
to the Community while risking great
harm. It is ill conceived.

Many Europeans, too, share these con-
cerns, but some remain silent so that they
will not disrupt the delicate consensus
needed to conduct Community business.
However, the United States is prepared
to respond if the quota-levy is imposed.
Democrats and Republicans alike agree
on this policy.

This issue demonstrates clearly how
the European Community has grown tre-
mendously in importance as a principle
economic power in the world. It also

shows too clearly how small differences in
policy between the United States and the
Europeans can lead to burgeoning prob-
lems which create rifts between the al-
lies. This is similar in some ways to the
rift created by the U.S. sanctions on the
development of the Soviet gas pipeline, a
policy that I also opposed. That policy
only offended the national sensitivities of
our friends in Europe and would not have

stopped the development of the pipeline

even if it were finally carried out. The
same was true of the U.S. embargo on
grain sales to the Soviet Union. Other
nations just filled the gap, so we ended up

shooting ourselves in the foot. The NATo

alliance is strong, and U.S. relations with
the E.C. can also be strong so long as we

consider each other's views and deal with
each other in an atmosphere of mutual
respect, as friends and as allies. (

Sen. Charles H. Percy (R, Ill.) is chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
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SURPRISEI Belgium is
practically a non-stop festival.
So whenever you visit us,
you're sure to land right smack
in the middle of one.
(Our fine flowered friend above
is featured in The Flower
Festival in Antwerp.)

TheSurpdse
Pachase

'of

SURPRISEI Belgium is everything you never
expected. Food to rival Paris. Castles to capture
your heart. Scenery to take your breath away.
Festivals to take your inhibitions away. So if you

SURPRISE! Did you know
Waterloo is in Belgium?
While most visitors wish they
had stayed longer in Belgium,
Napoleon wished he had
stayed shorter.

SURPRISEI Mussels in
Brussels are a must.
But be warned: In Belgian
restaurants, a serving for one
is more than enough for two.

S0RPRISEI Belgium probably has more castles
per square mile than any other country in Europe.
The Castle of The Counts of Flanders (left) served
a dual purpose in Ghent's stormy history.
It protected the citizens from invaders.
And it protected the Counts from the citizens.

come to Belgium on your way
to somewhere else, don't be
surprised if you never get there.

SURPRISEI Calling all
Cookie Monsters!

These giant ginger-
bread cookies, made

from antique hand-
carved molds. are a

specialty of the bakers
of Dinant.

S(IRPRISEI Bruges is the most
beautiful city in the world. Since
the Middle Ages, it hasn't changed
by a cobblestone.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, SEE YOUR TRAVEL ACENT @Belgian National Tourist Office




